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Abstract
Vanadium dioxide exhibits a metal-insulator transition (MIT) which comprises an electronic and
a structural component. Accordingly, it is often understood as a cooperative effect of a structure-
induced Peierls transition and a electron correlations-induced Mott transition. The structural
transition can be exploited by subjecting VO2 thin films to epitaxial stress, which stabilizes
either the low temperature insulating or the high temperature metallic phase. Through this
strain engineering approach, the transition temperature can be tuned from its bulk value of
68 ∘C, tailoring the material towards technological applications.

In the present thesis, massively strained thin films of VO2 on micron-sized RuO2 islands are
grown and analyzed. This is done, in large parts, in a low energy electron microscope (LEEM)
instrument. The instrument allows for following surface processes in situ during oxidation and
deposition experiments, giving microscopic and structural information on the material.

First, the RuO2 islands are fabricated by oxidizing a Ru(0001) surface using atomic oxygen
from a thermal cracker. The resulting complex island morphology, which encompasses four
different phases of RuO2, is studied during and after growth, assessing the kinetic and thermo-
dynamic aspects that lead to their formation. It is found that a microcrystalline oxide phase
serves as a nucleation hub for adjacent (110)- and (101)-oriented RuO2 structures, which then
outgrow the incubator phase. The structural registry of a separate RuO2(100) phase to the
substrate has been resolved and is found to lead to the distinct growth behavior that this phase
exhibits compared to the others.

On samples prepared in this way, VO2 was grown, again with the aid of atomic oxygen.
This, as confirmed by x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), ensures that the stoichiometry of the films is correct. In situ low energy electron diffrac-
tion (LEED) measurements showed that during the growth of VO2 on RuO2(110), the lattice pa-
rameters stay constant. This indicates a very high strain near the pseudomorphic case (8.78%).
The VO2(110) surface was also found to exhibit a (2 × 2) reconstruction due to an oxygen-rich
surface termination. Conversely, VO2 was found to grow relaxed on the (100)-oriented islands.
Its VO2(100) surface is heavily faceted, indicating a high surface energy.

Complementary measurement of the x-ray linear dichroism in these films finds that the
VO2(110)/RuO2(110) islands exhibit spectra that are characteristic for the metallic phase. This
may indicate that the MIT is suppressed in high-strain conditions. On VO2(100)/RuO2(100)
islands, indications of a MIT are found. However, the VO2 films experience reduction due to the
synchrotron beam, which can also induce the transition into the metallic state.

Alongside a deeper understanding of Ru oxidation kinetics using atomic oxygen, this work
opens up a remarkably high window of accessible strain for VO2 thin film growth and gives
important insights into the surface of VO2, which until recently was often neglected.
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1. Introduction
From the seemingly simple combination of transition metals with oxygen, a remarkable
plethora of phenomena arises. Naively, one could think of corrosion and rust; however,
the unique properties of many of the transition metal oxides (TMOs) actually lead to
significant applications. They are utilized, for example, in electronics, catalysis or as
functional materials.

Vanadium dioxide is a fascinating example of such a TMO and has been the focus of a
lot of research since the discovery of its metal-insulator transition (MIT) in 19591. This
transition for one thing manifests as a band gap that closes upon reaching the critical
temperature, which is 68 ∘C for bulk VO2. Secondly, it is accompanied by a change in
the material’s crystal structure: The metallic high-temperature rutile phase has a higher
symmetry and the insulating low-temperature monoclinic phase breaks this symmetry
by forming pairs of vanadium atoms.

The study of this TMO thus on the one hand enables the development of new kinds
of oxide-electronic devices that typically utilize the MIT for some kind of switching. On
the other hand, it leads to further understanding of the complicated interplay of fun-
damental physical effects from which the electronic properties of materials in general
emerge.

For the origin of this transition, two competing models have been proposed: Un-
derstanding the transition in terms of its band structure2,3 and the symmetry break
is often subsumed under the name Peierls transition. Conversely, in the Mott transi-
tion4–6 picture, the electron-electron interaction (electron correlation) brings about the
breakdown of the traditional band structure model used for the explanation of metals,
semiconductors and insulators. Today, most studies assume a cooperative effect that
needs both models (to varying degrees) to accurately reflect the MIT’s complexity.7,8

Technological applications for VO2 are found in, e.g., the thermochromism that ac-
companies the MIT: Above the transition temperature, the transmittance of infrared
light is strongly reduced while visible light still mostly passes through, which makes
the material interesting for windows that self-regulate their energy throughput.9 Also,
the transition’s most obvious trait, the strong change in resistivity, can be utilized in
field-effect transistors by triggering the transition through electric charge accumula-
tion, providing a means to overcome fundamental limits in silicon transistors.10 Other
uses include microactuators that base on the structural transition11 or phase change
materials, which regulate temperature in devices by storing latent heat when going
through the transition12.

A major obstacle in harnessing the VO2 transition in this way is the control of the
temperature at which it occurs. One way to do this is by impurity doping3,13–16, while
another is the application of external strain to the material. Uniaxially strained VO2 has
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been used, e.g., in order to probe its phase diagram.17 For most applications, however,
epitaxial strain is the more attractive route: Due to the structural transition easily lead-
ing to the development of cracks and even destruction in VO2 single crystals, epitaxial
thin film growth is a natural way forward anyhow.

Previous studies showed that by applying epitaxial strain, the MIT temperature can
be tuned in a range from roughly 10 ∘C to 160 ∘C.18–21 The most important parameter
here is the strain that is applied to the rutile 𝑐 axis, where the V pairing occurs across
the transition. Generally, for larger 𝑐, the insulating phase is stabilized and vice versa
for the metallic phase. Usually, substrates that exhibit the same crystal structure are
employed in order to get a good epitaxial interface that applies the stress to the VO2
thin film; this has been done most frequently by using TiO2.

Another substrate, which will be explored in this thesis, is ruthenium dioxide. There
already were successful VO2/RuO2(001) growth studies20, where the 𝑐 axis is oriented
out of plane and the resulting strain on it amounts to 0.34%. Bringing the 𝑐 axis
into the surface plane, however, the large 𝑐 lattice spacing of RuO2 directly affects the
one found in VO2, resulting in a maximal strain of 8.78%. Successful application of
such high strain to VO2 promises new insights in its transition mechanism, potentially
exploring the limits of the Mott and Peierls models. It also opens up a much larger
window accessible to VO2 strain engineering than previously available.

RuO2 itself and its growth during the oxidation of ruthenium crystals has been studied
as a prototypical system for transition metal oxidation, with a controversial debate on
the initial oxide formation.22–25 Although the ruthenium surface already was used in
industrial catalysis applications, up until the early 2000s its catalytic activity could
not be reproduced in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) surface science experiments. Partially
bridging this “pressure gap”, RuO2 was found to form under real-world conditions and
to be the actually active phase.26,27 Several orientations of RuO2—(110), (100) and
(101)—can be grown simultaneously on the Ru(0001) surface28, showing that they lie
in close proximity in the phase diagram under the examined conditions. The intricate
energy landscape is determined by oxygen availability with the kinetics during growth
playing a large role.

The goal of this thesis is a thorough understanding of the structural aspects of VO2
thin film growth on RuO2 islands of varying orientation and a phenomenological view
of the films’ electronic properties. The use of µm-sized RuO2/Ru islands offers the op-
portunity to study VO2 on several distinct RuO2 orientations simultaneously. Especially,
the (110) and (100) orientations are interesting for their in-plane 𝑐 lattice constant.

To this end, first the growth of RuO2 itself is analyzed. The choice of the oxidizing
agent was already proven to have a large influence on Ru oxidation with NO2 and
O2 leading to different surface morphologies and different thermodynamic boundary
conditions. This thesis for the first time systematically provides a look at Ru growth on
the mesoscale while using atomic oxygen, O1. Previous scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) works29,30 with O1 have already shown a higher RuOx density of nuclei than
for O2; here, the growth kinetics are in the focus and are investigated using real-time
in situ low energy electron microscopy (LEEM). The LEEM instrument is also used in
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order to gain further insight into the structural registry of RuO2 islands to the substrate
through its diffraction mode, low energy electron diffraction (LEED).

On the RuO2/Ru islands prepared as described above, VO2 is then grown by means
of reactive molecular beam epitaxy (rMBE). Again, a thermal oxygen cracker is used
to supply atomic oxygen, which is key in achieving the correct stoichiometry in these
films. The vanadium oxidation state is determined through synchrotron-based x-ray
photoemission electron microscopy (XPEEM) and x-ray absorption spectroscopy PEEM
(XAS-PEEM), ensuring VO2 growth. Then, the structure of the VO2 films is analyzed,
investigating both the achieved high strain and the surface ordering and structure in
micro-LEED (µLEED). The temperature-dependent electronic state (metallic vs insulat-
ing) is probed via local XA spectra and by analyzing their x-ray linear dichroism (XLD),
which hint at a changed transition behavior. At the same time, the thermal stability of
the VO2 is examined.

The thesis is structured in the established way of first introducing the methodology
in Chapter 2. Afterwards, an introduction into the laboratories and instruments that
were used is given in Chapter 3. For Ru oxidation and RuO2 growth, first a review of
existing research is given in Chapter 4 and then the results are presented in Chapter 5.
Similarly, a comprehensive summary of relevant VO2 literature is given in Chapter 6,
after which the results regarding structure and electronic properties are discussed in
Chapters 7 and 8. Finally, the conclusions and an outlook are given in Chapter 9.
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2. Methods
In this chapter, the experimental methods that were used are introduced. Following a
recapitulation of the fundamentals of crystallography, electron diffraction is explained
in more detail. Then, the less well known LEEM technique that takes advantage of
these principles is presented. After this, x-ray spectroscopic methods are shown and
the combination of these with the LEEM instrument, SPELEEM, is outlined. The expla-
nations given in this chapter are of course not exhaustive and a more detailed account
of the basics can be found in textbook literature, e.g., Refs. 31–33.

2.1. Basics of Crystal Structure
A crystal consists of a three-dimensional—in the ideal case infinite—array of its building
block, the unit cell. This unit cell repeats periodically in each direction, i.e., the crystal
exhibits a translational symmetry. The basis of this unit cell are the three vectors ⃗𝑎1, ⃗𝑎2
and ⃗𝑎3 that describe the direction and length of this translation. A lattice vector �⃗� then
is constructed by an integer linear combination of these vectors:

�⃗� = 𝑚 ⋅ ⃗𝑎1 + 𝑛 ⋅ ⃗𝑎2 + 𝑜 ⋅ ⃗𝑎3 where 𝑚, 𝑛, 𝑜 ∈ ℤ. (2.1)

Each lattice vector maps the ideal crystal onto itself. The lattices that can be con-
structed in this way are classified based on the symmetry that the individual unit cells
have. For example, when all three base vectors are of the same length and are orthog-
onal to each other, the lattice belongs to the cubic crystal family. These basic classes
are called Bravais lattices, of which there are 14 in three dimensions and five in two
dimensions. Further examples are shown in Fig. 2.1.

For many purposes in solid state physics, especially when involving diffraction, it is
useful to define the reciprocal space, where the lattice vectors ⃗𝐺 satisfy 𝑒𝑖�⃗�⋅�⃗� = 1. It is
the Fourier transform of the real space lattice and its base vectors are constructed by

⃗𝑏𝑖 = 2𝜋
⃗𝑎𝑗 × ⃗𝑎𝑘

⃗𝑎𝑖 ⋅ ⃗𝑎𝑗 × ⃗𝑎𝑘
where (𝑖𝑗𝑘) permute cyclically. (2.2)

In reciprocal space, the angle is preserved in relation to real space, but lattice points
no longer designate locations, but real space lattice planes instead. One can now define
a wave vector ⃗𝑘 with ‖ ⃗𝑘‖ =

2𝜋

𝜆
for particles, which points into the direction that the par-

ticle wave propagates to and has a magnitude inversely proportional to its wavelength
𝜆, i.e., proportional to its energy. This formulation leads to more elegant mathematical
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Figure 2.1. Some exemplary three-dimensional Bravais lattices. In the simple (primitive)
cubic (cP), primitive tetragonal (tP) and body-centered tetragonal (tI) lattice,
all angles are 90°. Also, each side has the same length except for one direction
in the tetragonal lattices. In the triclinic (aP) lattice, all angles and all lengths
are different from each other.

descriptions of particles interacting with a crystal lattice.

2.2. Epitaxial Growth
Depositing material onto a substrate such that the lattices of the substrate and the
adsorbate interlock in some way is called epitaxy. In this thesis, the new material
comes from the gas phase. The growth mode is determined by the energy costs of the
adsorbate film surface 𝛾film and the substrate surface 𝛾sub, of the interface 𝛾inter and of
the elastic energy 𝑈 generated by the lattice matching:

Δ𝐸 = 𝛾film + 𝛾inter − 𝛾sub + 𝑈 (2.3)

For Δ𝐸 < 0, there is an energy gain when the film surface is exposed compared to
the substrate and the film is expected to grow layer by layer (Frank-Van der Merwe
growth mode). In the case of Δ𝐸 > 0, the substrate surface instead is maximized and
the adsorbate grows vertically in the shape of islands (Volmer-Weber growth mode).
Sometimes, Δ𝐸 is below zero for the first few monolayers but then increases due to
increasing elastic energy contained in the film, at which point three-dimensional island
growth starts (Stranski-Krastanov growth mode). In these considerations, 𝛾inter usually
only is a small correction term that is often neglected.

Considering that film and substrate can have different lattice spacings 𝑎film and 𝑎sub,
one critical aspect in heteroepitaxy is the lattice mismatch

𝑓 =
𝑎film − 𝑎sub

𝑎sub
. (2.4)

In order to preserve the symmetry at the interface, the substrate applies stress 𝜎𝑖𝑗 to
the film, which then may adopt the lattice spacing of the substrate, leading to strain
𝜀𝑖𝑗 = (𝑎strained film − 𝑎film)/𝑎film. In the most extreme case, pseudomorphic strain com-
pletely compensates the lattice mismatch. Upon the buildup of elastic energy, this strain
can then be relaxed by, e.g., incorporating dislocations. In the general case, the strain
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Figure 2.2. Schematic diagram of surface processes during nucleation and growth. After
Venables 34.

and stress are second order tensors and in linear elasticity theory, their relation can be
described by the fourth order stiffness tensor 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 with 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑙 ∈ {𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧}. The elastic
energy 𝑈 per volume 𝑉 then follows analogously to Hooke’s law:

𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙𝜀𝑘𝑙,

𝑈 =
𝑉

2
𝜎𝑖𝑗𝜀𝑖𝑗 =

𝑉

2
𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙𝜀𝑘𝑙𝜀𝑖𝑗.

(2.5)

It can be shown that symmetry considerations lead to a reduction of the stiffness
tensor to only 21 independent parameters instead of 81. If the material exhibits fur-
ther symmetries, additional simplifications can be made and for isotropic materials, the
stress-strain relationship often is expressed in terms of Young’s modulus 𝐸 and Poisson’s
ratio 𝜈:

𝜀𝑖𝑗 =
1

𝐸
[𝜎𝑖𝑗(1 + 𝜈) − 𝜈𝛿𝑖𝑗𝜎𝑘𝑘] , (2.6)

where 𝛿𝑖𝑗 is the Kronecker delta.
During epitaxial growth, several processes on the surface participate and compete

with each other: Arrival, diffusion, nucleation, capture and evaporation. Depending
on the substrate temperature 𝑇, the processes have distinct probabilities, leading to
different growth pathways. These kinetics in turn can lead to deviations from thermo-
dynamic equilibrium. In Fig. 2.2, the processes are illustrated; a detailed description
is found, e.g., in Ref. 34.

Incoming atoms from the gas phase arrive with a rate 𝑅 ∝
𝑝

𝑘B𝑇g
, where 𝑝 and 𝑇g are

the pressure and temperature of the gas and 𝑘B is Boltzmann’s constant. The atom
then participates in surface diffusion with the diffusion coefficient 𝐷 =

𝜈d𝑎
2

4
𝑒−𝐸d/𝑘B𝑇

describing its motion per time with the diffusion frequency 𝜈d, the jump distance 𝑎

and the diffusion barrier 𝐸d. Evaporation is a counteracting process and occurs with a
frequency ∝ 𝑒𝐸a/𝑘B𝑇. The diffusion of adatoms on the surface can be described like a
two-dimensional lattice gas, where, given a high enough local pressure, nuclei form and
provide nucleation sites for further adatoms. Defects—including atomic step edges—
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also provide preferred sites and can function as nuclei.

2.3. Low Energy Electron Diffraction

Low energy electron diffraction (LEED) employs electrons with its eponymous low en-
ergy in the range of 10 eV to 500 eV to give the user insight into a sample’s surface
structure. In this energy range, the electrons are very surface sensitive as their mean
free path is only a few Å. The electrons have a de Broglie wavelength 𝜆 =

ℎ

𝑚𝑣
=

ℎ

√2𝑚𝑒𝐸

of also a few Å, matching the dimensions of typical crystal unit cells. Thus, they are
scattered at the surface and, because of the surface’s periodicity, produce a diffraction
pattern that contains structural information.

2.3.1. Diffraction Theory

Low energy electrons are a great probe for surfaces because of their short mean free
path in solids. However, the significant drawback of this strong interaction with
matter is that multiple-scattering events need to be taken into account for a correct
description—this description is usually called dynamic (scattering) theory. This is espe-
cially important for very low energies, where the electronic structure of the solid (and
potentially a band gap) plays a larger role in the scattering process.

For a general understanding of some qualitative features of surface diffraction, the
simpler approach of kinematic theory is sufficient. The main drawback here is the in-
correct prediction of the energy-dependent intensity of the backscattered electrons.

Kinematic Theory

For any incoming wave-like particles (in this case electrons), the interaction potential
𝑉 with the solid can be described by the sum of the potentials 𝑣(�⃗�) at each individual
lattice position �⃗� according to Eq. (2.1). Here, the displacement of the atoms from
equilibrium is ignored. This means that phononic excitations of the lateral modes 𝜔( ⃗𝑞∥)

are neglected, i.e., only elastic scattering is considered.

𝑉( ⃗𝑟) = ∑

�⃗�

𝑣( ⃗𝑟 − �⃗�). (2.7)

For incoming particles with wave vector ⃗𝑘 and energy 𝐸 = ℏ2 ⃗𝑘2/2𝑚, the transition
amplitude for going into the scattered state ⃗𝑘′ is

𝑐
�⃗��⃗�′

(𝜏) =
−𝑖

ℏ
∫𝑑 ⃗𝑟∫

𝜏

0

𝑑𝑡𝜓∗𝑠 ( ⃗𝑟, 𝑡)𝑉( ⃗𝑟)𝜓𝑖( ⃗𝑟, 𝑡), (2.8)
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where 𝜓𝑖 and 𝜓𝑠 denote the incident and the scattered wave, respectively:

𝜓𝑖( ⃗𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝑉−1/2𝑒𝑖(�⃗�⋅�⃗�−𝐸𝑡/ℏ), 𝜓𝑠( ⃗𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝑉−1/2𝑒𝑖(�⃗�
′⋅�⃗�−𝐸𝑡/ℏ).

Inserting this into Eq. (2.8) and substituting ⃗𝜉 = ⃗𝑟 − �⃗�, 𝑑 ⃗𝑟 = 𝑑 ⃗𝜉 yields

𝑐
�⃗��⃗�′

(𝜏) =
−𝑖

ℏ
∑

�⃗�

∫

𝜏

0

𝑑𝑡𝑒𝑖(𝐸
′−𝐸)𝑡/ℏ∫𝑑 ⃗𝑟𝑒𝑖(�⃗�−�⃗�

′⋅�⃗�)𝑣( ⃗𝑟 − �⃗�)

=
−𝑖

ℏ
∑

�⃗�

∫

𝜏

0

𝑑𝑡𝑒𝑖(𝐸
′−𝐸)𝑡/ℏ𝑒𝑖(�⃗�−�⃗�

′⋅�⃗�)∫𝑑 ⃗𝜉𝑣( ⃗𝜉)𝑒𝑖(�⃗�−�⃗�
′⋅�⃗�)

=
−𝑖

ℏ
𝑓( ⃗𝐾)∑

�⃗�

∫

𝜏

0

𝑑𝑡𝑒𝑖(𝐸
′−𝐸)𝑡/ℏ𝑒−𝑖�⃗�⋅�⃗� with ⃗𝐾 = ⃗𝑘′ − ⃗𝑘.

(2.9)

Here, 𝑓( ⃗𝐾) is an atomic scattering factor that is not dependent on time. In order
to exploit the symmetry of the surface for the summation over all lattice vectors, it is
convenient to split them into a lateral component and a component perpendicular to
the surface, �⃗� = �⃗�∥+𝑧𝑝 ⃗𝑒⟂. �⃗�⟂ can further be represented in terms of the surface’s unit
mesh base vectors, �⃗�∥ = 𝑚 ⃗𝑢 + 𝑛 ⃗𝑣, which are not necessarily equivalent to the 3D base
vectors from Eq. (2.1). We thus get

∑

�⃗�

𝑒−𝑖�⃗�⋅�⃗� = ∑
𝑝

𝑒−𝑖𝑧𝑝�⃗�⋅�⃗�⟂ ∑
𝑚𝑛

𝑒−�⃗�⋅�⃗�∥

= ∑
𝑝

𝑒−𝑖𝑧𝑝𝐾⟂ ∑
𝑚𝑛

(𝑒−𝑖�⃗�⋅ ⃗ᴂ )
𝑚

+ (𝑒−𝑖�⃗�⋅�⃗�)
𝑛

,

(2.10)

where ⃗𝐾 = ⃗𝐾∥ + 𝐾⟂ ⃗𝑒⟂.

In the limit of 𝑚, 𝑛 → ∞, the sum over both indices is only then non-zero when

⃗𝐾 ⋅ �⃗� = 2𝜋ℎ and ⃗𝐾 ⋅ ⃗𝑣 = 2𝜋𝑘 for ℎ, 𝑘 ∈ ℤ

⇒ ⃗𝐾∥ = ⃗𝑘′∥ −
⃗𝑘∥ = ⃗𝐺∥,

(2.11)

i.e. ⃗𝐾 must be a two-dimensional lattice vector. This is the equivalent to the Laue
condition used in the three-dimensional case. In contrast to 3D diffraction, because 𝑧𝑝
is only summed over a finite set of 𝑝s determined by the surface on one side and the
electron penetration depth on the other, this term can have non-zero values for all 𝐾⟂.

The restriction on ⃗𝐾∥ can be expressed using the Kronecker delta 𝛿
�⃗�∥,�⃗�∥

which is only
then one when Eq. (2.11) is given and else zero. Finally then, the scattering probability
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per unit time at 𝑁 surface atoms from the ⃗𝑘 state into ⃗𝑘′ is given by

𝑊
�⃗��⃗�′

= lim
𝜏→∞

1

𝜏
||𝑐�⃗��⃗�′

(𝜏)||

=
2𝜋

ℏ
𝑁
|
|
|
|
𝑓( ⃗𝐾)∑

𝑝

𝑒𝑖𝐾⟂𝑧𝑝
|
|
|
|

2

𝛿(𝐸′ − 𝐸)𝛿
�⃗�∥,�⃗�∥

.

(2.12)

Kinematic scattering theory thus gives a good understanding of the effects of surface
periodicities on scattered electrons just through the Kronecker delta.

One consequence of the non-zero 𝑝-sum in Eq. (2.10) is that the distribution of in-
tensity (i.e., the distribution of 𝑊

�⃗��⃗�′
) in reciprocal space is not point-like as in the

three-dimensional case which applies to, e.g., x-ray diffraction (XRD) of bulk crystals.
Instead, the intensity distribution can be visualized as rods perpendicular to the surface.
Thanks to the term 𝑒−𝑖𝑧𝑝𝐾⟂, in this model, there is a periodic intensity variation along
the rods. Because low energy electrons typically penetrate a few layers into the mate-
rial, the crystal periodicity defines this modulation and the intensity maxima would be
at the positions where the three-dimensional Laue condition for the crystal is satisfied
(so-called Bragg peaks).

However, as can be seen from measuring I-V curves (see Section 2.4.2), the intensity
variation along such a reciprocal space rod has a much more involved structure than the
kinematic theory can explain. One reason is that the energy of the electrons from the
beam is different inside the crystal, commonly accounted for by introducing an inner
potential that is related to the materials’ work function. Another, more complex reason
is multiple scattering processes. For a good quantitative model of these, dynamic theory
is needed.

Dynamic Theory

In order to perform structure analysis, i.e., to design, adapt and verify a structural model
of the crystal surface, this model needs to account for multiple scattering of electrons
in the solid. A multiple scattering event can involve electrons repeatedly undergoing
forward- and back-scattering in any order and still contributing to Bragg spots. Two
different methods, the matching formalism and the multiple-scattering formalism, are
employed to model multiple scattering. As they essentially yield similar results, only
the former is discussed here briefly.

For the electron wave in the vacuum and in the solid, two different wave functions
are established. As the name of the formalism suggests, these wave functions are then
matched at the interface. Outside the crystal, the particles are described as a sum of
the wave functions of the primary electrons and the diffracted electrons

𝜓𝑜 = 𝑒𝑖�⃗�∥⋅�⃗�∥+𝑖𝑘⟂𝑧 +∑
ℎ𝑘

𝐴ℎ𝑘𝑒
𝑖(�⃗�∥+�⃗�ℎ𝑘)⋅�⃗�∥−𝑖𝑘⟂,ℎ𝑘𝑧. (2.13)

Here, ⃗𝑟∥ is the component of the position vector that is parallel to the surface while
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Figure 2.3. Schematic of an Ewald sphere. The sphere’s radius corresponds to the primary
wave vector (red arrow) and the reciprocal space rods are defined by Eq. (2.12).
Any point where they intersect then corresponds a diffracted beam’s wave vector
(black arrows).

z is its perpendicular component. The ⃗𝑘-vector is split up in an analogous way into
⃗𝑘∥ and 𝑘⟂, so that 𝐸 = ℏ2/2𝑚( ⃗𝑘2∥ + 𝑘2⟂). The first addend in Eq. (2.13) is just a plane

wave while the second addend describing the diffracted wave reflects the fact that
the ⃗𝑘∥ component is conserved only within a two-dimensional reciprocal lattice vector
⃗𝐺∥ = ℎ ⃗𝑎∗1 +𝑘 ⃗𝑎∗2 . 𝐴ℎ𝑘 are the amplitudes of the diffracted waves (ℎ, 𝑘) and 𝑘⟂,ℎ𝑘 follows

from energy conservation 𝐸′ = ℏ2/2𝑚(| ⃗𝑘∥ + ⃗𝐺∥|
2 + 𝑘2⟂,ℎ𝑘) = 𝐸.

Inside the crystal, a Bloch wave ansatz is chosen:

𝜓𝑖 = 𝑢
�⃗�
( ⃗𝑟)𝑒𝑖�⃗�⋅�⃗� = ∑

�⃗�

𝑐
�⃗�
( ⃗𝑘)𝑒𝑖(�⃗�+�⃗�)⋅�⃗�, (2.14)

where 𝑢
�⃗�
( ⃗𝑟) is a function that has the same periodicity as the crystal, i.e. 𝑢

�⃗�
( ⃗𝑟) =

𝑢
�⃗�
( ⃗𝑟 + �⃗�) ∀�⃗� and can therefore be written as a Fourier series, summing over all ⃗𝐺.

Again, ⃗𝑘 and ⃗𝑟 can be split up into components parallel and perpendicular to the surface.
Their values and the 𝑐

�⃗�
are then calculated from the periodic potential and the energy.
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Figure 2.4. Real space (b and c) and reciprocal space (a and d) lattices of a pure (1 × 1)
square lattice (a and b) and the same lattice with a (2 × 1) superstructure (c
and d). The doubled periodicity in real space shows up as a halved periodicity
in reciprocal space.

The two wave functions 𝜓𝑜 and 𝜓𝑖 are now determined based on the matching con-
ditions,

𝜓𝑜|𝑧=0 = 𝜓𝑖|𝑧=0 and 𝜕

𝜕𝑧
𝜓𝑜
|
|
|
𝑧=0

=
𝜕

𝜕𝑧
𝜓𝑖
|
|
|
𝑧=0

, (2.15)

at the interface. 𝜕

𝜕𝑧
denotes the derivative in the surface normal-direction. From these

matching conditions, and especially from the fact that they enforce the energy 𝐸 and the
lateral wave vector ⃗𝑘∥ to be equal at the interface, follows that the electronic structure
of the material now has an influence on the diffracted electron intensity. One conse-
quence is that incoming primary electrons must find an exact electronic state at their
corresponding energy. If there is a band gap at this energy, the matching conditions
can not be satisfied and the electrons are reflected, resulting in a peak in the I-V curve
(see Section 2.4.2).

2.3.2. Diffraction Patterns
In order to interpret the diffraction patterns visible in a LEED instrument, kinematic
theory is sufficient. They are best understood using a geometric construction known
as an Ewald sphere, named after Paul Peter Ewald, a German crystallographer. This
sphere “lives” in reciprocal space, where the possible wave vectors of any diffracted
beam are located on the reciprocal space rods introduced in the previous section.

The sphere is visualized in Fig. 2.3. It is constructed by drawing the primary elec-
trons’ wave vector ⃗𝑘 as an arrow such that it ends in one of the reciprocal space rods,
the (00) rod, which is defined to lie on the sphere’s surface while the start of the arrow
is in the sphere’s center. Simple geometric considerations now show that any point ⃗𝑘′

where a rod penetrates the Ewald sphere’s surface fulfills the conditions ⃗𝑘∥ − ⃗𝑘′∥ = ⃗𝐺ℎ𝑘

and |
|
⃗𝑘|| =

|
|
⃗𝑘′||. This means that these ⃗𝑘′ are all valid wave vectors of diffracted elec-

tron beams for the chosen energy. Changing the energy means changing the radius of
the Ewald sphere, so higher energies generally lead to more diffracted electron beams
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Figure 2.5. Principal schematic of a LEED instrument. The components are explained in
the text.

meeting the conditions.
It is important to remember that the rods depicted in Fig. 2.3 do not correspond

to atoms or structures on the real space surface of the crystal. Instead, they represent
periodicities. The angles, however, are preserved in real space and the diffraction image
recorded by the instrument is equivalent to the positions of ⃗𝑘′ on the Ewald sphere’s
surface.

Usually, the curvatures of the instrument and the Ewald sphere cancel out each other
and the recorded image directly shows the diffraction spots with the reciprocal peri-
odicities. Hence, we can learn the following from a low energy electron diffraction
pattern:

• The surface symmetry and its unit mesh, which can be categorized into one of
the five different two dimensional Bravais lattices (oblique, rectangular, centered
rectangular, hexagonal and square).

• The length ratio of any surface mesh reciprocal base vectors and thus the ratio of
any real space periodicities on the surface.

• Any superstructures, i.e., additional periodicities on the surface resulting from
surface reconstructions (deviations from the bulk structure) or adsorbed particles.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2.4.

Instrumentation

A LEED instrument (Fig. 2.5) needs to be operated under ultra-high vacuum (UHV)
conditions below 10−7 mbar as the electrons’ mean free path must be long enough.
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The electrons are generated by an electron gun and then focused into a beam by a
Wehnelt cylinder and electronic lenses. In the electron gun, electrons are emitted from
a filament driven by a supply voltage 𝑈𝐹. The filament is kept on the negative acceler-
ation voltage 𝑈𝐵. After passing through a set of lenses, the electrons have the desired
kinetic energy and then reach the sample. They interact with the sample surface and
are scattered back towards a set of grids. The first of the grids is on ground potential in
order to keep the area in front of the sample field-free. Further grids may generate an
opposing field in order to filter out elastically scattered electrons. The remaining elec-
trons are accelerated towards a screen in order to be observed by the experimentalist
or a camera.

An important characteristic is the transfer width, which characterizes the lateral area
on the sample where the electron beam is coherent. A larger transfer width implies
that a larger area on the sample contributes to the same partial diffraction pattern,
i.e., that the diffracted beams’ intensities are generated by less different parts of the
primary beam and the measured spot profiles are more narrow; the signal-to-noise
ratio is better.

2.4. Low Energy Electron Microscopy
Low energy electron microscopy (LEEM) is a complex surface science tool that actu-
ally combines some other common techniques. As the name suggests, its main use
is microscopy. But in contrast to most other electron microscopes, reflected (or, more
precisely, diffracted) electrons are used for imaging. Analogous to LEED, the electrons
need to have a low energy (0 eV to 500 eV, typically below 50 eV) in order to get suf-
ficient intensity in the backscattered beam. Using coherent primary electrons means
that diffraction theory according to Section 2.3.1 applies and that a lot more structural
and electronic information about the sample is kept in the signal compared to, e.g.,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

A further key advantage of this method is the ability to get in situ, video-rate
(>10 fps), imaging of the sample surfaces, enabling one to observe surface processes
such as oxidation, epitaxial growth or catalysis in real time. In a typical LEEM instru-
ment, the sample can be heated up to ≈1500 ∘C and evaporators can be directed at the
sample surface during measurements.

The technique was invented by Ernst Bauer in 1962, whose book35 and historical
review36 provide detailed introductions. A fairly recent textbook contribution on LEEM
can be found in Ref. 37.

2.4.1. Instrument Layout
The descriptions provided in this chapter are based on the LEEM design developed by
Elmitec GmbH and may differ in some aspects from other LEEMs in use. In Fig. 2.6,
a schematic of the general layout of the instrument is shown. It comprises three main
components: The illumination column, the objective lens in front of the sample, and the
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Figure 2.6. Schematic of a LEEM instrument. An explanation of individual components is
given in the text. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 38. Copyright 2018
Elsevier.

imaging column. These components are connected through sector field that separates
the incident electron beam from the reflected beam.

In the illumination column, electrons are emitted from a cathode typically made
of LaB6 by resistive heating (thermionic emission). A Wehnelt cylinder in front of the
cathode is used to control the emission current. The whole electron gun is on a highly
negative potential usually in the range of −10 kV to −20 kV in order to accelerate the
electrons through the microscope. After the gun, several electromagnetic lenses func-
tion as a condenser system by focusing the beam into the backfocal plane of the objective
lens.

The beam is thus collimated by the objective lens, which is on ground potential,
while the sample behind that is only offset by the so-called start voltage (−5V to 500V)
from cathode potential. The electrons are decelerated by several kV in the small space
between objective lens and sample. This makes the few ≈2mm gap one of the LEEM’s
most sensitive parts and puts some constraints on sample holder design and sample
geometry in order to avoid arcing. The fact that the electrons are immediately reac-
celerated to several keV also means that a key disadvantage of conventional LEED in-
struments at very low energies <50 eV is partially rectified: its susceptibility to stray
magnetic fields.

The electron beam interacts with the sample and the reflected, parallel electron beam
now encodes a real-space image of the surface. It is accelerated again through the
objective lens, applying a large portion of magnification in the microscope (typically
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≈ 20×). This time, the sector field directs the beam into the imaging column. Because
the objective lens like all lenses focuses all electrons coming from the sample under the
same angle into the same point in its backfocal plane, a diffraction image is present in
this plane.

Inside the imaging column, the beam passes through several additional electromag-
netic lenses, notably the intermediate lens: Depending on its current, it either brings
the image plane or the focal plane into the projection system, enabling imaging of
the real space image or the diffraction pattern. The projection system, typically two or
three so-called projection lenses, further magnifies the image or diffraction pattern and
brings it onto the detector, a multichannel plate combined with a fluorescent screen.
The screen is filmed by CCD camera with a suitably high dynamic range (typically 14
bit depth) which is connected to a computer.

In between the projection system, optionally an image-preserving electron analyzer
can be installed. In typical LEEM operation, the analyzer’s main purpose is to filter out
secondary electrons and thus improve the quality of images in the diffractive plane. It
has a more prominent role when imaging photoelectrons instead of diffracted electrons
(see Section 2.5.3). By tuning the projection system, it is also possible to image the
dispersive plane, i.e., a spatial representation of the electron’s energy spectrum.

A final element crucial to LEEM operation are the apertures that are available to
constrict the beam in different places in the instrument: The illumination aperture is
located in the sector field in the path of the incident electrons. Because it acts on the
incident beam, effectively in a “real-space image“ plane, it constrains the beam footprint
on the sample. It is commonly used to obtain exclusive diffraction patterns from small
areas which can be as small as 250 nm in diameter, depending on the instrument; this
technique is called µLEED. The selected-area aperture has a similar role, but acts on
the beam after interaction with the sample.

The contrast aperture is located inside the field lens, i.e., in a focal plane. It enables
the user to select an individual diffracted beam for imaging. Depending on the type of
beam selected, two operation modes are distinguished: In bright field imaging mode,
the (00) beam is selected, while in dark field imaging, any other beam is selected. Se-
lecting a diffraction spot that is unique to a specific surface phase or rotational domain
leads to only this phase contributing to the dark field image and thus provides structural
contrast.

2.4.2. Contrast Mechanisms and I-V Spectromicroscopy
Two main contrast mechanisms dominate the intensity distribution of LEEM images.
The first, phase contrast, arises from the phase shift that the electron wave undergoes
at different surface levels. A typical example is atomic step contrast: At an atomic step
edge of height 𝑎, a normally incident wave covers a by 2𝑎 longer path on the lower
side of the edge than on the higher side. This leads to interference and a phase shift
of 𝜙 = 2𝑎| ⃗𝑘| =

4𝜋𝑎

𝜆
. To describe the effects on the measured intensity, i.e., wave ampli-

tude, Fresnel diffraction models are used. In the case of well defined and sufficiently
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Figure 2.7. Visualization of an I-V image stack. Along the lines in the stack on the left,
spectra can be extracted and plotted like shown on the right. An image stack
usually has a spacing of 0.1 eV to 0.5 eV; here, only a few of these images are
shown for clarity.

separated steps, this gives LEEM atomic resolution in the direction perpendicular to the
surface. A second aspect of phase contrast is quantum-size effects (QSE), which arises
at thin films due to interference of electrons that are reflected directly at the surface
and ones that penetrate the film and are reflected at the interface to the underlying
material.

The second contrast mechanism is amplitude contrast and originates from electron
diffraction as laid out in Section 2.3.1. While kinematic theory explains that during
elastic scattering at a periodic crystal, electrons can only transfer a quantized amount
of their lateral momentum ⃗𝑘∥ (which leads to the formation of diffraction patterns),
the intensity variation when changing the energy 𝐸, i.e., the normal component ⃗𝑘⟂, is
explained by dynamic theory. As LEEM uses diffracted electrons for imaging, the latter
does apply.

The intensity variation along a singular reciprocal space rod is called an intensity-
voltage (I-V) curve: the intensity 𝐼 in dependence of the electron acceleration voltage
𝑉, i.e., energy. In a LEEM’s LEED mode, measuring the I-V curves is much easier than
in conventional LEED because the detector has a good dynamical range and is well
shielded from stray light. However, an even bigger selling point of LEEM is I-V spec-
tromicroscopy, which in this work will be called LEEM-I-V. In real space bright field
microscopy mode, a series of images is taken at different energies. Effectively, this gen-
erates the (00) diffraction rod’s I-V curve for every pixel present on the surface and thus
is a form of hyperspectral imaging (see Fig. 2.7). Actually, this spatially resolved spec-
troscopy is also utilized in other closely related surface science techniques as further
described in Section 2.5.3 on photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM).

Gaining structural insight from an I-V curve involves an elaborate, iterative process
of creating structural models, calculating the corresponding theoretical curves through
means of dynamic theory (Section 2.3.1) and refining the model. This is not feasible
for every I-V measurement in LEEM and especially poses a problem when there is little
preexisting information on the surface phase that is to be modeled. Yet, LEEM-I-V is
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still very much viable without any exact model because the experimental curves can still
be correlated with one another. This approach is commonly called fingerprinting,39–41
as it assigns the I-V curve as an invariable feature, a “fingerprint”, to a surface phase.
Additional insights into the phase, like diffraction patterns or spectroscopic data, then
allow for an interpretation of the data.

A rather special case arises at very low energy, where the electrons do not penetrate
the surface and only interact with the electric field above it. Appropriately, this is called
mirror electron microscopy (MEM). The measured intensity in this mode is quite high
due to a reflectivity of 1. Hence, the transition between the MEM and LEEM regimes
is very prominent in I-V spectra and is related to the sample’s work function.

2.4.3. Algorithmic Surface Phase Classification
As written above, LEEM-I-V in principle allows for obtaining an I-V curve for every
single pixel of the image stack. However, these single spectra usually are noisy and it is
preferable to average them. A region of interest (ROI), usually a polygon or an ellipse,
is defined in a representative image of the stack and all spectra that it encompasses are
averaged to yield the ROI’s mean spectrum. This approach is well suited if the main
goal is just to identify or compare a phase by its I-V spectrum and if the ROI definition
is easy. For further analysis though, there are some obstacles:

• The image stack always has some kind of drift, i.e., an energy-dependent trans-
lation of each image.

• Even if the above is mitigated, phases that only exist in small regions on the
surface or are delicately spread out are hard to “capture” in manual ROIs.

• The ROI approach only gives a partial analysis: The phase distribution in the
image or even the number of occurring phases is not given.

• Subtle differences in spectra might be hard to spot during manual analysis and
some phases might not be properly differentiated.

To alleviate these shortcomings, there are several computational analysis methods to
consider, which are discussed in the following in the order they are used. Prior to any
of those methods, the dataset is normalized by dividing all images by an image of the
homogeneously illuminated channelplate (usually done at −5 eV).

Image Registration

An already very commonplace technique to account for drift in the dataset is image
registration, in this context also called “drift alignment”. Image registration algorithms
find a transformation matrix for a source image to match its features or its intensity
distribution as closely as possible to a target image.

For the case of two dimensional images, usually a ℝ3×3 matrix is used and the co-
ordinates of any point (𝑥, 𝑦) are augmented to ⃗𝑝 = (𝑥, 𝑦, 1). In homography, the most
general form of transforming two “real-space” images of the same object into one an-
other, the matrix has eight degrees of freedom (only one fixed entry) and even respects
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perspective changes in the third dimension. In microscopy, the third dimension axis is
invariable, so it is sensible to reduce the degrees of freedom and use an affine transfor-
mation:

⃗𝑝′ = T ⋅ ⃗𝑝 = T ⋅
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

𝑥

𝑦

1

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

with T =
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

𝑠𝑥 cos 𝜃 −𝑠𝑦 sin 𝜃 𝑡𝑥𝑠𝑥 cos 𝜃 − 𝑡𝑦𝑠𝑦 sin 𝜃
𝑠𝑥 sin 𝜃 𝑠𝑦 cos 𝜃 𝑡𝑥𝑠𝑥 sin 𝜃 + 𝑡𝑦𝑠𝑦 cos 𝜃

0 0 1

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

. (2.16)

Here, (𝑠𝑥, 𝑠𝑦) are scaling factors in 𝑥 and 𝑦-direction, (𝑡𝑥, 𝑡𝑦) denote the translation in 𝑥
and 𝑦 and 𝜃 is the rotation of the image. For drift in LEEM, a scaled rigid transformation,
i.e., 𝑠𝑥 = 𝑠𝑦 and thus four degrees of freedom, yields best results. Translation occurs
because of thermal drift and a not perfectly normal electron incidence on the sample.
Uniform scaling originates in thermal drift or expansion in the direction normal to the
surface, which has an effect on the image magnification. Electromagnetic lenses rotate
the image encoded in the electron beam, which is why updating the focus by changing
the objective lens current, as well as slight changes in the imaging conditions, can
change this rotation during the dataset acquisition.

Two common algorithms for finding the transformation matrix are scale-invariant
feature transform (SIFT)42 and enhanced correlation coefficient maximization (ECC).43
While the former method is based on detecting and comparing features in both images,
the latter uses a similarity measure between two images that is invariant to photometric
distortions in contrast and brightness. They thus both fulfill the special requirements
that LEEM image stacks pose due to possible contrast inversion between two images.

Dimensionality Reduction

Considering a single image of width 𝑤 and height ℎ in pixels, and a stack length 𝑙 of
typically around 200 energy steps, the dataset consists of 𝑤 ⋅ ℎ ⋅ 𝑙 ≈ 1 × 107 to 1 × 108

numbers, usually 32-bit floats after normalization. This means that a single I-V mea-
surement easily generates raw data in the few hundred MB and thus requires con-
siderable computational effort during classification. The actual information contained
however is much lower: There are a lot of similar spectra and for classification, mainly
the presence of strong contrast differences are important and not so much their extent.

Extracting the parts of such a big, sparse dataset that carry the most information and
thus significantly lowering the amount of memory required is known as dimensionality
reduction. There exist several methods to do this, one of them being principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA).44 It has already been used for LEEM-I-V datasets as well as other
hyperspectral microscopy data.45,46

PCA can be understood as finding the orthogonal components in the original, 𝑙-
dimensional space that have the highest variance, i.e., transport the most information,
and using them as the new base. Discarding the lower-variance components below a
threshold results in a lower-dimensional data space while retaining as much variance
as possible. This concept is illustrated in two dimensions in Fig. 2.8.
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Figure 2.8. Exemplary visualization of PCA in two dimensions. Each data point has two
features, the 𝑥 and 𝑦 coordinates. PCA now finds the orthogonal components
that show the highest (green arrow) and next highest (red arrow) variance. In
higher dimensional space, this is continued analogously.

First, the width 𝑤 and height ℎ coordinates of the spectra are squashed into a single
index 𝑗 ∈ {1, 2,… ,𝑤⋅ℎ} because spatial correlation is not considered. The original data
is thus represented by writing the single spectra ⃗𝑠𝑗 ∈ ℝ𝑙 as columns into the matrix
X = ( ⃗𝑠1, ⃗𝑠2, ⃗𝑠3,… , ⃗𝑠𝑤ℎ) = (𝑥𝑖𝑗) ∈ ℝ𝑙×𝑤ℎ.

PCA now needs to find a transformation matrix W such that X can be transformed
into a new, lower-dimensional dataset Y = WTX ∈ ℝ𝑟×𝑤ℎ with 𝑟 < 𝑙. In order to find
W, the covariance matrix C of all spectra ⃗𝑠𝑗 is calculated. Its (𝑚, 𝑛)-th entry contains
the covariance of ⃗𝑠𝑚 and ⃗𝑠𝑛:

(C)𝑚𝑛 = cov( ⃗𝑠𝑚, ⃗𝑠𝑛) =
1

𝑤ℎ − 1

𝑤ℎ

∑
𝑖=1

[( ⃗𝑠𝑚)𝑖 − ⃗𝑠𝑚] [( ⃗𝑠𝑛)𝑖 − ⃗𝑠𝑛]

=
1

𝑤ℎ − 1

𝑤ℎ

∑
𝑖=1

[𝑥𝑖𝑚 −
1

𝛼

𝑙

∑
𝛼=1

𝑥𝛼𝑚] [𝑥𝑖𝑛 −
1

𝛼

𝑙

∑
𝛼=1

𝑥𝛼𝑛]

(2.17)

Then, the Eigenvectors ⃗𝑣𝑗 of C with their corresponding Eigenvalues 𝜆 are calculated
by

det(C − 𝜆I) = 0,

(C − 𝜆𝑗) ⋅ ⃗𝑣𝑗 = 0
(2.18)

where I is the identity matrix of the same order as K and 𝜆𝑗 is the 𝑗-th solution for
𝜆 in the first equation. These Eigenvalues are a measure of how much variation of
the data is explained by their corresponding Eigenvectors (now also called principal
components). This means that only choosing the ⃗𝑣 with the highest corresponding 𝜆 as
the new orthogonal base for the data set preserves the highest amount of variation in the
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Figure 2.9. Exemplary PCA of a LEEM-I-V dataset. In the top left, a real LEEM image from
the dataset is shown. The enumerated images depict the first seven PCA com-
ponents. These explain 87.3%, 7.2%, 2.6%, 1.8%, 0.6%, 0.2% and 0.1% of
the total data variance in the image stack.

data. The transformation matrix W(𝑟) ∈ ℝ𝑙×𝑟 that maps the data into a representation
that uses its first 𝑟 principal components is constructed as

W(𝑟) = ( ⃗𝑣1, ⃗𝑣2, ⃗𝑣3,… , ⃗𝑣𝑟) with ⃗𝑣𝑗 sorted by descending 𝜆𝑗 (2.19)

and the reduced, 𝑟-dimensional dataset is now easily calculated by Y(𝑟) = (W(𝑟))TX.
In this thesis, the actual calculations have been performed using scikit-learn’s
decomposition module47 (see also Section 3.3). In Fig. 2.9, an exemplary LEEM-I-V
data set is decomposed into its PCA components, of which the first seven are shown.
The used number of components will be called 𝑛PCA = 𝑟 throughout this document.

Cluster Analysis

The LEEM-I-V dataset is now fully prepared and it is feasible to apply common clas-
sification algorithms in order to assign the single-pixel I-V spectra to distinct surface
phases. One widespread method for this is 𝑘-means, which was developed in the ’60s
and ’70s.48,49 A common, easy to understand implementation goes back to Lloyd 50,
which is why it is sometimes referred to as Lloyd’s algorithm.

Given the 𝑟-dimensional set of data points Y, one defines a set of 𝑘 points𝑚(0)
1 ,… ,𝑚

(0)
𝑘

in the same space. These can be chosen at random or by the k-means++ seeding algo-
rithm51. Then, a two-step iteration follows with each step 𝑗 consisting of

• assigning each data point (i.e., each PCA representation of an I-V spectrum) to
its nearest cluster centroid,𝑚(𝑗)

𝑖 . When using the Euclidean metric (the 𝐿2 norm),
this process corresponds to finding the Voronoi diagram.
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a) b) c)

Figure 2.10. Cluster analysis on the PCA-decomposed stack that is shown in Fig. 2.9. a)
LEEM image from the original data set. b) 𝑘-means cluster analysis using
nine components. c) 𝑘-means cluster analysis using nine components and the
“Pendry metric”. The colors used in c) and d) are the same, but their mapping
to clusters is random.

• calculating each cluster’s new means 𝑚(𝑗+1)
1 ,… ,𝑚

(𝑗+1)
𝑘 .

When the centroid positions no longer change during an iteration, convergence is
reached. Each data point is now assigned to a cluster between 0 and 𝑘 with a centroid
that is the mean spectrum of the cluster. The number of clusters is predetermined
for each run. A number of other clustering algorithms, such as the Bayesian Gaussian
mixture model are also available, some of which do not require pre-setting the number
of clusters. In practice, it is often advisable to use a higher number of clusters than
necessary and then to afterwards manually aggregate clusters that belong to the same
phase. For example, three-dimensional structures often appear anisotropic due to an
imperfect LEEM alignment; the resulting distinct phases at the structure borders can
afterwards be combined. In Fig. 2.10, an example of a cluster analysis of a LEEM-I-V
image stack is given.

Throughout the document, the number of used clusters is called 𝑛C = 𝑘.

Pendry R Metric

In traditional LEED-I-V analysis, a measure for determining the goodness of a theoreti-
cally derived curve compared to experimental data is the Pendry R factor. Introduced by
Pendry 52 in 1980, this 𝑅 factor is designed for ignoring absolute intensities and instead
comparing the peak positions and widths observed in LEED-I-V curves. It therefore uses
the logarithmic derivative of the intensity 𝐼 at energy 𝐸,

𝐵(𝐸) =
𝐼′(𝐸)

𝐼(𝐸)
(2.20)

For the case of a series of Lorentzian peaks, the value of this function 𝐵 at a specific
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peak is only determined by its width, not its amplitude. However, for 𝐼 = 0, 𝐵 goes to
infinity. This is compensated for by using

𝑌(𝐸) =
𝐵(𝐸)

1 + 𝐵2(𝐸) ⋅ 𝑉2
𝑜𝑖

=
𝐵(𝐸)

1 + 𝐵2(𝐸) ⋅ 𝐸2/3
(2.21)

where 𝑉𝑜𝑖 is the electron self energy and is approximated by 𝐸1/3. Now, the 𝑅 factor
between two spectra 𝑖 and 𝑗 is calculated by

𝑅 = ∫
(𝑌𝑖(𝐸) − 𝑌𝑗(𝐸))

2𝑑𝐸

(𝑌2
𝑖 (𝐸) + 𝑌 2

𝑗 (𝐸))𝑑𝐸
(2.22)

When the spectra are in perfect agreement, 𝑅 equates to 0. For uncorrelated spectra
𝑅 is 1 and given anticorrelated spectra, 𝑅 = 2. In Pendry’s paper, 𝑖 and 𝑗 were the
experimental and the theoretical spectra; also, for the original 𝑅 factor, the spectra of
several diffracted beams were used. In LEEM-I-V however, only the specular beam is
available. Actually, Eq. (2.22) just contains a normalized form of the 𝐿2 norm of the 𝑌(𝐸)
spectra. Disregarding the normalization, one only needs to calculate the 𝐿2 norm of two
𝑌(𝐸) to find a measure between the corresponding spectra that is proportional to the
Pendry 𝑅 factor. Therefore, one simple way to enhance the classification of LEEM-I-V
image stacks through 𝑘-means is by using 𝑌(𝐸) instead of the original data and using
the Euclidean metric like before. This procedure will be called “Pendry metric” in this
thesis. In Fig. 2.10c, it can be seen that the Pendry metric can sometimes find phases
that are not found in “traditional” 𝑘-means.

2.5. X-Ray Spectroscopy
Aside from the structural information provided by LEEM and LEED, surface science
also employs spectroscopic tools that are used to extract information on the chemical
composition of the investigated materials. An introduction into the methods presented
in this section can be found in the textbooks mentioned at the start of the chapter; a
more detailed account is given, e.g., in Ref. 53–55. All of these experimental techniques
are based on the photoemission effect that was first measured by Hertz in 188756.
The effect was famously explained by Einstein in his annus mirabilis in 190557 as a
phenomenon related to the quantum nature of light.

2.5.1. X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
The photoelectric effect is observed when photons impinge on a sample and there trans-
fer all of their energy ℎ𝜈 to an electron. The electron can now leave the sample by
overcoming its binding energy 𝐸B and the work function 𝜙, leaving it with some kinetic
energy 𝐸kin:

𝐸kin = ℎ𝜈 − 𝜙 − 𝐸B. (2.23)
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Figure 2.11. Schematics of the XPS process. The electrons from core levels and the valence
band absorb a photon, leave the sample and are measured in a spectrum.
The work functions, which determine the relation of both energy axes to the
vacuum level, are not shown explicitly.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) utilizes this effect, making it a specific case
of photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) but employing x-ray photons. The kinetic energy
of electrons that escape the sample is measured in an energy analyzer in order to de-
termine their binding energy. 𝜙 therefore refers to the analyzer’s work function. The
technique was developed in the ’60s by Kai Siegbahn58 under the name electron spec-
troscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA). The use of x-rays (usually ℎ𝜈 > 1 keV) means that
even core level electrons can be probed. Core levels are specific to particular elements,
which lets the experimentalist deduce the elemental composition of the sample from
the presence of specific core level signals.

As shown in Fig. 2.11, these signals are measured as peaks in the binding energy
spectrum; their total intensity is related to the quantity of the corresponding element
in the sample. The intensity also depends on the cross section of the x-ray photons
with each specific orbital. Normalizing the intensities with so-called relative sensitivity
factors (RSFs) removes the cross section dependency and yields the stoichiometry of
the sample. These RSFs are published in tables like in Ref. 59.

One additional obstacle, however, is the depth dependency. When using typical pho-
ton energies, most core level electrons end up with several hundred eV of kinetic energy
and therefore their inelastic mean free path (IMFP) 𝜆 in the sample is in the order of
a few Å to a few nm. Hence, XPS is a surface sensitive technique, where deeper re-
gions contribute exponentially less to the signal. The escape depth 𝑑 determines the
attenuation of the corresponding signal according to

𝐼 = 𝐼0𝑒
−𝑑/𝜆 cos𝜗, (2.24)

where 𝐼 and 𝐼0 are themeasured and the unattenuated intensities and 𝜗 is the electron
path’s angle with respect to the surface normal. For normal detection, the cosine term
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thus is 1. The IMFP, 𝜆, depends on the kinetic energy as well as the kind of material
and can be calculated using the TPP-2M equation developed by Tanuma et al. 60.

In the XP spectrum, additionally to the simple assignment of peaks to specific core
levels of specific elements, the position of a peak provides information on the element’s
chemical environment. When the element is involved in chemical bonds, in general
the spatial distribution of the valence electrons changes. In chemistry, this is often
expressed in the form of electronegativity or an atom’s oxidation state. Due to the
charge displacements near the Fermi edge, the atomic shielding also changes for the
core level electrons and, as a result, their binding energy shifts. This chemical shift
consequently is especially strong when an atom is bound to oxygen. Hence, XPS is a
good tool for determining the oxidation state of transition metals in TMOs like VO2.

Aside from the peaks, XP spectra have a background resulting from the electrons
that scatter inelastically on their way out of the sample. Obviously, this background
increases for lower kinetic energy, i.e., higher binding energy. When fitting spectra,
the background is subtracted first; there exist several background models like the more
“physical” Tougaard background and the more empiric Shirley background. A com-
parative discussion can be found in Ref. 61. The peaks themselves have a Lorentzian
component due to the inherent line broadening resulting from the finite lifetime of the
core electrons’ excited states and a Gaussian component due to the instrument’s reso-
lution limit. Hence, they are usually fitted with a Voigt profile, which is a convolution
of a Lorentzian and a Gaussian. Metallic peaks have an asymmetric shape, for which
models like Doniach-Sunjic62 exist.

2.5.2. X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy
Another wide-spread spectroscopic technique that uses x-rays is x-ray absorption spec-
troscopy (XAS). As the name suggests, the photon absorption by the sample is measured.
Usually, the absorption itself and—because of the sample thickness—transmission both
are not directly accessible. Instead, the secondary particles that result from processes
that follow absorption of a photon at a core level electron are used. These are either
photons that emerge from relaxation into the core level hole (fluorescence), Auger elec-
trons or secondary electrons that arise from inelastic scattering of the other byproducts.
Different yield measurements of course have different emission depths. The secondary
electrons only have a few eV kinetic energy, meaning that their IMFP is much longer
than in XPS.

During the acquisition of a XA spectrum, the photon energy is varied. This of course
means that synchrotron radiation is needed. When the photon energy is increased until
it matches the binding energy of a core electron, an absorption edge is encountered.
The edge is named K, L, M, …after the principal quantum number 𝑛 = 1, 2, 3,… . When
more than one azimuthal quantum number is available, the edge symbol gets a subscript
1, 2, 3, 4,… for ℓ𝑗 = 𝑠, 𝑝1/2, 𝑝3/2, 𝑑3/2,… . Each absorption edge is subdivided into two
regions as shown in Fig. 2.12:

• X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES), sometimes confusingly called NEX-
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Figure 2.12. General shape of an XA spectrum. The absorption edges are located at core
electron binding energies. Each edge can be divided into XANES and EXAFS
regions. After Falta and Möller 54.

AFS (near edge x-ray absorption fine structure), encompasses roughly the first
50 eV following the edge. Directly at the rising edge, the spectrum is governed by
resonant electronic transitions from the initial state of the absorbing electron into
an unoccupied final state near the Fermi level. Sometimes, pre-edge features are
observed that correspond to final states located directly at the Fermi level, usually
in the valence band. This region therefore probes the electronic structure of the
first unoccupied states. Following that, the spectrum is formed by transitions into
vacuum, meaning that only the initial state determines the spectral shape.

• Extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) designates the region several ten
eV above the edge. The spectrum is dominated by oscillations that arise from
interference between the out-going photoelectron with photoelectrons that are
scattered back from neighboring atoms.

EXAFS spectra can be analyzed quantitatively in order to determine the structure
around the absorbing atom, while the XANES region often is analyzed qualitatively in
terms of identifying spectral features with final states. The transitions observed here
are dipole transitions, which is why they have to satisfy ℓ = ±1. Sometimes, due to
mixing of, e.g., 𝑝 and 𝑑 states, even seemingly forbidden transitions may be observed.
Because the absorption edge position marks the first possible transition for a core level
electron into an unoccupied final state, it is related to the oxidation state of the element
in question—similar to the chemical shift observed in XPS.

Changing the polarization of the incoming photons, even more information on the
final states in XAS is accessible. With circular polarization, the x-ray magnetic circular
dichroism (XMCD) can be measured, i.e., the difference between the spectra left- and
right-circular polarization. This probes the magnetic moment and ordering. X-ray lin-
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ear dichroism (XLD), on the other hand, uses linearly polarized x-rays and can be further
divided in a magnetic component that arises mainly from (anti-)ferromagnetism and
a “natural” component. The natural dichroism is caused by anisotropic orbital align-
ments, as the absorption cross section is highest when the electric field of the incoming
photons aligns with the orbital.

2.5.3. Synchrotron-Based Photoemission Electron Microscopy
A very powerful surface science method that combines a full LEEM with the addi-
tional capability to acquire photoemission spectra as discussed in the previous section is
called synchrotron-based spectroscopic photoemission and low energy electron microscopy
(SPELEEM). A detailed description of the instrumental setup is given in Ref. 63. It is
basically the same as outlined in Section 2.4.1, but the analyzer is not optional. When
the instrument is located at a synchrotron facility, the x-ray beam can be directed onto
the sample, usually in grazing incidence (ca. 16°).

Instead of diffracted electrons, photoelectrons or secondary electrons are used for
imaging. Analogously to LEEM-I-V, the main use is spectromicroscopy. When using
photoelectrons, the technique is called x-ray photoemission electron microscopy (XPEEM)
and the spectra that can be extracted from image stacks are XP spectra. Using secondary
electrons, i.e., setting the analyzer energy to a constant low value <5 eV, XA spectra are
acquired by scanning the photon energy. This method is called x-ray absorption spec-
troscopy PEEM (XAS-PEEM). Here, instead of the total electron yield (tey), the analyzer
only allows to collect a partial electron yield (pey), meaning secondary electrons from
within a specified energy window.

It is also possible to bring an image from the dispersive plane of the analyzer onto
the detector. Then, a whole XP spectrum can be acquired in one shot.
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3. Experimental Details

3.1. Laboratory Setups
Common LEEM Setup

The basic LEEM model in all three laboratories that were used is similar and the UHV
chamber composition is comparable:

• The load lock is pumped by a small turbo molecular pump and serves to transfer
samples in and out of the vacuum.

• The preparation chamber constitutes the connection of the load lock to other parts
of the instrument. It also encompasses a sample storage and a separate stage for
heating and for sputtering samples.

• The main chamber contains the manipulator, onto which the sample is attached
for actual LEEM experiments. It is then positioned directly in front of the objective
lens. Here, it is in line of sight of several CF40 flanges, where additional instru-
ments can be mounted. These are, for the purposes of this thesis, a vanadium
evaporator (see Section 3.2) and a thermal oxygen cracker (see Section 3.2).
Also, leak valves are mounted at the main chamber in order to let in gases.

• The optics column chamber comprises the illumination column and the imaging
column, linked by the sector field. It is connected to the main chamber by a
small aperture behind the objective lens, ensuring good column pressure through
differential pumping. The columns consist of the various electron optics discussed
earlier.

These chambers are pumped by a combination of turbomolecular pumps, ion getter
pumps and titanium sublimation pumps. The LEEMs used in all three setups can with-
hold extreme operating conditions: Up to at least 1500 ∘C sample temperature and at
least 10−4 Torr of gases like oxygen still allow for imaging (not necessarily at the same
time). The base pressure typically ranges from 5 × 10−11 Torr to 10−9 Torr.

Where not noted otherwise, LEEM images are recorded in bright field mode, i.e.,
using a contrast aperture to restrict the beam to the (00) diffraction rod. In most cases,
the medium contrast aperture was used, which successfully filters out any diffracted
beams from VO2, RuO2 or Ru.

Images are acquired by filming the multichannel plate detector (MCP) using a CCD
camera. The camera is operated at different resolutions, usually between 250 kpx and
1Mpx with a dynamic range of 14 bit (although the image files are saved with 16 bit
depth). The intensity resolution can be optimized by longer exposure times or averag-
ing several images.
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The images are normalized by first subtracting the “dark counts”, i.e., the camera
readout noise, and then dividing by a normalization image. Normalization images
are acquired separately for each experimental session. They are recorded on very flat
sample regions with as few features as possible; additionally, the electron energy is
set to −5 eV and the objective lens is out of focus in order to get a homogeneously
illuminated channelplate image.

At both synchrotron SPELEEMs, all of the techniques discussed in Section 2.5.3 are
available. The incidence angle of the photons is 16°.

LEEM Setup in Bremen

In the surface science lab of the Institute of Solid State Physics (IFP) at the University
of Bremen, a LEEM III by Elmitec GmbH is operated. For an explanation of the general
functional principles, see Section 2.4. This particular machine does have an electron
analyzer and a LN2-coolable manipulator is installed. This LEEM has been operated at
−15 keV acceleration voltage throughout. Three illumination apertures are available
that effectuate an electron beam footprint of 250 nm, 1 µm and 5µm. The contrast
apertures measure 10 µm, 30 µm and 100µm in diameter.

CIRCE Beamline at ALBA

The ALBA third generation synchrotron in Cerdanyola del Vallès, Barcelona, Spain con-
tains a 3GeV storage ring with a circumference of 268.8m. At the time of writing, it
has eleven beamlines. BL24, the CIRCE beamline, is divided into two endstations for
near-ambient pressure photoemission (NAPP) and for PEEM; the latter has been visited
twice in the course of this thesis’ work. The experiments there have been conducted in
cooperation with the resident beamline scientists Lucia Aballe and Michael Foerster.

The CIRCE-PEEM beamline is located at a permanent magnet undulator that can
deliver a linearly polarized beamwith fully adjustable direction or a circularly polarized
beam. The general layout is shown in Fig. 3.1c together with a photo in Fig. 3.1a.
After passing through a pinhole, the beam is directed onto one of the endstations by a
couple of deflecting mirrors (not shown). Then it is focused by a toroidal mirror. The
monochromator selects a photon energy of 100 eV to 2000 eV with an energy resolution
above 7000 over the whole range and intensity of ca. 1013 photons/s. The exit slit then
vertically restricts the beam, determining the energy resolution. Lastly, the beam is
focused onto the sample by a KB mirror pair. The beam spot on the sample is 36 µm
wide and, depending on the exit slit setting, down to 12µm high.

Nanospectroscopy Beamline at Elettra

Elettra in Trieste, Italy is also a third generation synchrotron and is operated alter-
nately at 2.0GeV and 2.4 eV with a 260m storage ring circumference. Having been
established already in 1993, it comprises 28 beamlines. For this thesis, the Nanospec-
troscopy beamline has been visited once. It shares its insertion device, a double undu-
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a) b) c)

Figure 3.1. SPELEEM setups at two synchrotrons. a) At ALBA, where the rotatable manip-
ulator is positioned vertically at the top. The synchrotron beam comes from
behind the instrument in this perspective. b) At Elettra, with a view along
the beam tube towards the storage ring. The manipulator is seen in the fore-
ground, while in the background, the aluminum foil-covered KB mirror is seen.
c) Schematic layout of both beamlines further explained in the text.

lator, with the Elettra Free Electron Laser and the NanoESCA beamline. The experi-
ments at this beamline have been conducted together with beamline scientists Andrea
Locatelli, Tevfik Onur Menteş and Francesca Genuzio.

Also at the Nanospectroscopy beamline, elliptical (linear as well as circular) polar-
ization is available. The basic layout is similar to that of the ALBA CIRCE beamline
described above. The monochromator can deliver 10 eV to 1000 eV with a resolution
between 4000 and 7500 and a flux of 1.5 × 1013 photons/s to 6.5 × 1011 photons/s on
the sample depending on the selected energy. The resulting beam footprint is ca. 25 µm
wide and down to 3 µm high.

3.2. Samples and Devices
Ru Crystals

The substrates that are mainly used in this thesis are single crystal Ru(0001) samples
manufactured by MaTecK GmbH with a <0.1° miscut. In order to optimally fit the
LEEM sample holders, they have a “hat shape”, i.e. they are cylindrical with a widened
base.
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a) b)

Figure 3.2. LEEM images of a Ru(0001) surfaces after using the vanadium evaporator on
it. a) Directly after evaporation, the circle in the middle and the arc on the left
result from electron beam irradiation. b) Heating the surface to >1000 ∘C, a
smooth partial layer is observed (bright) with some areas showing the bare Ru
surface again (dark).

Additional wafer-cut TiO2(110) samples have been bought from CrysTec GmbH.

Vanadium Evaporator

The vanadium source used for the experiments described in this thesis is an e-beam rod
evaporator. A filament in front of the ca. 2mm thick V rod thermally emits electrons.
These are accelerated onto the rod, which is at typically 𝑈B = 1 kV higher potential, for
an emission current 𝐼em. The heating power 𝑃th = 𝑈B ⋅ 𝐼em applied to the small rod leads
to evaporation at the tip. The particles form a beam, leaving the evaporator through
an aperture at the front. For this reason, this technique is known as molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE). Combining this technique with gas supply, in this thesis atomic oxygen
O1, it is called reactive MBE (rMBE) instead.

Usually, the amount of particles leaving the evaporator is monitored by measuring
the subset of ionized particles that hit the aperture and create a flux current. However,
for vanadium evaporators, the flux measurement has proven unreliable. This is possibly
related to passivation of the flux monitor surface.

Another method for determining the V output is by growing pure vanadium films on
anothermetal and observing the growth in LEEM. Ru(0001) has a higher surface energy
than any of the low-index V surfaces64, so layer-by-layer growth can be expected for
V/Ru. However, instead, the Ru surface gets covered by grains with a size only slightly
above the LEEM resolution. Irradiating parts of a such prepared surface with electrons
of more than a few eV energy leads to the beam footprint “burning in” (see Fig. 3.2a).
Only above 1000 ∘C, ordering and the formation of a smooth film is observed, which
then decomposes at slightly higher temperatures (see Fig. 3.2b).
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The vanadium evaporator is usually operatedwhile the chamber is filled with oxygen.
Since, the observed behavior is not seen for fresh evaporators, it is probable that it is
related to an oxidized vanadium rod. For metals, the irradiation effect would by very
atypical and it is likely that, in fact, some vanadium oxide VxOy is deposited on the
surface and gets partially reduced by the electron beam. At very high temperatures,
the vanadia gets thermally reduced to vanadium and is able to form metallic films.

Due to these phenomena, it is very hard to give a good estimate on the evapora-
tion rate. From XPS experiments, growth rates of 0.5 Å

min
* for V on Ru(0001) at 24W

heating power and 0.1 Å
min

to 1.5 Å
min

for VO2 growth on TiO2(110) at 24W to 36Wwas
determined. In this thesis, the evaporator is operated at the low end of this range and
a lower limit of 0.05 Å

min
is assumed and discussed where relevant.

Thermal Cracker

A thermal oxygen cracker is used for providing atomic oxygen, which is denoted O1 in
this work. The cracker mainly consists of a small Ir tube, with a leak valve for molecular
O2 supply behind it. The tube is wrapped by a comparatively thick W filament and
can thus be heated to very high temperatures. The O2 that flows through the tube
is catalytically dissociated at the hot Ir surface into O1. Compared to atomic oxygen
produced by a plasma, very few ions are produced and therefore, this device is suitable
for the LEEM where the electric field between the sample and the objective lens is very
high.

In the OBS 40 manual65, the rate of O2 dissociation 𝑟 is given in dependency of the
O2 gas flow and the cracker cell temperature. These values are valid for a distance
of 100mm, which is sufficiently close to the distance of the cell to the sample in the
Elmitec III LEEM chambers used for this work.

The O2 pressure in the LEEM III main chamber is converted into the equivalent gas
flow by assuming a base pumping speed 𝑆 of 260 L

s
, the nominal value for a Pfeiffer

HiPace® 300. The pumping speed is further reduced by the DN 100 vacuum pipe
functioning as the connection piece between pump and chamber. The pipe has an
orifice conductance 𝐶orifice =

𝑐

4
𝐴, which is further reduced by the passage probability

through the pipe 𝑃pipe =
4𝑑

3𝑙
. Here, 𝐴 is the orifices’ cross section, 𝑐 the mean thermal

velocity (464 m
s
for air at room temperature) and 𝑑 and 𝑙 are the diameter and length

of the pipe. The total pumping speed 𝑆total is calculated from the reciprocal sum of the
conductances of the pipe and the pump. The pipe is estimated to roughly 𝑙 = 50 cm

*Lara Aschenbeck, personal communication, July 2021.
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Figure 3.3. Cracker dissociation rates according to the OBS 40 manual.65 The O2 pressure
values given on the top axis are calculated using Eq. (3.1). Additionally, loga-
rithmic fits of the form 𝑟 ∝ ln𝑝 are plotted as dashed lines.

length.

𝑆total = (
1

𝑆pump
+

1

𝐶orifice ⋅ 𝑃pipe
)

−1

= (
1

260 L
s

+
1

𝑐𝑑3𝜋/12𝑙
)

−1

= 125.6 L
s

𝑞𝑝𝑉 = 𝑆total ⋅ 𝑝O2

(3.1)

The gas throughput 𝑞𝑝𝑉 through the LEEM III main chamber in dependence of the
chamber pressure given by the ion gauge then is calculated by Eq. (3.1). This en-
ables estimating the actual O1 partial pressure at the position of the sample from
comparing to the values given by Dr. Eberl GmbH. In Fig. 3.3, the dotted lines
show exponential fits that, considering the low number of data points, agree rea-
sonably well with the data. During cracker operation, an oxygen partial pressure of
10−7 Torr to 2 × 10−6 Torr is used in this work and the cell temperature was always
kept between 1750 ∘C and 1780 ∘C (ca. 14.6A to 14.9A current in the W filament).
The green curve thus best describes the operation behavior in this context and is used
to calculate all O1 partial pressure specifications given in this document:

𝑟1760 ∘C = (−0.024 ± 0.002) ⋅ ln𝑝O2 − (0.21 ± 0.03)
𝑝O1 = 𝑟 ⋅ 𝑝O2 = (−0.024 ± 0.002) ⋅ 𝑝O2 ln𝑝O2 − (0.21 ± 0.03) ⋅ 𝑝O2

(3.2)
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It should be noted that the local pressure at the sample surface might differ from the
ion gauge reading and that the total pumping speed given in Eq. (3.1) relies on some
broad estimates for the chamber and pump geometry. However, as the dissociation rate
does not change too strongly in the used pressure region, the order of magnitude of
𝑝O1 is expected to be accurate.

3.3. Software
The LEEM data in this thesis were partly analyzed using Fiji66, but most analysis was
done directly in the programming language Python.

For this purpose, the software package agfalta_tools was developed by the au-
thor in cooperation with Lars Buß. The import filter for the raw image files pro-
duced by Elmitec LEEMs was adapted from Jon-Olaf Krisponeit. This package was
deployed on a custom JupyterHub67 server for reproducible and self-documenting anal-
ysis. agfalta_tools is available on GitHub at https://github.com/surf-sci-bc/agfalta_
tools. agfalta_tools builds upon open Python packages, most notably numpy68, scikit-
learn47, matplotlib69, pyclustering70 and lmfit71.

agfalta_tools is able to visualize LEEM data in an easy way and provides functions for
drift alignment, normalization, calculating reciprocal space maps (RSMs), extracting
spectra and profiles from images and cluster-analyzing LEEM image stacks. LEEM-I-V
cluster analysis in this thesis is performed by setting a higher cluster number thanwould
be expected. Afterwards, the clusters that belong to the same surface phase, but have
been assigned to different classes due to imaging artifacts, are combined.

For additional visualizations in this thesis, the above mentioned Python packages
have been used as well. Throughout the document, a consistent coloring of the different
surface phases is aimed at. This theme is shown in Fig. 3.4

Figure 3.4. Color theme used wherever possible in this thesis. (110), (100) and (101)
denote the orientation of RuO2 or VO2. Ru is the substrate and gray is used for
a microcrystalline RuO2 phase discussed in the results.

https://github.com/surf-sci-bc/agfalta_tools
https://github.com/surf-sci-bc/agfalta_tools
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4. Research Overview: The RuO2/Ru
System

Because of its good catalytic properties, the ruthenium surface and its oxidation has
been the subject of extensive research. Significantly, it is used to oxidize CO,72,73 an
important reaction that has a broad industrial application in, e.g., the catalytic con-
version of exhaust gases. Another large-scale application is the oxidation of HCl.74–76
Aside from oxidation, it is also used for methane reforming,77,78 a method to produce
synthesis gas (H2 and CO) from hydrocarbons, as well as the other way around in the
Fischer-Tropsch process79 and for nitrogen hydrogenation in ammonia synthesis.80

In order to gain a comprehensive understanding of this curious catalytic activity, the
system needs to be studied on an atomic level. This calls for the analytical methods of
surface science, which are usually only applicable in the UHV pressure range. Typically,
the material system needs to be idealized, usually by using the single crystalline Ru
surface as a so-called model catalyst.22

However, the catalytic activity at different pressure levels was found to be quite dif-
ferent: While at high pressures, ruthenium had proven to be very effective in catalytic
oxidation, it turned out to perform poorly below the millibar regime.81–83 This phe-
nomenon is called the pressure gap in literature and has partly been resolved about 20
years ago: It was shown that under oxidizing conditions such as atmospheric pressure,
the Ru surface obtains a RuO2 layer that, in fact, exposes the catalytically active sites
for oxidation reactions.27 Contemporary research84 suggests that, in fact, both phases
are needed for catalysis due to a strong metal-substrate interaction.

Explaining also the pressure gap in hydrogen-related catalysis, more recent liter-
ature22 makes both Ru and RuO2 out to work well in dehydrogenation, though by
different mechanisms,85 while only bare ruthenium is a good hydrogenation catalyst
because the RuO2 is reduced by H2.24,86

Because of this intricate interplay of ruthenium and its oxide, the mechanism of
oxygen adsorption and the formation of RuO2 on the bare metallic surface has been a
particularly interesting topic, prompting studies with a broad arsenal of spectroscopic,
diffractive and imaging techniques.

4.1. Oxygen Adsorption on Ru(0001)
Crystalline ruthenium exhibits the hexagonal close-packed (hcp) structure with the lat-
tice parameters 𝑎 = 2.7058Å and 𝑐 = 4.2816Å.87 Themost commonly available surface
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Figure 4.1. Schematics of the different oxygen (green) reconstruction unit meshes on the
Ru(0001) surface (gray) and corresponding STM images. Reprinted with per-
mission from Ref. 22. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.

orientations for single crystals are (0001), (1010) and (1120)88 with the former two be-
ing most common in oxidation catalysis.24,89 The experiments in this work concentrate
on Ru(0001), so research on this surface is presented here predominantly.

Upon exposing the (0001) surface to oxygen, several sub-monolayer reconstructions
are observed.90 Already in the 1980s, these were identified as a (2 × 2) reconstruction
for a coverage of 𝜃 = 0.25ML91,92 and a (2 × 1) reconstruction with three rotational
domains for 𝜃 = 0.5ML.93 The O atoms occupy the hcp hollow sites in all of these
reconstructions with the O–Ru binding energy of 4.84 eV to 5.55 eV decreasing with
increasing coverage.94,95 While the sticking coefficient of molecular oxygen is almost 1
at low coverages, it drops to less than 10−3 at half a monolayer (ML),96 suggesting that
two neighboring sites are required for O2 dissociation. Under UHV conditions, this was
deemed as the saturation coverage. Later, a so-called (2 × 2)-3O reconstruction at 𝜃 =
0.75ML was described,97 appearing at a much higher oxygen dose. Because all of these
three reconstructions—considering the rotational domains—produce equivalent LEED
patterns, they can only be differentiated in diffraction by their I-V curve, as investigated
by Krasovskii et al. 98 The saturated (1 × 1)-O surface first was predicted and observed
by Stampfl and Scheffler 94 95, who report that the sticking coefficient of oxygen on this
surface drops even below 10−6.

Despite the low sticking coefficient, it is still possible to deposit more oxygen onto
(or into) the crystal. Depending on the method of oxidation, the doses needed differ
significantly. When using molecular oxygen, the four oxygen reconstructions form at
roughly 3 L*, 10 L, 1000 L and several 10 kL, respectively.98 Using NO2 as the oxidation
agent however is much more efficient as the sticking coefficient is even higher and less
dependent on coverage, although higher temperatures are needed in order to lose the

*The Langmuir L is the unit for dosage of a gas to a surface. It corresponds to an exposure of 10−6 Torr
for one second, 1 L = 10−6 Torr s.
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a) b)

Figure 4.2. a) Schematic illustration of the proposed O–Ru–O trilayer structure on the crys-
tal. Large balls depict Ru atoms while small balls represent O atoms. The metal
layer expansion is shown on the left, while on the right the calculated electron
density is plotted. b) Comparison between the proposed trilayer structure (left)
and a monolayer of RuO2(110) (right). The proposed transformation from the
former to the latter by expansion is indicated by arrows. Reprinted with per-
mission from Ref. 23. Copyright 2002 Elsevier.

NO from the surface.99,100 Here, a dose of a few hundred L is sufficient in order to form
(1 × 1)-O.101,102

In the early 1990s, Malik and Hrbek 99 found through thermal desorption spec-
troscopy that the Ru(0001) surface was able to take up a lot more oxygen than just the
single (1 × 1)-O monolayer, reporting the equivalent of ≈40ML. They do not attribute
this amount of oxygen in the crystal to a ruthenium oxide, but rather to subsurface
oxygen. Later,103 they show that starting at an oxygen content equivalent to 50ML,
the Ru 3𝑑 core level exhibits a chemical shift indicating the presence of RuO2. The
necessity of subsurface oxygen, however, remained debated (see next section).

Other oxides, RuO3 and RuO4, have been suggested to occur on the surface. However,
there exists little evidence for RuO3 and although RuO4 was shown to form at lower
temperatures, it is volatile above 30 ∘C and dissociates into RuO2 andO2 above 100 ∘C.22

4.2. RuO2 Formation
While subsurface oxygen presence prior to RuO2 formation has been observed experi-
mentally,104 its role in the actual oxidation process remains debated. In 2002, Reuter
et al. 23 proposed a density functional theory (DFT)-based model where additional oxy-
gen beyond the first monolayer accumulates between the first two Ru layers, forming
an O–Ru–O trilayer (see Fig. 4.2a). After a critical size is reached, the trilayer shifts by
half a unit cell into the [112] direction and then only has a negligible influence on the
rest of the substrate. For the next twoML of oxygen exposure, the formation of a second
trilayer below is predicted, then a third one and so on. When a critical size is reached,
these trilayers “unfold” into the RuO2(110) structure as suggested in Fig. 4.2b. Simi-
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Figure 4.3. STM images from a) a Ru(0001) surface which has been subjected to 10−5mbar
of O2 for 960s to form oxide clusters at step edges. b) Additional exposure
to 2.5 × 10−7mbar for a longer time has led to large, flat RuO2(110) growth.
c) and d) show the same images but with the RuO2(110) rotational domains
highlighted. Reprinted with permission fromRef. 25. Copyright 2012 American
Chemical Society.

lar trilayer structures have been observed for the case of Rh(111),105 Pd(100)106 and
Ir(111).107 However, experimental verification of this model for the case of Ru(0001)
oxidation has proved to be somewhat elusive.

An alternative approach in explaining initial RuO2 growth is that a heterogeneous
oxide “seed” structure is needed as a nucleus.24,108 STM works by Over et al. 109 have
shown the presence of small clusters at step edges on the Ru(0001) surface. Also,
in chemical oxidation experiments, RuO(110) strip-like islands were observed, which
in nearly all cases start their growth at a step edge.110 Further STM studies by Herd
et al. 25 revealed that while clusters do initially form exclusively at multiple steps and
only at high pressures of molecular oxygen (⪆ 10−5 mbar), RuO2 growth from these
seeds is possible at 10−7 mbar (see Fig. 4.3). However, only a small portion of the seeds
actually allow for large, flat RuO2(110) growth at the used oxidation temperature of
410 ∘C.

When using atomic oxygen, the same authors111 could show that even at room tem-
perature, oxygen containing clusters can form. They propose a model where the avail-
ability of oxygen on the surface is the bottleneck for cluster formation and, subse-
quently, RuO2 growth. In this model, the oxygen corrodes the Ru step edges, forming
“Ru–O” precursor species. This species is mobile on the surface even at room tempera-
ture and, upon accumulation of sufficient precursor material at specific points, clusters
are formed. The precursor preferentially diffuses along Ru step edges, which thus of-
fers the preferred sites for these clusters. This model is shown in Fig. 4.4. It shows that
Ru availability is not rate-limiting.

For molecular oxygen, higher temperatures are needed because the molecular bond
needs to be dissociated before the O can corrode the Ru step edge. Also, O2 dissociation
seems to be facilitated at multiple step edges, as these are more frequent locations for
cluster formation with molecular oxygen, while atomic oxygen also produces clusters
at monoatomic step edges.
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Figure 4.4. Model of Ru𝑥O𝑦 seed cluster formation by accumulation of Ru–O species. 1)
shows oxygen adsorption and, for molecular O2, cracking on the surface. In
2), the Ru–O species diffuse on the surface to accumulate in clusters in 3). 4)
shows the initiation of RuO2 growth on the surface. Reprinted from Ref. 29.
Copyright 2013 Benjamin Herd.

The Avrami growth mode† was observed for RuO2(110) already in 2005,24 further
reinforcing the nucleation and growth mode. It was suggested that after formation of
the initial seed, the oxide subsequently grows autocatalytically112,113—on RuO2(110),
the sticking coefficient of oxygen was determined to be 0.7, much higher than on the
adlayer-covered Ru surface (10−6). This enables the island to provide itself with oxy-
gen.96

At temperatures below 380 ∘C, molecular oxygen will oxidize Ru until five mono-
layers of RuO2(110), corresponding to 1.6 nm, cover the surface.24 Higher tempera-
tures, however, lead to a roughening of the surface and thicker RuO2 growth. Yet, STM
findings show that this roughening leads to the formation of c(2 × 2)-reconstructed
RuO2(100) facets.113

4.3. Structure of RuO2

RuO2 has a rutile crystal structure which belongs to the tetragonal Bravais lattice. As
VO2 exhibits the same structure, the specifics of rutile unit cells are discussed in Sec-
tion 6.1. The lattice parameters are 𝑎 = 4.4931Å and 𝑐 = 3.1064Å at room tempera-
ture,114 where 𝑎 occurs twice to form the square base of the unit cell. RuO2 is a metallic
conducting oxide.22 The surface energies of the (unreconstructed) three most common
low-index crystal faces are 71 meV

Å2
for RuO2(110), 87

meV
Å2

for RuO2(100) and 76 meV
Å2

for
RuO2(101),115 where the (110) surface is by far the most studied one.

The RuO2(110) surface has a rectangular unit mesh with the in-plane lattice con-
stants 𝑑[001] = 𝑐 and 𝑑[110] = √2𝑎 = 6.35Å. From DFT calculations and comparison
of calculated to measured LEED-I-V curves,115 the surface structure has been deter-
mined according to Fig. 4.5a. There are three distinct species of atoms in the topmost
region: i) onefold coordinatively undersaturated (1f-cus) Ru atoms that align in rows,
ii) bridging oxygen atoms Obr which bond to two underlying Ru atoms each and also

†The characteristic behavior of coverage over time during nucleation and growth
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a) b)

Figure 4.5. Stick-and-ball models of the a) (110)- and b) (100)-oriented RuO2 surface. The
different atomic species are differentiated by their coordination. a) Reprinted
with permission from Ref. 22. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. b)
Reprinted with permission from Ref. 118. Copyright 2009 Elsevier.

form rows, and iii) three-fold coordinated O3f atoms like the ones in the bulk. Atomic
resolution STM images are able to directly image the rows of bridging O atoms.116

The 1f-cus Ru atom provides an electron-accepting adsorption site while the Obr
atom’s dangling bond poses a suitable hydrogen accepting site, making both sites cru-
cial for catalysis.22,116 For example, “on-top” oxygen Oot accumulates in the 1f-cus Ru
sites during dissociative O2 adsorption. Already at 230 ∘C, all of these sites are occupied
after exposure to molecular oxygen.117

RuO2(100) also has a rectangular unit mesh with the in-plane lattice constants
equaling the 𝑎 and 𝑐 lattice parameters of bulk RuO2. Here, also 1f-cus Ru species
as well as Obr atoms are present. However, distinct from the (110)-oriented surface,
these two under-coordinated atoms are bound to each other (see Fig. 4.5b).89 Aside
from the bulk-truncated (1 × 1), there exists a c(2 × 2) reconstruction that results from
high O2 exposures and passivates the surface for catalysis; its origin is unclear.119

Comparing LEED-I-V spectra to multiple scattering I-V calculations confirms
RuO2(100) surface structure, although a pure Ru termination without the Obr atoms is
found as just as likely.102 Flege et al. 102 note that this indicates easy removal of the Obr
atoms, which then are available for catalysis reactions (a part of the Mars-van Krevelen
mechanism—just like in RuO2(110)). Differently from the (110) surface, though, an
oxygen spillover to the neighboring (1 × 1)O-reconstructed Ru surface is observed.86

The structural registry of RuO2 to Ru(0001) is shown in Fig. 4.6. Both orientations
depicted grow incommensurately, i.e., the dimensions of the lattice meshes are not
simple multiples of one another.

For RuO2(110), the mismatch in the RuO2-[001] direction is 𝑑RuO2-[001]/𝑑Ru-[1120] =
3.11

2.71
=

8.04

7
, coming near to a 8 ∶ 7 relation of the lattice vectors. Considering the

slightly smaller length of 𝑐RuO2 = 3.10Å measured in SXRD,24 this coincidence is even
better at 8.007 ∶ 7. In the other direction, 𝑑RuO2-[110]

/𝑑Ru-[1010] =
6.35

4.69
=

4.06

3
is slightly

more incommensurate and SXRD measurements even show an elongation to 6.39Å.
Since it belongs to a different crystal family than Ru, RuO2 forms three equivalent
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Figure 4.6. Schematic of the unit cell alignment of (110)- and (100)-oriented RuO2 on
Ru(0001). For the Ru surface, the centered instead of the primitive unit mesh is
considered. Adapted with permission from Ref. 89. Copyright 2001 American
Chemical Society.

rotational domains rotated by 120° on the substrate. In some cases, also a RuO2(110)
phase rotated by 15° has been observed,108 making for a total of two registries times 3
rotational domains—six distinct unit mesh alignments.

RuO2(100) on the other hand has its [010] symmetry direction align along the [1010]
direction of the substrate for a lattice mismatch of 4.26%, while the [001] direction is
analogous to the RuO2(110) case.

4.4. Phase Distribution on Ru(0001)
First mesoscale studies of Ru oxidation using PEEM were published in 2000;120 in the
following works by Böttcher et al. 121 122, it was shown that several distinct oxide phases
form. The distribution and morphology was found to be highly dependent on substrate
temperature and oxygen pressure, in some cases exhibiting anisotropic growth. While
they also claimed one of these phases to be a precursor to RuO2 growth, an explana-
tion at the atomic scale was not found. Further PEEM research123 showed that while
regions with a high defect density allow for an easier incorporation of oxygen into the
“subsurface region”, RuO2 growth below 230 ∘C was kinetically hindered. Instead, an
amorphous O-rich Ru𝑥O𝑦 was proposed as the precursor candidate and as the catalyt-
ically active phase at low temperatures with practically the same catalytic activity as
stoichiometric RuO2(110).124 This may be identified with the Ru–O cluster species ob-
served by Herd et al. 111

LEEM studies by Flege and Sutter 101 have shed first light on the kinetics of anisotropic
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a) b)

Figure 4.7. Identification of the different phases in the RuO2/Ru(0001) system in a LEEM
system. a) µLEED patterns of each individual phase with the unit mesh indi-
cated by dashed boxes. The integral spots of the underlying Ru substrate are
marked by circles. b) I-V curves, also collected at the individual phases (solid
lines). The dashed lines show calculated reflectivity curves derived from ab ini-
tio scattering theory. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 28. Copyright 2015
American Chemical Society.

RuO2(110) growth, which manifests as islands growing in an elongated shape. Due to
the hexagonal symmetry of the Ru surface, this elongated shape is observed for three
different directions with an angle of 60° to one another. While the growth rates both
along and perpendicular to the elongated axis are constant, the former is much higher.
Since both directions show an Arrhenius behavior and the same activation energy, it
is concluded that this difference is not due to the the kinetics of oxygen diffusion on
the surface. Rather, the epitaxial relation to the metal surface is deemed decisive:
The elongated axis is assigned to the [001] direction of RuO2(110), which aligns to the
Ru(0001)-[1120] direction24,27 with much less strain than the perpendicular symmetry
directions, favoring growth in this direction. This is backed by the fact that the growth
rates scale linearly with the provision of oxygen from NO2, which is thus clearly the
rate-limiting step in this process.

An earlier study86 also finds a new, distinct surface phase which was first assigned to
the anticipated O–Ru–O trilayer structure and later shown to be, in fact, RuO2(100).28
In Ref. 28, also a RuO2(101) phase was identified. Interestingly so, the three energet-
ically most favorable surfaces125 of RuO2 are all present on the surface—an exception
being the (111) orientation that is proposed as a catalytically very active phase in RuO2
nanoparticles.126 On Ru(1010) on the other hand, the (111),127 (101) and mainly the
(100) orientation128 grow and, strangely, RuO2(110) is not observed.

These three phases have been unambiguously identified by both comparison of their
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Figure 4.8. Top: LEEM images of a Ru(0001) surface subjected to O2 at different temper-
atures. Energies: a, b) 8.4 eV, c) 12.7 eV. Bottom: Color-coded classification
of the same areas by surface phase using the correlation coefficient of the I-V
spectra in relation to a well-defined sample I-V curve. Reprinted with permis-
sion from Ref. 38. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.

I-V curve to ab initio calculations and through µLEED, as shown in Fig. 4.7.28 While
from the RuO2(110) and RuO2(101) phases, single-domain LEED patterns are easily
obtained in a LEEM instrument, RuO2(100) has much smaller domains. For this reason,
the LEED pattern will almost always consist of a superposition of the patterns produced
by the three rotational domains. Dark field imaging still reveals that RuO2(100) islands
typically exhibit a “wheel-like” structure with rotational domains alternating along the
azimuthal angle.102 Also, especially at higher temperatures, a phase consisting of less
well-defined oxide nuclei has been noted.28,38 In Fig. 4.8, the surface morphology re-
sulting from different oxidation temperatures is shown.

Flege et al. 28 also discuss the role of RuO2(100) as a possible “fostering phase”: Due
to its better matching to the Ru substrate, this phase possibly grows strained on the
Ru surface as indicated from the LEED periodicities102. Hence, it compensates for the
higher surface energy compared to RuO2(110) with a lowered interfacial energy to the
substrate. In this model, the other phases then use the RuO2(100) islands as secondary
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nucleation centers while the (100)-islands themselves stay relatively small due to the
increase in strain energy upon growth.

A main difference in between RuO2 growth by molecular oxygen and by NO2 is the
higher prevalence of RuO2(100) for the latter. As RuO2(110) grows autocatalytically
because of its higher ability to attain molecular oxygen from the gas phase,112,113 it
gains an advantage in this scenario. NO2 provides dissociated oxygen more readily,
shutting down this advantage and thus accommodating the other phases.102
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5. Ru Oxidation and RuO2 Growth
Using Atomic Oxygen

The experiments discussed in this chapter are performed using the experimental setups
discussed in Chapter 3. Particularly, wherever atomic oxygen O1 is involved, it is pro-
vided by the means described in Section 3.2 and the O1 partial pressure is calculated
accordingly.

5.1. The Ru(0001) Surface
In this section, the Ru(0001) surface is characterized and its oxidation is examined.
As there are separate sections dedicated to the resulting RuO2 islands, here only the
preceding accumulation of oxygen at the surface is discussed.

5.1.1. Cleaning Procedure and Substrate Characterization
For the experiments conducted in the scope of this work, the ruthenium substrates used
were single crystals ordered from MatecK88. In order to get a suitably smooth surface,
a reliable cleaning procedure is required for them.

In 1975, Madey et al. 90 already found that a contamination with high amounts of
carbon and sulfur is typical for pristine Ru crystals. They clean the surface of these
contaminants by repeatedly flash-annealing and cooling off the crystal between room
temperature and 1200 ∘C in 5 × 10−7 Torr of O2 and then finally heating it at slightly
higher temperatures to desorb the oxygen left over from these cleaning cycles. This
procedure produced reasonably clean Ru(0001) surfaces, but the authors note that im-
purities are still present. This is largely due to the fact that ruthenium has a strongly
temperature-dependent solubility of carbon. At high temperatures, carbon is absorbed
and then, when cooling from 1150 ∘C to 825 ∘C, the solubility drops by a factor of 6129

and carbon aggregates on the surface. This mechanism can even be exploited for epi-
taxial graphene growth.130

Annealing and cooling off the Ru crystal in oxygen is found to be more effective the
higher the annealing temperature is. In the LEEM, 1500 ∘C sample temperature and
higher is easily achieved after the sample holder and the sample are properly degassed.
In early experiments with a pristine crystal, graphene islands like in Fig. 5.1a are still
often observed after the final flash-annealing cycle. The LEED image in Fig. 5.1b shows
the characteristic Moiré pattern obtained from one of these single layer graphene is-
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a)
b)

Figure 5.1. a) Ru(0001) surface with four graphene islands (dark) and visible step edges
that form step bunches in some places. b) µLEED image of one of the graphene
islands showing a Moiré pattern.

lands. It results from the incommensurate 25-on-23 supercell formed by the corrugated
graphene structure.131

At this stage, using a strong oxidizing agent at elevated temperature >500 ∘C burns
the carbon and the surface is suitable for growth, but already covered by oxygen. Alter-
natively, after roughly 100 flash-annealing cycles on the crystal, it is largely depleted
of carbon and producing a surface like shown in Fig. 5.2b is facile.

Sputtering a Ru crystal is not found to be of great effect because the problematic
contamination reservoirs are in the bulk crystal and therefore not affected from Ar+
ion bombardment. It is also not opportune to try and skip the flash-annealing after
sputtering the surface. While it keeps the carbon from aggregating at the surface, in
this case, the surface becomes too rough for most epitaxial purposes and the terraces
are too narrow.

Figure 5.2c shows the LEED pattern observed on the cleaned surface. Clearly, the
hexagonal symmetry is seen. Due to the threefold symmetry of the hcp structure*, there
are two rotational domains of the surface. Dark field-LEEM using one of the outer, (10)-
equivalent diffraction spots demonstrates this in the image shown in Fig. 5.2a. Due to
the A-B-A-B stacking of the crystal, each odd-numbered atomic step edge separates
the two different rotational domains and the dark field image contrast is inverted, so
presumably, most of the step edges visible are single steps.

Only for temperatures approaching 1600 ∘C, atomic step edges are observed to flow
and the terraces are allowed to expand. On a well run-in sample, the step edges are

*The topmost layer has a sixfold rotational symmetry, but the next layer is shifted from it such that in
total, a threefold rotational symmetry follows
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a) b) c)

Figure 5.2. a) Dark field LEEM image of a clean Ru(0001) surface with large terraces.
Neighboring terraces have different contrast because each single step edge sep-
arates two different rotational domains. b) Clean Ru(0001) surface. The step
edges are visible by phase contrast; these lines sometimes appear broken due
to astigmatism. In the lower right, a mesa structure is observed. In the middle
of the image, an especially large terrace forms the typical “atrium” of the mesa.
c) LEED pattern of the surface as depicted in a and b.

several microns apart after flash-annealing, as the dark field and bright field LEEM
images in Fig. 5.2 illustrate. An often observed feature visible in Fig. 5.2b are so-called
“mesas”, round structures which are higher with step bunches forming a ring around
them like a pillar. Especially in the vicinity of these mesas, large terraces are found
while the mesa itself also provides a well suited nucleation center for RuO2 growth; the
step bunches found here can function as O2 dissociation sites as well as as preferred
diffusion pathways.

5.1.2. Exposure to Oxygen

In Fig. 5.3, a LEEM time lapse series during oxidation of a Ru(0001) crystal with
atomic oxygen at 525 ∘C is shown. The O1 pressure is calculated using the method
outlined in Section 3.2, yielding an atomic oxygen supply of 𝑝O1 = 7 × 10−8 Torr
(𝑝O2 = 5 × 10−7 Torr). The dose over time is shown by the red line in the plot. The
blue line is the intensity integrated over the LEEM images.

The integral intensity at first stays constant before the oxygen exposure starts. In
this sample state (i), the individual Ru step edges are easily visible through the LEEM
phase contrast as dark lines. The intensity at step bunches is slightly higher than in
other regions, a hint that some oxygen is already adsorbed here.

This effect intensifies a lot during the first 1 L of atomic oxygen exposure in (ii): All
of the step edges are much brighter than the substrate, while the overall intensity is
dropping sharply. Presumably, the step edges accumulate oxygen as discussed in Sec-
tion 4.1. Also, molecular O2 preferentially adsorbs at these edges and dissociates there;
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Figure 5.3. Time series during Ru(0001) oxidation at 525 ∘C, recorded at 9.5 eV with a
FoV of 30 µm. The graph shows the atomic oxygen dose (red) and the integral
intensity of the LEEM image (blue, measured in the central 300 × 300px2).
LEEM images at various points in time, marked by the dashed lines, are shown
below. These images’ apparent intensities cannot be compared directly by eye
because their intensity is normalized.

it is thus possible that the uncracked portion of the incoming oxygen is responsible for
this contrast inversion.

Already after 3 L, the intensity has dropped to half its initial value and in the LEEM
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image (iii), no contrast is discernible at all. Comparing to Krasovskii et al. 98, who per-
formed an oxidation experiment with O2 in LEED and, notably, at a different electron
energy, plausibly suggests the formation of the first half monolayer of oxygen and thus
the formation of a (2×1)-O reconstruction. While in their study at 32.1 eV, the intensity
develops in the other direction, the quick succession of contrast changes and disconti-
nuities in the intensities’ gradient are similar and occur at similar oxygen doses. The
homogeneous reflectivity in the corresponding LEEM image further corroborates this,
as it suggests that in this state, the initial oxygen accumulation at step edges has slowed
down significantly—this is in agreement with the drastically lowered oxygen sticking
coefficient for the (2 × 1)-O surface.

After the initial drop in intensity, clearly the intensity increases with increasing oxy-
gen coverage. At around 150 s, there is a kink in the intensity curve where the upwards
gradient quickly decreases. This possibly marks the occurrence of the (2 × 2)-3O sur-
face reconstruction and thus a coverage of 0.75ML. The corresponding LEEM image
(iv) shows the step edges again, though less pronounced.

At this point, the sticking coefficient formolecular O2 at this temperature has dropped
to 10−2 and continues decreasing.96 Assuming that the overall intensity reflects the
oxygen content of the surface well, this decreasing sticking probability also shows here
for O1 with a decelerating intensity rise over time. Although atomic oxygen has an
advantage compared to molecular one, because O2 needs multi-step edge sites in or-
der to dissociate, the decreasing overall number of available hcp sites also impacts O1
adsorption.

After roughly 1800 s and 120 L of O1, the intensity reaches a maximum and then
decreases. At this maximum, the surface is saturated with oxygen with each hcp site
featuring an O adatom; LEED confirms that this corresponds to the (1×1)-O reconstruc-
tion. The following decrease then is caused by the formation of RuO2 islands, which are
barely visible in LEEM image (v) in Fig. 5.3 along the step edges. These islands have a
lower reflectivity than the substrate at 9.5 eV and thus decrease the average intensity
of the whole LEEM image. Image (vi) shows a later stage of oxidation after further
island growth at the step edges.

The observed onset of RuO2 formation after 120 L of atomic oxygen can be com-
pared to different approaches in the literature: For molecular oxygen, several 10 kL are
needed in order to reach (1 × 1)-O coverage alone98 and for NO2, Flege and Sutter 101
report island growth starting at several hundred L. The presented results thus show
that O1, expectedly, oxidizes the Ru surface even faster than NO2. Herd et al. 111 ob-
served the formation of oxide nuclei in STM already at 20 L of O1 at room temperature.
Hence, in comparison, nucleation occurs later at the higher temperatures investigated
here. It should be noted that due to the limited cracking efficiency of the thermal
cracker, roughly 4 × 10−7 Torr of O2 are additionally present in this experiment.

The process described in this subsection is observed similarly for any initial Ru ox-
idation occurring in this work. In the analyzed regime, it is mostly independent of
temperature and oxygen supply until RuO2 growth sets in, which is examined in more
detail in the following sections.
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a) b)

Figure 5.4. a) LEEM image of a Ru(0001) sample after being subjected to 720 L of O1 at
415 ∘C; several distinct surface phases are visible. b) I-V curves of the distinct
surface phases marked by ROIs in a).

5.2. RuO2 Island Growth
In this section, the morphology and growth dynamics of RuO2 on Ru(0001) are in-
vestigated. This is done by means of exemplary oxidation experiments at different
temperatures. A chemical and structural characterization on the other hand is given
later.

5.2.1. I-V Characterization
One intriguing property of RuO2 /Ru(0001) surfaces is their rich morphology. The
different kinds of islands present are dependent mainly on substrate temperature and
the choice of the oxidizing agent. Figure 5.4a shows an exemplary LEEM image of
the surface after growth, where three to five phases (depending on the preparation)
are immediately discernible to the eye: Elongated structures with 60° angles between
them make up most of the area, leaving triangular brighter areas between them. These
in return encompass very small, roundish structures that are often aligned like pearls
on a string. There is one other, darker shape to the top of the image that resembles
a hand. Then, there are also some even darker structures visible that are scattered
around and take on different shapes.

In order to assign these morphologically distinct surface components to specific mate-
rial phases, spectromicroscopy is employed: After recording an image stack with scan-
ning the electron energy on this surface (see Section 2.4.2), I-V spectra are extracted
from ROIs at the respective shapes described above. The curves shown in Fig. 5.4b eas-
ily compare to literature,28 revealing the “hand shape” to consist of RuO2(101) and the
elongated islands as RuO2(110). The triangular areas between them expectedly are the
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(1 × 1)-O adlayer-covered substrate. There are also small, darker islands of irregular
shape that grow inside the RuO2(110) phase. These have a similar I-V curve to the
(110) orientation, but they are significantly darker. A more thorough investigation into
this island type is given in Section 5.4.4. It is found that they consist of small crystal-
lites (the size is below the LEEM resolution) of random orientation, but with a majority
aligning their (110) face to the surface normal, explaining the I-V curve shape.

This assignment of parts of the image to respective surface phases based on their
I-V curves can be done for every single pixel as described in Section 2.4.3. The cluster
analysis method is used in the following sections in order to systematically investigate
the growth dynamics and the temperature dependent genesis and development of the
different RuO2 phases. The phases are also confirmed by their µLEED patterns, which
are discussed separately in Section 5.4.

5.2.2. The Competition for Oxygen in RuO2 Growth (460 ∘C)

In Fig. 5.5, an exemplary Ru oxidation process at 460 ∘C is shown as a sequence of
LEEM snapshots during growth. In the first image, the step edges of the substrate are
still visible, already featuring increased intensity similar to Fig. 5.3 (ii). After the first
few L of O1, the surface appears featureless as is typical for the oxygen adlayer.

Also similar to Section 5.1.2, the first RuO2 islands show up after about 90 L of atomic
oxygen. This required dose is a bit lower than for 525 ∘C, reflecting the slightly higher
sticking coefficient of incoming oxygen at 460 ∘C.

In the second image in Fig. 5.5, after 105 L of O1, several elongated islands are visible
on the surface as well as smaller islands that decorate the step edges. The elongated
islands occur on atomically flat terraces as well as at step edges and three primary
directions of growth separated by 120° can be distinguished. They mostly nucleate
several µm apart from each other; however, some islands with differing primary growth
directions are connected to each other, growing outwards from the connection point.
This suggests that they originate from the same nucleus or that one has nucleated at
the other’s phase boundary.

Further oxygen exposure (172 L) leads to continued growth of elongated islands
along their primary directions. In the vicinity of each island, there is a significant
reduction in LEEM intensity at the electron energy of 33.1 eV used for imaging here.
Islands which are located at a step edge preferentially have their primary growth direc-
tion aligned with it. The other, smaller, islands that decorate the step edges increase
in size and in observable number, presumably because more already nucleated islands
grow to now exceed the resolution of the LEEM (here, around 20nm). They are found
less often in the vicinity of the bigger, elongated islands like the one to the right of the
mesa-like protrusion.

In the lower three images in Fig. 5.5, this growth process continues. As soon as
growth of the elongated islands is hindered by another island, they also increase in
width. They do, however, grow across any step edges. The decoration of overgrown
step edges then is still partly visible through the island at this energy, suggesting a very
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Figure 5.5. Ru oxidation observed in LEEM at 31.1 eV with a field of view of 10 µm. The
sample temperature is kept at 460 ∘C while atomic oxygen is supplied through
the thermal cracker. The labels denote the time since the start of oxygen expo-
sure and the atomic oxygen dose.

thin growth. After a few hundred L, when most elongated islands have hit an “obstacle”
(either another elongated island or a larger cluster of the step edge decoration islands)
in their primary growth direction, the smaller decoration islands’ coverage increases
in comparison. These decoration islands have a compact appearance and irregularly
shaped edges and do not show specific asymmetries like a primary growth direction.

After growth, a LEEM-I-V image stack is acquired by scanning the electron energy.
Analogous to Section 5.2.1, I-V curves can be extracted in order to assign regions on the
surface to the specific phases. This is done using the classification method described
in Section 2.4.3. Figure 5.6 shows the color-coded surface map. Comparing Figures
5.6a and 5.6b by eye, it is evident that the pixel assignment is very good. The phases
described in the previous subsection are confirmed:

The elongated islands are assigned to RuO2(110) while the decorating islands are
identified as RuO2(100). The primary growth direction of RuO2(110) is its [001] axis
aligning with the substrates’ {1010} directions. At this growth temperature, RuO2(110)
dominates the early growth stages, having less nucleation centers than RuO2(100) but
a faster lateral growth.

So once formed, the (110) phase incorporates new material much more easily, thus
growing faster than the other phases and also draining the surrounding region of oxy-
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a) b) c)

Figure 5.6. Pendry-metric phase classification of the sample shown in Fig. 5.5 (𝑛PCA = 7,
𝑛C = 8, see Section 2.4.3). a) 9 × 9µm2 LEEM image at 13.0 eV. b) Cluster map
with 4 aggregated clusters. c) Corresponding average I-V curves. The legend
applies to b) and c).

gen: In the vicinity of RuO2(110) islands, the RuO2(100) density is lower due to both
types competing for oxygen and RuO2(110) winning. This draining effect is the cause
of the intensity gradient around the islands in Fig. 5.5 between 105 L and 305 L. At the
utilized electron energy, a higher substrate intensity reflects higher oxygen content—
meaning that the intensity gradient is effectuated by an oxygen concentration gradient.

The triangle formed by three RuO2(110) islands on the top right in Fig. 5.6b is almost
free of RuO2(100), even though the placement of RuO2(100) islands above it suggests
that Ru step edges run through the triangle and could provide nucleation centers. This
effect indicates that the surrounding islands consume the oxygen within the triangle
at a high enough rate that the concentration needed for RuO2(100) nucleation cannot
be reached. The decreased oxygen concentration is directly visible in the 13 eV image
shown in Fig. 5.7 as the triangle has a darker shade than the other regions that are
matched to the substrate/oxygen adlayer. Nevertheless, the clustering algorithm as-
signs it to the substrate class because it exhibits the same I-V curve shape. The only
difference found is in the absolute intensities, i.e., oxygen content.

This suggests that for RuO2(100), the probability for incorporating atoms into its is-
lands is lower than for (110)-oriented islands. As a result, the density of material that
freely participates in surface diffusion is kept higher near RuO2(100) islands. Hence,
conversely to the (110), the formation of new (100) nucleation centers in close vicin-
ity is enabled. The oxygen transport at the step edges is much faster, increasing the
probability of accumulating enough material to form a critical nucleus there29, which
explains why RuO2(100) mostly grows along these edges.

The I-V curve of the RuO2(100) phase is not in perfect agreement with literature28 but
instead shows increased intensity around 5 eV and in the region above 20 eV similar to
the (1×1)-O-covered substrate phase. It does, however, clearly show the characteristic
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Figure 5.7. LEEM image of the same surface analyzed in Fig. 5.6. The graph shows the I-V
curves of the two areas indicated in the image with corresponding colors. The
curves are almost identical save the absolute intensity.

maximum at around 10 eV. This is most likely due to imperfect cluster assignment at
the fringes of RuO2(100) islands because of their small size; thus, the deviations can
be explained in terms of a mixed in substrate curve.

The cluster analysis also shows the presence of another distinct phase called micro-
crystalline RuO2 (mc-RuO2). Its I-V curve mostly exhibits features of the RuO2(110)
phase but also of the RuO2(100) phase, most notably an increased intensity at 10 eV
and a shift of the falling edge at 15 eV to lower energies. The phase is identified with
the highly faceted islands described by Herd 29, p. 111. It is analyzed in further detail
in Section 5.4.4. Especially this phase is well recognized in the cluster analysis despite
it being barely visible in Fig. 5.5. Making this assignment would be quite difficult in in-
dividual LEEM images because at most energies, the contrast appears to be very similar
to the other oxide phases considering that the I-V curve is a mixture of those phases’
curves.

The microcrystalline (mc) parts are always adjacent to RuO2(110), in most cases at
one of the islands’ end points along the elongated direction. This prompts the hypothe-
sis that the RuO(110) phase nucleates at the microcrystalline clusters in the first place.
This hypothesis could in part explain the high nucleation barrier of RuO2(110) despite
its fast growth and stability. RuO2(100) does not seem to need these mc islands, using
step edges as nucleation centers instead.
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Figure 5.8. Ru oxidation observed in LEEM at 17.4 eV with a field of view of 20 µm. The
sample temperature is kept at 460 ∘C while atomic oxygen is supplied through
the thermal cracker. The labels denote the time since the start of oxygen expo-
sure and the atomic oxygen dose.

5.2.3. The Role of Nucleation Centers (460 ∘C)
The data set shown in the previous subsection featured a Ru crystal with roughly
0.2 µm to 1.3 µm wide terraces, leading to a density of 4 1

µm
along the local miscut.

As discussed, the atomic step edges between them are important for oxygen transport
and for RuO2(100) island formation. Figure 5.8 shows the oxidation of a Ru sample
with much denser step edges at the same growth temperature. Most of the terraces are
below 0.1 µm wide and every 1 µm to 4 µm, there is a step bunching region, resulting
in a step density of 7.2 1

µm
.

Again, the intensity is considered an indicator for the amount of oxygen on the
surface, with higher intensity meaning higher oxygen content: The full (1 × 1)-O re-
construction generally has a higher reflectivity than oxygen poorer regions due to the
higher ordering of the adatoms.

After 151 L, there is barely any visible island growth yet. The oxygen content is higher
on the larger terraces and drops in the step bunching regions. After 193 L of O1, island
growth has begun and the step edges are decorated again as in the previous section.
The oxygen content gradient observed before thus seems related to these RuO2(100)
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a) b) c)

Figure 5.9. Euclidean-metric phase classification of the sample shown in Fig. 5.8 (𝑛PCA =

15, 𝑛C = 12, see Section 2.4.3). a) 12 × 12µm2 LEEM image at 13.0 eV. b)
Cluster map with 4 aggregated clusters. c) Corresponding average I-V curves.
The legend applies to b) and c).

islands. They feature similar dark “halos” as the (110) islands. Thus, they, too, seem to
deplete the surrounding regions of oxygen like RuO2(110) has done more prominently
before. Since this was previously not observed for the (100) islands, it is presumably
related to the increased nucleation density of RuO2(100) due to the higher step edge
density. It also suggests an even higher number RuO2(100) islands on the surface that
are below the resolution limit of the LEEM at this stage. After 300 L, RuO2(110) islands
again also show a decreased intensity around them due to oxygen draining like in the
previous section.

It should be noted that in the steep step bunching regions, the RuO2(100) density
is slightly decreased, showing up as line-shaped trenches in later growth stages; here,
the substrate is still exposed when oxygen supply is stopped.

The RuO2(100) phase was identified using cluster analysis again as shown in Fig. 5.9.
Here, the I-V curve is much less ambiguous than before, clearly corresponding to lit-
erature data.28 This is because, due to their high nucleation density, the RuO2(100)
islands coalesce at several hundred L and form the majority phase in the end, making
classification easier.

The bright phase in Fig. 5.8 is clearly identified as RuO2(110) by its I-V curve. In
its initial growth in Fig. 5.8 (572 L), the elongated shape along a primary growth di-
rection is partly seen again. After 876 L, however, the shape is somewhat different,
incorporating “holes” and ragged boundaries. The RuO2(110) islands are not able to
overgrow the RuO2(100) like in the series shown in the last subsection, suggesting that
the RuO2(100) phase is thicker—this may follow from the fact that they coalesced early
and a larger portion of the subsequent growth was vertical instead of lateral. So instead,
RuO2(110) grows around portions of RuO2(100). As seen in Fig. 5.9b, this typically
leads to the RuO2(110) phase fully filling any RuO2(100)-bounded region on the sur-
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face where it is present already. This again indicates that, once nucleated, RuO2(110)
outperforms the other orientation in terms of lateral growth.

Figure 5.9b again highlights that the mc-RuO2 phase almost always occurs adjacent
to RuO2(110) and vice versa. It is slightly over-represented in the classification im-
age as most microcrystalline regions look inflated, but each of these regions is reliably
found. Looking at the growth dynamics in Fig. 5.8, each RuO2(110) island clearly
grows outward from the position of its adjacent microcrystalline region. For example,
this is seen for the elongated island growing in the center during the growth movie,
which is located at the top right in the classification image. It grows from the mc-RuO2
nucleus in its south east corner to north west. The microcrystalline phase also occurs
more often in step bunching regions.

While the I-V curves shown in Fig. 5.9c are well relatable to the curves found in
literature, the (1 × 1)-O-covered Ru substrate has an additional peak in its I-V curve at
10 eV. RuO2(100)’s most prominent peak is at exactly this position, so most likely this
feature again either stems from imperfect classification in the fringe areas of RuO2(100)
islands or from islands that are below the LEEM resolution but still contribute to the
diffraction contrast on the substrate.

This growth experiment shows that for different starting conditions (more RuO2(100)
nucleation centers at step edges), the same growth dynamics as shown in Section 5.2.2
result in very different surface morphologies in the end. The RuO2(110) phase has an
advantage on large substrate terraces because it grows much faster and forms less nu-
cleation centers, resulting in big single-domain islands. However, this growth mode can
be partly repressed by other phases such as RuO2(100) if these have more nucleation
centers and occupy a large amount of the surface already in early growth stages.

5.2.4. Microcrystalline RuO2 Prevalence at Higher Temperatures
(510 ∘C)

In order to qualitatively analyze the influence of sample temperature on RuO2 growth,
the phase distribution and the growth dynamics at 510 ∘C are observed in LEEM. In
Fig. 5.10, part of the growth movie is shown.† The initial step edge density is com-
parable to the one observed in Section 5.2.2, minimizing their influence on growth
dynamics.

As is the case for the other growth movies analyzed so far, visible (100) nucleation
starts at roughly 100 L. Although these nuclei form exclusively at atomic step edges,
the nucleation density is strongly reduced despite the similar substrate morphology to
Section 5.2.2. Subsequently, irregularly shaped islands start to grow from these nuclei
and the formation of new nuclei almost never occurs.

This is because at this higher temperature, the diffusion length of the mobile oxygen
species on the surface has increased somewhat, allowing less critical nuclei to form
because the incoming oxygen quickly becomes part of an already existing island. It
†One has to be careful when comparing images directly because the FoV and the electron energy change
throughout the growth movie.
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Figure 5.10. Ru oxidation as observed in LEEM. The FoV and the electron energy are given
in the labels above each image. The sample temperature is kept at 510 ∘C
while atomic oxygen is supplied through the thermal cracker. The labels below
each image denote the time since the start of oxygen exposure and the atomic
oxygen dose.† There is a pause in oxygen supply between 1700 s and 2500 s.

also seems that the growth of elongated islands is suppressed even though there is
enough surface area available.

Upon further oxygen exposure, around 500 L, a different surface phase appears adja-
cently to the existing islands: darker areas that have strongly frayed edges and feature
an inner structure with some bright specks. They nucleate less dense, but grow much
faster than the aforementioned islands. The sample is further oxidized after the images
shown, until all of the initial islands are connected to frayed structures.

Afterwards, an image stack of the sample is analyzed by classifying the phases accord-
ing to Section 2.4.3 with the results shown in Fig. 5.11. The initially nucleated islands
are assigned to RuO2(100) by their I-V curve while the frayed islands are assigned to
mc-RuO2 for the most part, with some very small spots of RuO2(110) in between. Due
to these very small sizes of sometimes only a few pixels, the borders of the individual
grains contribute more to the overall I-V curve and misaligning the images by a single
pixel can cause erroneous features in their I-V curves: The determined I-V curve of
RuO2(110) has a normally not expected peak at 10 eV, which can be attributed to the
presence of adjacent RuO2(100) and the difficulty in determining the exact borders of
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a) b) c)

Figure 5.11. Euclidean-metric phase classification of a RuO2/Ru sample (𝑛PCA = 9, 𝑛C = 10,
see Section 2.4.3). a) 12 × 12µm2 LEEM image at 13.0 eV. b) Cluster map
with 4 aggregated clusters. c) Corresponding average I-V curves. The legend
applies to b) and c).

these phases to the microcrystalline phase. The two prominent peaks at 5 eV and 15 eV
as well as the shoulder at 17 eV are present, however.

The substrate phase I-V curve no longer indicates a (1×1)-O adlayer, but instead is in
very good agreement with experimental and theoretical data of the (2 × 2)-3O adlayer
shown by Krasovskii et al. 98, which means only 0.75ML of oxygen on the surface. This
corroborates that the higher surface diffusion length of oxygen species results in a lower
oxygen content on the surface and the lower nucleation density.

The resulting overall morphology resembles the case for Ru(0001) oxidation by
3 × 10−5 Torr of molecular oxygen at the same temperature.28 The nucleation behavior,
however, is consistent with the behavior observed at lower temperatures: RuO2(100)
still nucleates first and more often than the other phases. Here, it is able to form much
larger islands. These are found to grow radially outwards from the nucleation center,
which can still be seen in the middle of some islands in the end (see Fig. 5.11a). Only
few of the microcrystalline islands form, but they take in most of the material as soon
as they have a large enough edge where oxygen can be incorporated, thus growing
faster and larger than RuO2(100). Like in the previously discussed growth series, the
RuO2(110) seems to only form adjacent to the microcrystalline phase. However, here,
it does not grow fast enough to escape regions bordered by more mc-RuO2.

In Section 5.4.4, the structure of the microcrystalline phase is discussed. It is found
that the phase is actually made from small crystallites that have arbitrary orientations.
In this measurement, the microcrystalline phase’s I-V curve has two prominent peaks
at 5 eV and 10 eV that are characteristic for both other phases. Hence, its share of
RuO2(100) grains is higher than observed in the growth experiments presented in the
previous sections, when this curve mostly resembled RuO2(110).

These considerations further support the hypothesis that RuO2(110) only nucleates
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a) b) c)

Figure 5.12. Pendry-metric phase classification of a RuO2/Ru sample grown at 410 ∘C
(𝑛PCA = 7, 𝑛C = 8, see Section 2.4.3). a) 6 × 6µm2 LEEM image at 13.0 eV. b)
Cluster map with 5 aggregated clusters. c) Corresponding average I-V curves.
The legend applies to b) and c).

as part of this random crystallite growth. At low enough temperature, is able to outgrow
its “parent” structure. At 510 ∘C, however, this does not succeed and mc-RuO2 even
traps in (110) islands. The fact that the (usually) fastest growing phase RuO2(110)
grows much slower compared to other growth temperatures is also reflected in the
lower overall oxide coverage after similar oxygen doses.

5.2.5. RuO2(101) Growth (410 ∘C)

In Fig. 5.12a, the result of Ru oxidation at 410 ∘C is shown. At this temperature,
RuO2(110) clearly is the majority phase. Again, there are parts of mc-RuO2 scattered
throughout the (110) phase, presumably having served as the nucleation centers.

The most striking feature in the image is a single big RuO2(101) island at the top of
the image. It is assigned based on the I-V curve, which agrees well with values from
literature28, and the LEED image (discussed in Section 5.4). The morphology of the
complete island is better visible in Fig. 5.4 . At the top, its boundary is ragged while at
the bottom, it fits nicely into the 60° angle left open from the surrounding RuO2(110)
rotational domains. From the growth movie, it can be seen that the island nucleates at
its bottom edge and grows upward. Hence, the island’s shape is completely defined by
the amount of substrate area that it can take without hitting another RuO2 island. It
grows with a much higher speed than its neighboring phase and does not seem to have
any preferential direction of growth, filling its area homogeneously.

In this particular sample state, only a few (less than 50) RuO2(101) islands have
been observed in at least a range of several hundred µm. This suggests that for the
growth conditions explored in this work, the probability for RuO2(101) nucleation is
very small.
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The RuO2(100) phase is strongly suppressed: While still growing along the origi-
nal Ru step edges, the islands are very small and hardly detectable. The classification
does seem to correctly find the phase. However, the I-V curve according to Fig. 5.12c
is mostly a mixture of the RuO2(110) phase and the substrate phase, which again is
in good agreement with the (1 × 1)-O adlayer. Here, the method reaches its limit be-
cause even with very good drift alignment, it seems impossible to properly separate the
RuO2(100) I-V curve.

The classification procedure also assigns the RuO2(100) label to parts of the edges
of the RuO2(110) islands in Fig. 5.12b. This is likely an error since the characteristic
RuO2(100) shape is not discernible in the original LEEM image. The phase occurs
only at the edges to the left of a substrate area class, a characteristic that hints at
an influence of the microscope alignment. It again shows that this I-V curve closely
resembles a mixture of the RuO2(110) and substrate phases. It does not significantly
affect the other phases’ I-V curves because only a few pixels are concerned. For the
(100)-oriented phase, though, this is a relatively large portion.

5.3. Chemical Island Characterization
The RuO2/Ru(0001) samples shown in Section 5.2 were grown partly in the Bremen
LEEM and partly at the synchrotrons ALBA and Elettra (see Section 3.1). In the latter,
the XPEEM and XAS-PEEM modes, which exploit synchrotron radiation to allow for
locally resolved spectromicroscopic XPS as well as XAS data (see Section 2.5), were
used for a chemical analysis.

The representative XP spectrum of an oxidized Ru(0001) surface with the RuO2 ori-
entations (110) and (100) present is shown in Fig. 5.13. The O 1𝑠 peak is very small
due to a low cross section at the photon energy used. However, the Ru 3𝑑5/2 peak is
located at (280.7 ± 0.1) eV, indicating the 4+ oxidation state of RuO2.133 This consti-
tutes a shift of (0.5 ± 0.1) eV from metallic Ru (280.2 eV) and confirms that nearly all
ruthenium near the surface is oxidized either as part of a RuO2 island or because of the
(1× 1)-O adlayer (whose peak is located in the shoulder of the Ru 3𝑑5/2 peak to higher
energies at 281.8 eV133).

Additionally, for a more detailed chemical analysis of individual islands, XAS-PEEM
is used. With this method, spatial resolution is easier to achieve due to higher inten-
sity levels. Because the Ru L3 edge is very near to the C K edge, this spectral region
is difficult to observe in synchrotron XAS experiments. The mirrors at the beamline
typically accumulate carbon contamination over time which leads to a dip in intensity
at the Ru L3 / C K edge energies, making quantitative as well as qualitative analysis at
this edge near impossible.

The O K edge on the other hand is readily accessible and representative spectra
extracted from single RuO2 islands are shown in Fig. 5.14a. The spectra are normalized
to the flat region from 420 eV to 423 eV; normalization factors are specified in the plot.
Two prominent peaks are observed at 530.7 eV and 533.4 eV. Above 540 eV, another
peak region with a width of 5 eV to 10 eV and possibly with an internal structure is
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Figure 5.13. X-ray photoelectron spectrum of an oxidized Ru(0001) surface with RuO2 is-
lands present. The spectrum is acquired from an XPEEM image stack with
photon energy ℎ𝜈 = 650 eV. The binding energy was calibrated to the Fermi
edge 𝐸F. The Ru MNN Auger peaks have been assigned according to Davis
et al. 132

visible. This is seen on (100)- and (110)-oriented RuO2 as well as on the assumed
(1 × 1)-O adlayer. In the latter however, the signal is much weaker due to less oxygen
atoms per probed volume. The general shape of the peaks is quite similar. For the
spectrum of the adlayer though, it is possible that the signal in fact comes, in part, from
RuO2 nuclei or islands that are smaller than the spatial microscope resolution and can
therefore not be excluded reliably before spectrum extraction.

The peaks at the O K edge can be attributed to electrons going into final stats in
unoccupied Ru 4𝑑 orbitals. These undergo crystal field splitting into the triply degen-
erate 𝑡2𝑔 states and the doubly degenerate 𝑒𝑔 states. The 𝑒𝑔 form strong 𝜎 bonds with
the sp2-hybridized oxygen orbitals while the 𝑡2𝑔 orbitals form weaker 𝜎 and 𝜋 bonds
between the Ru atoms and an additional 𝜋 bond with the O atoms.22 In Section 6.2, the
crystal field splitting of VO2 is explained in more detail. As both materials are rutile,
that description also applies here (except for the 𝑑∥ states).

The first peak at (529.0 ± 0.1) eV thus corresponds to antibonding 𝑡2𝑔 states while
the second peak at (532.0 ± 0.1) eV originates from electrons in antibonding 𝑒𝑔
states.134,135 The 𝑡2𝑔 states are located directly at the Fermi level, which is why the
corresponding peak is quite narrow with a sharp rising edge at 528 eV. The resulting
peak separation of (3.0 ± 0.2) eV is characteristic for RuO2.135 This further corrobo-
rates that the weak signal on the adlayer in fact mostly comes from sub-resolution
RuO2 islands. Adlayer-oxygen in the hcp hollow sites would not exhibit the observed
crystal field splitting, but is most likely the cause of the slightly increased intensity in
the minimum at 536 eV instead.

In Fig. 5.14, XA spectra at the O K edge taken on different RuO2(110)/Ru(0001)
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a) b)

Figure 5.14. X-ray absorption spectra of the O K edge region of RuO2(110)/Ru(0001), taken
from specific ROIs in XPEEM image stacks: a) Different orientations of RuO2
and the Ru(0001)-(1 × 1)-O adlayer (normalized, 𝐸el = 1.6 eV). b) Different
rotational domains of RuO2(110) islands. ⃗𝑐 and ⃗𝐸 denominate the direction
of the rutile 𝑐 axis of RuO2 and of the in-plane projection of the electric field
of the linearly polarized incoming x-ray beam, respectively (𝐸el = 2 eV).

islands are shown. They belong to three types of islands that have an angle of 60° to
one another and are averaged over three individual islands each. One island type is
oriented with the RuO2 𝑐 axis (the island’s long dimension101) almost parallel to the ⃗𝐸

field of the beam: ∠( ⃗𝑐, ⃗𝐸) = 𝜗𝑎 = 7°. The other island types have 𝜗𝑏 = 53° and 𝜗𝑐 = 67°.
In these spectra, background subtraction is not trivial due to variation in the incoming
synchrotron radiation intensity: Because of thermal drift of the sample, the synchrotron
beam footprint changes its relative position on the surface. However, in terms of relative
peak heights, they can be compared to one another safely. The main difference in the
two depicted spectra is in the intensity of the 𝑡2𝑔 orbital-associated peak. Because these
orbitals are highly directional along the rutile (110) axis (i.e., perpendicular to ⃗𝑐), the
cross section of incoming x-ray photons is proportional to 𝑓 = cos2(90° − 𝜗). This
leads to theoretical values 𝑓𝑎,th = 0.12, 𝑓𝑏,th = 0.80 and 𝑓𝑐,th = 0.92. Experimentally,
these values can be extracted by comparing the 𝑡2𝑔 to 𝑒𝑔 intensity ratio with the one
found in the circular polarization spectrum in Fig. 5.14a with 𝑓circ = 1. The results are
𝑓𝑎 = 0.11 ± 0.01, 𝑓𝑏 = 0.69 ± 0.01 and 𝑓𝑐 = 0.97 ± 0.02 and thus in reasonably good
agreement.
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a) b)

Figure 5.15. µLEED patterns of a single RuO2(110) island at different electron energies.
The sample was prepared by exposing Ru(0001) to 814 L of O1 at 460 ∘C sam-
ple temperature.

5.4. LEED

5.4.1. RuO2(110)

The (110) orientation often is the most stable surface of crystals with a rutile structure,
as is also the case for RuO2. The RuO2(110) islands discussed in Section 5.2 are big
enough to allow for a µLEED investigation with the medium illumination aperture (𝑑 =

1µm).
Figure 5.15 shows the µLEED pattern acquired on one such RuO2(110) island. The

rectangular unit mesh is easily identified. Its two base vectors are oriented along pri-
mary directions of the Ru crystal, which are observed simultaneously as additional
diffraction spots marked in red. For some electron energies like in Fig. 5.15a, the in-
tensity of some higher-order reflections is very low and does not appear in µLEED: For
example, the (20) reflection of RuO2(110) does not appear at 45 eV.

The shorter RuO2 reciprocal base vector of the surface mesh, identified with its [110]
direction, is aligned to the primitive base vector of Ru, corresponding to its {2110} crys-
tallographic direction. The longer RuO2 reciprocal base vector on the other hand cor-
responds to RuO2-[001] and is aligned with Ru-{0110}. Between the three differently
oriented elongated island types, the µLEED pattern is rotated by 120° each, leading to
the three symmetrically equivalent registries that are observed in Fig. 5.15.

The Ru diffraction pattern can be used as a reference in order to calculate the RuO2
lattice constants. This of course presumes that the Ru surface mesh is equivalent to
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the bulk-truncated Ru(0001) surface. For each of the two crystallographic directions of
interest, the Ru reference diffraction spot positions are determined individually in order
to avoid any influence of non-isotropic distortions of the LEED image. The resulting
RuO2 lattice constants are

• 𝑐RuO2 = 𝑑RuO2-[001] = (3.09 ± 0.06)Å
• 𝑑RuO2-[110]

= (6.48 ± 0.17)Å, resulting in 𝑎RuO2 = (4.56 ± 0.10)Å.

Within the given errors, which are derived from the standard deviation of the pixel
length values across measurements in different positions, these values are in agreement
with literature for bulk truncated RuO2.114

The fact that the substrates’ reflections are seen through the island at the energies
shown here (IMFP of ca. 4 Å) means that the RuO2(110) is very thin. As mentioned in
Section 4.2, for oxidation temperatures below 380 ∘C, the (110)-oriented islands were
observed to only grow about 1.6 nm thick.24 Since the µLEED images here are from a
sample oxidized at only a slightly higher temperature of 410 ∘C, this is likely the case
here. For samples oxidized at 460 ∘C and above, substrate spots are not observed in the
RuO2(110) µLEED patterns anymore.

In none of the recorded RuO2(110) µLEED patterns, any facets were observed.

5.4.2. RuO2(100)
The domain size (and island size itself) in RuO2(100) islands is much smaller and
single-domain µLEED like for the (110) orientation is almost impossible (see Ref. 28
for an example that does somewhat achieve it). Therefore, even small-aperture µLEED
usually shows a superposition of the single rotational domains’ diffraction patterns like
shown in Fig. 5.16.

Overall, the reflections are quite weak and a two-dimensional quadratic background
has been subtracted from the LEED images in order to better see them. In most mea-
surements, additional Ru(0001) spots are not seen, which contributed to this phase
being interpreted as a (2 × 2) reconstruction of the substrate in the past.86 This hints
at a higher thickness of the islands compared to RuO2(110) because the electrons do
not penetrate the island. The unit mesh can be drawn in easily with 𝑐

𝑎
= 0.69 ± 0.02;

it matches the RuO2 literature value114 of 𝑐RuO2

𝑎RuO2
= 0.691 quite well.

The most remarkable feature of these patterns is the significant azimuthal broad-
ening of all RuO2(100) diffraction spots. The (11) spots, e.g., are smeared out by
(42 ± 3) px, which corresponds to Δ𝜗 = 7.4° ± 0.7°. The intensity distribution along
the diffraction spot is fairly homogeneous as seen in the exemplary profile in the inset
of Fig. 5.16a.‡ Along the other observable diffraction spots, a similar broadening angle
is observed. This phenomenon was associated with two distinct, so far unspecified ro-

‡In Ref. 136, a bimodal distribution is observed instead. This was only observed in the sample presented
there and can be interpreted as a statistical anomaly due to the oscillating background intensity.
However, it also fits the model presented in the following paragraphs.
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a) b)

Figure 5.16. µLEED patterns from a RuO2(100) island recorded with a 500nm illumination
aperture. The unit meshes of the three rotational domains are indicated by
broken black lines (different azimuthal registries are not drawn in separately).
The inset in a) shows the line profile along the azimuthal elongation of a (10)
diffraction spot.

tational domains by Flege et al. 102. In Ref. 28, a coincidence lattice is presumed based
on energetic considerations, but not found.

The matching of RuO2(100) on Ru(0001) as shown in Fig. 4.6 is incommensurate,
but it is striking that the “[00]” and “[11]” corners of the RuO2(100) unit mesh are on
a very similar Ru(0001) lattice site. In fact, the corresponding real space unit mesh
diagonal size of 𝑑RuO2−[101]

= √𝑎2RuO2
+ 𝑐2RuO2

= 5.46Å § is very close to double the Ru
spacing 2𝑎Ru = 5.41Å. However, the angle between RuO2(100)’s [001] base vector
and the [101] direction is 𝛼 = 55.34° and not 60° and thus does not align with the
substrate’s [1120] direction. An azimuthal rotation by 𝜗 = 4.66° lifts this mismatch
and therefore leads to a better substrate matching and subsequently a lower interfacial
energy. This of course applies in both directions, making for a total angular separation
of Δ𝜗 = 9.32°, which is reasonably close to the measured value. The discrepancy could
be explained by an additional compressive strain of 𝜀RuO2-[101] = 0.93%, which alters the
original 𝛼 angle. The total strain exerted by the substrate onto RuO2 also involves the
unknown stresses in the other directions and, in particular, shear stresses; therefore, a
quantitative analysis is not done here.

§𝑑RuO2−[101]
is not to be confused with lattice plane spacing 𝑑RuO2-(101)

, which follows from the 3D-
crystal in reciprocal space. Coordinates in reciprocal space are given by parentheses () while real
space coordinates are in brackets [] both for 2D and 3D.
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Figure 5.17. Schematic of the registry of RuO2(100) to Ru(0001) with ±4.66° azimuthal
rotation. Left shows the real space unit mesh corners of one RuO2(100) rota-
tional domain (dark) on Ru(0001) (bright). The depicted balls are not to be
confused with atom positions. Right shows the resulting reciprocal space map
for comparison to the µLEED images in Fig. 5.16 (black rings).

Figure 5.17 shows a schematic of the described situation with ±4.66° rotations but
without strain. The red balls in the real space image depict corners of the unit cell for
one azimuthal orientation and do not directly represent atoms.¶ The reciprocal space
image on the right considers all six possible registries of the system and agrees very well
with the µLEED patterns shown in Figs. 5.16a and 5.16b. The continuous nature of the
azimuthal broadening observed earlier suggests that the local registry to the substrate
changes continuously between the two extremes of 𝜗 from −4.66° to 4.66°.

The existence of six rotational domains could contribute to the small RuO2(100)
domain size because the probability of “flipping” the registry to the substrate during
incorporation of newmaterial is higher. Perpendicular to the RuO2(100) surface mesh’s
one-dimensional coincidence lattice along its [11] axis, another periodicity is observed
every 8×4 unit meshes. In Fig. 5.17, this looks like a one-dimensional Moiré. The “reg-
istry flipping” seems especially likely in the regions where the substrate–oxide bonds
are less favorable, i.e., at half the [84] periodicity.

The model described here is further corroborated on VO2/RuO2/Ru(0001) samples
by grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXRD). Those results are presented in Sec-
tion 7.7. There, especially the angular spread of Δ𝜗 = 9.32° is firmly confirmed.
Separately, the exact positioning of the rotated RuO2(100) reflections is shown in Ap-
pendix B.3.
¶The atoms could for example be placed in the hcp sites instead of on top of the Ru atoms.
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a) b)

Figure 5.18. a) µLEED image and b) structural visualization of the RuO2(101) surface with
the unit cells drawn in. The extinction of some diffraction spots is caused by
the glide planes shown in b) as broken lines. b) was created using VESTA.137

5.4.3. RuO2(101)
The RuO2(101) island shown in Fig. 5.12 is also characterized in µLEED. The in-plane
directions for this surface are (010) and (101), where the unit mesh dimension ratio
𝑑RuO2-[010]

𝑑RuO2-[101]
=

𝑎RuO2

√𝑎2RuO2+𝑐
2
RuO2

= 0.82 from literature is well matched by the measured ratio of

0.81 ± 0.10. The high error originates from the high standard deviation of measured
distances because of local distortion in the LEED image shown in Fig. 5.18. These local
variations cancel each other out when averaging over all reflection distances due to the
relatively homogeneous reflection density in the image—the “real” error thus is smaller.

Due to a glide plane in the (010) direction, some diffraction spots are systematically
extinguished, most notably the (01) and (01) spots in Fig. 5.18a. A structural model of
the RuO2(101) surface is shown in Fig. 5.18b, with the glide planes that halve the unit
cell in (010) direction drawn in as broken lines. Parallel to this glide plane, extinction
occurs for all odd-numbered reflections.138

5.4.4. Microcrystalline RuO2

As the naming suggests, a structural investigation of the microcrystalline RuO2
(mc-RuO2) phase is only partly possible. In Fig. 5.19, a µLEED pattern of such a mi-
crocrystalline island is shown. A striking asymmetry is observed and while a spec-
ular reflection is sometimes observed, it can also be absent. Hexagonal substrate
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Figure 5.19. µLEED pattern of a mc-RuO2 region. An exemplary tentative rectangular unit
mesh belonging to a facet is marked in green.

diffraction spots are not seen, suggesting a high enough thickness that electrons in
the 20 eV to 60 eV range (corresponding to an IMFP of 4Å to 6Å) do not penetrate the
mc-RuO2.

While changing the energy, all observed diffraction spots except for the specular one
are observed to move, i.e., change their 𝑘∥. This means that they all belong to facets
which are not aligned with the substrate surface and therefore exhibit tilted reciprocal
space rods. In some cases, rectangular patterns are discernible with all associated spots
moving in the same direction, indicating a facet with the corresponding unit mesh. For
example, the green cell marked in Fig. 5.19 has a side ratio of 0.55, which is reasonably
close to the ratio for RuO2(110) (0.49). Due to the facet’s reciprocal space rods cutting
the Ewald sphere at an angle, this ratio is distorted. Symmetries like this are only
observed in part of this phase.

This heavily faceted structure with a seemingly random distribution of facets and
their inclination matches fairly well with the island type described in Ref. 29 (p. 112),
which was also found after Ru oxidation through atomic oxygen. Among the ran-
dom facets, the SEM images by Herd 29 reveal some larger, flat domains identified as
RuO2(110). This further supports the hypothesis laid out earlier that this phase acts
as a kind of incubator, where RuO2 islands of somewhat randomized orientation form
and, in the case of spawning (110)-, (101)-oriented islands, can outperform the oth-
ers in terms of growth. When an outperforming island is formed quickly, it receives
most of the incoming material and the incubator stays small, possibly below the LEEM
resolution. The incubator size thus depends on

• the probability of a favorable facet forming,
• the growth speed ratio, i.e., the degree of outperforming,
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• the growth rate of the incubator itself.

For high sample temperatures and high oxygen chemical potential, a larger number
of mobile Ru–O species is available on the surface that can partake in incubator forma-
tion as seen, e.g., in Section 5.2.4. For lower temperatures and low oxygen chemical
potential (e.g., using O2), mobile oxygen species are mainly available at the catalytically
active sites like Ru(0001) step edges and the surface of already existing RuO2(110) is-
lands. There, it is incorporated directly in the appropriate RuO2 phase. Hence, for
these conditions, the nucleation centers are only a few nm small25 and do not form full
incubator islands. Using higher oxygen chemical potential (i.e., O1) on the other hand
provides surface-diffusing oxygen anywhere on the surface and thus promotes incuba-
tor growth even at lower temperatures. This explains the comparatively high coverage
with mc-RuO2 observed in this thesis (see Section 5.2) in contrast to O2-oxidation.

The proposed model serves to further rationalize the drastically different RuO2/Ru
morphologies found in a sample temperature range of only 100 ∘C, while at the same
time containing the established nucleation-and-growth mechanism observed at low
growth temperatures. It also gives a lead on the real origins of the initial RuO2 for-
mation, rather opposing the trilayer model referenced in Section 4.2 which predicts
the direct formation of (110)-oriented RuO2.

5.5. Summarizing Discussion
In this chapter, the origins of the formation of differently oriented RuO2 islands on
the same sample surface, Ru(0001), as well as the resulting growth kinetics have been
studied. The simultaneous presence of up to four oxide phases already points to the
complex energy landscape that comprises kinetics-driven, non-equilibrium phases.

In Table 5.1, the single phase coverages observed at different growth conditions are
compiled. While individual growth experiments lead to very different morphologies
even at the same temperature due to variations in the local density of available nucle-
ation sites (i.e., steps), an overall trend can be seen: At lower temperatures, RuO2(110)
islands dominate, whereas the microcrystalline phase covers an increasing portion of
the surface at higher temperatures. In between, the main parameter for the amount of
RuO2(100) is the step density.

The relative RuO2(100) coverage compared to the other RuO2 phases also increases
with increasing sample temperature. This is mainly due to the increased island sizes: At
410 ∘C, the islands stay at just above one pixel, indicating sizes in the few 10nm region,
but at 510 ∘C, they grow bigger than the (110) phase. This can be explained mainly
in terms of RuO2(110) island density: When there are more (110) islands where the
material can quickly be incorporated, the (100) phase receives less of themobile oxygen
species and its islands stay small. This was confirmed in LEEM as RuO2(110) islands
drain their surroundings of oxygen. Therefore, it can only “win” when RuO2(110)
growth is hindered.

RuO2(110) growth can be hindered either by a low nucleation rate, by a high
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Table 5.1. Coverage of different surface phases after Ru oxidation: The individual RuO2
coverages are given as percentages of only the RuO2 coverage (i.e., the free
(1 × 1)-O/Ru area was excluded). The percentages are rounded and thus do
not always add up to exactly 100%. As RuO2(101) only occurs sporadically, it
has been exempted. Step densities are given in the local miscut direction, i.e.,
perpendicular to the step edges.

Temperature 410 ∘C 460 ∘C 460 ∘C 460 ∘C 510 ∘C
Step edge density 3.1 1

µm
4.3 1

µm
5.2 1

µm
7.2 1

µm
9.8 1

µm

(1 × 1)-O/Ru 8.0% 37.0% 77.0% 11.3% 51.0%
Total RuO2 92.0% 63.0% 23.0% 89.7% 49.0%

RuO2(110) 93.2% 61.0% 44.8% 20.4% 4.7%
RuO2(100) 4.5% 29.8% 40.3% 72.6% 22.9%
mc-RuO2 2.3% 9.2% 15.2% 6.9% 72.6%
RuO2(101) sporadic none none none none

RuO2(100) island density (which results from high nucleation site density / step edge
density) that blocks its growth, or by being blocked by the microcrystalline “incubator”
phase. This incubator phase consists of small crystallites with varying orientation, most
of them not aligned with the surface plane (i.e., exhibiting facets). From the individ-
ual growth series shown in the previous subsections, it was concluded that RuO2(110)
needs the incubator phase to nucleate at (or in). The higher the oxidation tempera-
ture, the larger the incubator phase grows before eventually a (110)-oriented crystallite
forms that claims most of the newly incoming material and thus slows down adjacent
incubator growth. However, in the case of high temperatures above 500 ∘C, incuba-
tor regions still grow faster than RuO2(100) and even RuO2(110) does not outperform
them anymore, instead being trapped in. On the other hand, at lower temperatures
and O2 doses, this phase does not grow large enough to be seen in LEEM and can be
assumed to exist in the form of “oxidic clusters” which have been observed in STM, for
example in Ref. 108. Even there, only a few of these small clusters lead to RuO2(110)
growth.

A model of the temperature-dependent preferential growth of different island types
is proposed, its main parameters being: (i) The interfacial and surface energies of
each phase, (ii) kinetics (their growth rates) and (iii) their nucleation rates. Flege and
Grinter 38 proposed that the RuO2(100) phase is favored at higher temperatures due to
an assumed coincidence with the Ru lattice. This coincidence has been found in this
thesis and is described in Section 5.4.2. The three components for each phase now can
be qualitatively compared:

• RuO2(100) has a reduced interfacial energy because of the good lattice matching
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to the substrate in one dimension when the phase is rotated by ±4.66°. Nearer
to equilibrium, i.e., at higher temperatures, this phase thus dominates. At lower
temperatures, this phase’s individual islands stay small due to the comparatively
high surface energy of 1.39 J

m2
115 and the incorporation of strain energy. The

total coverage achieved in the end is a function of the nucleation site density and
temperature.

• RuO2(110) has a higher interfacial energy due to its incommensurate 8 ∶ 7 lat-
tice matching (see Section 4.3). At lower temperatures, where growth is kinetics-
driven and the incorporation of oxygen is the rate-limiting step even for oxidation
with NO2

28, it benefits from autocatalytic growth: Oxygen dissociates at its sur-
face and is directly available for incorporation. This dissociation step is skipped
when using O1, lessening the growth advantage. In the end, the (110) phase
usually covers large areas because of its low surface energy (1.14 J

m2
115)

• RuO2(101) is similar to the (110) orientation in all of the mentioned parameters.
However, its lattice matching does not have an integer-multiple registry and its
surface energy is slightly higher (1.22 J

m2
115). This leads to very low nucleation

rates at the investigated temperatures and therefore to low coverages although
its high catalytic activity26 leads to faster growth upon eventual nucleation.

• mc-RuO2 functions as an incubator phase that comprises somewhat randomly
oriented RuO2 grains. The higher the temperature and the more oxygen is avail-
able, the larger this phase can grow before (110)- and (101)-orientated grains
nucleate on it. If both conditions are high enough, it can even outgrow and trap
those grains.

In previous works with O2 and NO2, the incubator phase was mainly observed at high
temperatures, where it was assumed to be a simple mix of (100), (101) and (110)-
oriented grains and therefore not associated with the nuclei seen in STM. Also, the
(100)-oriented phase was assumed to take on a similar role as a fostering phase.28
Only by completely eliminating any dissociation step through the use of atomic oxy-
gen, this phase consistently grows large enough for detection in LEEM. The algorith-
mic surface phase classification used on the presented data is able to reliably locate
the mc-RuO2 islands, although its size is usually overestimated. This finding further
can help in understanding Ru oxidation at higher pressures, where, depending on the
present oxidizing agent, formation of the incubator phase can be expected. With the
use of O1 corresponding to an oxidation strength achievable only at much higher partial
pressures of molecular O2, this may even be considered as a small step to bridge the
pressure gap.
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6. Research Overview: VO2 and Its
Strain Engineering

Vanadium dioxide—VO2—is a heavily studied, strongly correlated material. Since the
discovery of its first-order metal-insulator transition (MIT) in 1959 by Morin 1 (see
Fig. 6.1), there has been considerable effort in understanding its origin. This debate
centers around the importance of electron correlations for the transition compared to
lattice effects, often dubbed “Mott vs Peierls” after the corresponding models.

Because these two models focus on electronic-electron and electron-lattice interac-
tions, respectively, this chapter first gives an introduction into the crystallography and
the electronic structure before elaborating on more recent efforts that try to reconcile
both approaches.

While the transition occurs at 𝑇𝑐 = 68 ∘C in bulk VO2, there are several approaches
for tuning this temperature in order to extends its usability in technology. In particular,
the strain engineering concept is discussed in this chapter.

Figure 6.1. Resistivity curves of several TMOs including VO2, as shown in the original pa-
per by Morin 1. For VO2, a drop in resistivity by three orders of magnitude
is observed at 68 ∘C. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 1. Copyright 1959
American Physical Society.
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a) b)

Figure 6.2. Visualizations of the a) rutile and b) monoclinic VO2 crystal structure. Blue balls
mark V atoms and red balls mark O atoms with the O6 octahedron illustrated
by red planes. The unit cell is marked by black lines. The distortions in the
monoclinic unit cell are strongly exaggerated. Images created with VESTA137.

6.1. Crystallographic Description
VO2 exhibits distinct crystal structures depending on several parameters, mainly tem-
perature and pressure. The most basic crystal structures observed in bulk VO2 are
monoclinic and rutile, which are involved in the MIT.

Rutile “R”

The metallic rutile phase forms above the MIT and belongs to the tetragonal crystal
system, specifically the 𝑃42/𝑚𝑛𝑚 (𝐷14

4ℎ, no. 136) space group. Its lattice constants at
130 ∘C are 𝑎R = 4.5540(1)Å and 𝑐R = 2.8557(2)Å.139,140

As visualized in Fig. 6.2a, there are 2 vanadium atoms in the unit cell, one at the
origin position and one in the center of the cell (Wyckoff positions 4a at (0, 0, 0) and
(1/2, 1/2, 1/2)141 with 𝑢 = 0.3001140). The center atom is surrounded by an octahedral
arrangement of oxygen atoms with the apical (“top of the bipyramid”) oxygen oriented
along the [110] direction and the equatorial atoms in the (110) plane of the unit cell.
The unit cell contains 4 oxygen atoms. From this positioning follows that the octahedra
around the vanadium atoms in the origin positions are rotated by 90° (such that their
equatorial plane is in the (110) plane) and shifted by half a unit cell along the [001]
direction. The O 4f Wyckoff positions are ±(𝑢, 𝑢, 0) and ±(1/2 + 𝑢, 1/2 − 𝑢, 1/2),141,142
leading to similar bond lengths of a V atom to its apical and to equatorial O atoms (see
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Table 6.1).
An instructive way of thinking of the rutile structure is in terms of vanadium chains

along the [001] direction, with the octahedra around each V atom being connected
along their equatorial planes. These chains are laterally organized in squares, where
in a checkerboard-like pattern, every second chain is shifted by 𝑐R

2
along [001] and its

oxygen octahedra are rotated by 90° around the chain axis.
Within this work, often the rutile base is used to describe directions and planes in

the other VO2 phases. In these cases, the direction or plane is indexed with an R. The
relation of the rutile unit cell to the other unit cells is explained in the corresponding
paragraphs.

Monoclinic “M1”

This insulating phase is usually referred to when mentioning the monoclinic phase of
VO2. It is found at temperatures below the MIT. Compared to the R phase, M1 is char-
acterized by each two V atoms along a [001] chain shifting towards each other and
forming V–V dimers. Also, they perform a zigzag motion perpendicular to that, in the
direction of their apical oxygen atoms. In contrast to other transition metal dioxides
like MoO2, where the oxygen atoms follow the zigzag motion, in VO2 the O6 octahe-
dron approximately stays in place.143 This constitutes an anti-ferroelectric distortion
along ⟨110⟩ and changes the V–O bond lengths as listed in Table 6.1: From the zigzag
displacement follow two different apical bond lengths while from the dimerization, the
equatorial bond lengths split in two groups.

The resulting structure is shown in Fig. 6.2b. The corresponding space group is 𝑃21/𝑐
(𝐶5

2ℎ, no. 14). As the schematic shows, the unit cell is twice as large and the monoclinic
angle 𝛽M1

= 122.65° is found perpendicular to the former [010] direction. The former
[001] direction now has the lattice constant 𝑎M1

= 5.7529(3)Å, which is roughly twice
the length of 𝑐R. 𝑏M1

= 4.5263(3)Å is similar to 𝑎R and shares its direction, while
𝑐M1

= 5.3825(3)Å approximately follows from 𝑎R/ sin(𝛽M1
).139

As mentioned above, apart from the changed symmetry and the doubled unit cell, the
dimensions change slightly. This leads to an anisotropic change in volume of 0.044%144

and thus induces strain in single crystalline VO2 upon undergoing the phase transition
from rutile, making single crystals prone to cracking145.

Monoclinic “M2”

The M2 phase can be found when doping with, e.g., Cr147 or Al148 or when applying
sufficient uniaxial stress along the [110]R direction of pure rutile VO2

149. Because
this stabilization can be achieved by both of these rather different effects and is barely
dependent on the dopant species, M2 is considered a metastable modification of M1.142
It is also insulating.

The monoclinic angle now lies in the corresponding (001)R plane and amounts to
𝛽M2

= 91.40° while the lattice parameters are 𝑎M2
= 9.060Å, 𝑏M2

= 5.8000Å and
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Table 6.1. Rounded bond lengths foundwithin the different VO2 crystal structures.140,146,147

V–O V–V
apical equatorial

Rutile R 1.93Å 1.92Å 2.85Å

Monoclinic M1 1.76Å 2.01Å
1.86Å 2.02Å

2.62Å 3.16Å
1.89Å 2.06Å

Monoclinic M2

1.87Å 1.85Å 2.10Å 2.54Å 3.26Å
2.13Å 1.73Å 1.93Å 1.98Å 2.93Å

𝑐M2
= 4.5211Å at 50 ∘C.148

Like M1, M2 relates to the R phase mainly through a displacement of V atoms. Differ-
ently, though, there exist two distinct kinds of V chains along [001]R: Only every second
chain is dimerized while only in the remaining chains, the zigzag displacement is per-
formed. This leads to three different V–V bond lengths. The oxygen octahedra again
largely stay in place, so that the zigzag V atoms exhibit two different apical V–O bond
lengths while the dimerized V atoms instead have a larger deviation in the equatorial
bond lengths.147

In M1, the V chains had alternating zigzag displacements along their apical V–O bond
directions along [110]R and [110]R. Since in M2, every second of these chains does not
exhibit the zigzag mode anymore, all zigzag displacements are now oriented along the
same direction. This explains the relation to uniaxial stress along [110]R:It distorts the
former (001)R basal plane from a square into a parallelogram (hence the monoclinic
angle) and at the same time suppresses the zigzag displacement in the direction of the
shorter basal plane diagonal, i.e., the direction in which the strain acts compressively.142

Additional Crystal Structures

In addition to the R, M1 and M2 phases, there are several more polymorphs, most im-
portantly

• triclinic VO2 (T), a continuous intermediate phase between M1 and M2
17;

• VO2(A), first synthesized by Théobald 150 and exhibiting a structural phase tran-
sition from a primitive tetragonal low temperature phase (LTP-A) to a body-
centered tetragonal high temperature phase (HTP-A)151,152;

• monoclinic VO2(B), also first synthesized by Théobald et al. 153 and proposed as
a suitable material for battery cathodes due to its layered structure154;

• monoclinic VO2(D), the isostructure of NiWO4
155;

• body centered cubic (bcc) VO2 with possible applications as a photocatalyst be-
cause of its large optical band gap of 2.7 eV156;

• paramontroseite VO2, whose crystal structure features “tunnels” with good con-
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Figure 6.3. 𝑑 orbitals of the central metal atom (orange) in an octahedral arrangement of
ligands (blue) in the rutile unit cell. The 𝑥𝑦𝑧 Cartesian base is indicated in each
image and is rotated by 45° around the 𝑧 axis compared to the usual orientation.
Adapted with permission from Ref. 142. Copyright 2002 John Wiley and Sons.

ductivity and potential use in lithium ion batteries157;
• and hydrate materials like VO2 ⋅H2O, V2O4 ⋅2H2O (also called VO2(C)) and oth-

ers.154

Most of these structures are fabricated by hydrothermal synthesis and feature differ-
ently ordered VO6 octahedra that lead to dramatically different properties like a widely
varying band gap.

6.2. The Metal-Insulator Transition
To answer the open question of the exact nature of VO2’s phase transition, there are
mainly two competing concepts. This section first gives an overview of the VO2 orbitals
and bonds in a crystal field theory image and their involvement in the transition, i.e., an
explanation based on crystallographic distortions. Then, an introduction into Mott in-
sulators and the effects of strong electron correlations is given before discussing recent
models that try to reconcile the two efforts.

Electronic Band Structure Model

The V atoms in all relevant VO2 phases are surrounded by an octahedral arrangement of
O atoms. This feature shapes the general electronic band structure and can be described
by crystal field theory. The central metal cation undergoes a symmetry reduction due
to the crystal field generated by the surrounding ligands. This symmetry reduction lifts
the degeneracy of the cation’s valence orbitals.158
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In a purely octahedral crystal field, the five 𝑑 orbitals would be split into threefold
𝑡2𝑔 orbitals (𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2, 𝑑𝑥𝑧, 𝑑𝑦𝑧) and twofold 𝑒𝑔 orbitals (𝑑3𝑧2−𝑟2 and 𝑑𝑥𝑦) as indicated in
Fig. 6.3. Because the lobes of the 𝑒𝑔 orbitals are directed towards the oxygen atoms,
they mediate strong 𝜎-type bonding to the same. The lobes of the 𝑡2𝑔 orbitals on the
other hand are oriented towards the faces and edges of the octahedron, causing weaker
𝜋-type bonding with the oxygen’s 𝑝 orbitals.

As laid out by Goodenough 2 already in 1960, a strong cation-cation interaction is
characteristic for cases like VO2 where the octahedra of the oxygen sublattice share
edges along [001] (Along ⟨110⟩, they share corners). The orthorhombic component
that follows from this symmetry further lifts the 𝑡2𝑔 and 𝑒𝑔 degeneracies completely:

• 𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2 is oriented along the [001]R direction and thus causes 𝜎 bonds inside the
vanadium chains in this direction between neighboring V atoms; in literature,
the resulting 𝑎1𝑔 orbital is often called 𝐝∥ because it is parallel to the 𝑐R axis. It is
relatively non-bonding with respect to O 2𝑝.3

• 𝑑𝑥𝑧 orbitals mediate 𝜋 bonds in the same direction. They also feature an overlap
to the 𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2 orbitals of neighboring V chains. 𝑑𝑦𝑧, on the other hand, has its lobes
oriented along ⟨100⟩ directions and forms 𝜎 bonds in these directions to neigh-
boring V chains; however, they feature a smaller overlap.142 Despite this slight 𝜎
character, 𝑑𝑥𝑧 and 𝑑𝑦𝑧 are often collectively designated 𝑒𝜋𝑔 and the corresponding
band is called 𝝅 due to their role in V 3𝑑–O 2𝑝 bonding.20

• The 𝑒𝑔 orbitals, in order to differentiate from the former also written as 𝑒𝜍𝑔 and
involved in the 𝝈 band, have the strongest 𝑝–𝑑 overlap to the oxygen and thus
are less affected by orthorhombic splitting.

In Fig. 6.4, orbitals marked with an asterisk (∗) denote the corresponding anti-
bonding states which have a primarily cationic (V 3𝑑) character due to covalent mixing
while the bonding states are more anionic (O 2𝑝). In the metallic state, the 𝑑∥ and 𝑒𝜋∗𝑔
orbitals are delocalized enough that their itinerant electrons belong to bands located
at the Fermi energy 𝐸F (Fig. 6.4a). The 𝑒𝜍𝑔 states have the highest energy due to their
strong overlap and are furthest from 𝐸F.3

In the model proposed by Goodenough 3 in 1971, across the MIT the 𝑑∥ band splits
into a bonding and an anti-bonding combination due the dimerization among the V
atoms along its primary direction. At the same time, the anti-ferroelectric distortion
inside the VO6 octahedra causes an increased overlap of the 𝑒𝜍𝑔 orbitals with O 2𝑝,
effectuating an increase in energy of the antibonding 𝜋∗ band through screening. As
depicted in Fig. 6.4b, this opens up a band gap of 0.6 eV159,160 between the bonding 𝑑∥
and the antibonding 𝜋∗ bands, i.e., makes VO2 insulating (or rather, semiconducting).

This explanation of theMIT is often associated with the concept of a Peierls transition,
a model that explains the formation of a band gap for one-dimensional crystals through
doubling of the unit cell.
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a) b)

Figure 6.4. Schematic diagram of the electronic states in VO2 in the a) metallic and b)
insulating state. The orbital nomenclature is explained in the text. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. 20. Copyright 2013 Springer Nature.

VO2 as a Mott Insulator

A competing model for the MIT describes the insulating state as a Mott insulator and
therefore the transition as a Mott transition. In fact, Mott himself originally argued that
the VO2 phase transition can mainly be explained by strong electron correlations.5,6

In usual band theory, a one-electron approximation is used and the Bloch wave func-
tions are assumed to extend over the entire crystal, i.e., the states are delocalized. The
electron-electron interaction then is approximated by a mean field in the Hartree-Fock
method. When a material has a partially filled band, it is assumed to be metallic. This
model fails to correctly predict some compounds to be insulating, most prominently
some transition metal oxides.161

In his seminal paper in 1949, Mott 4 proposed a model explaining the discrepancy
with strong electron interaction. In his thought experiment, a metal with one valence
electron per atom is considered. The valence band would thus be half-filled, the valence
electrons delocalized and the material a conductor. When now increasing the lattice
constant, the width of the band is reduced until it is only the single atomic orbital state.
The material now must be an insulator. This shows a breakdown of the band model
approximation for small bandwidths.161

The ansatz introduced by Hubbard in 1963162 and 1964163,164 is a minimal model
correctly predicting Mott insulators and the associated metal-insulator transition, also
known as Mott-Hubbard transition. Its Hamiltonian is

�̂� = 𝑈∑
𝑖

̂𝑛𝑖↑ ̂𝑛𝑖↓ − 𝑡 ( ∑
⟨𝑖,𝑗⟩,𝜍

̂𝑐
†
𝑖𝜍 ̂𝑐𝑗𝜍 + h.c.) , (6.1)
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where ̂𝑛𝑖𝜍 = ̂𝑐
†
𝑖𝜍 ̂𝑐𝑖𝜍 denotes the total density operator with the creation and annihilation

operators ̂𝑐
†
𝑖𝜍 and ̂𝑐𝑖𝜍 of a particle at site 𝑖 with spin 𝜎. ⟨𝑖, 𝑗⟩ means a summation over

nearest-neighbor sites 𝑖 and 𝑗.165
The parameter 𝑡 is the so-called hopping integral and describes the transition ampli-

tude for one electron “hopping” between neighboring sites, i.e., it determines the band
width 𝑊 that would be found in the band model without correlations. 𝑈 on the other
hand is the interaction energy cost for two electrons occupying the same site, i.e., a
parameter for the Coulomb repulsion. In the case of 𝑈 ≪ 𝑊, the electrons are delo-
calized and metallic behavior is predicted whereas in the case of 𝑈 ≫ 𝑊, the electrons
are localized and an insulator is expected. The other relevant parameters determining
the phase beside 𝑈/𝑡 are the temperature 𝑇 and the electron density 𝑛.161,166

Since VO2 has V4+ ions with a 3d1 electronic structure, i.e., a half-filled band, its M1

phase has often been considered a Mott insulator. In the metallic state, 𝜋∗ electrons
screen the strong electron correlations in the half-filled 𝑑∥ band, whereas in the insulat-
ing phase, this screening is lost and 𝑑∥ splits into a lower and an upper Hubbard band,
opening a band gap.167,168

Conflicting Theoretical Descriptions

As evidenced from the existence of two models that are both used in explaining the
VO2 MIT, there is a long-standing debate on the origin of the transition: a structural
transition due to a Peierls instability or a Mott-Hubbard transition due to strong elec-
tron correlations. A good overview on this debate was published by Ruzmetov and
Ramanathan 169 in 2010.

Already from the small metal–metal spacing of 2.85Å for VO2 compared to its neigh-
boring rutile TMOs like TiO2 and CrO2 (see Table 6.2), a prominent role of the V–V
bonding is suspected.142 The nonmagnetic nature of the monoclinic phase as well sug-
gests a Peierls insulator.7 It was observed that both the structural and the electronic
transition occur within a few picoseconds of each other, with the atomic arrangement
of the rutile phase being necessary for the emergence of metallic behavior, indicating
a band-like character of the insulating phase.170 Also, the very small change in over-
all unit cell volume of 0.044%144 across the transition indicates little change in the
widths of the bands belonging to the relevant orbitals, meaning little change in the
Mott-Hubbard model parameter 𝑈/𝑊. In the same vein, the dependence of the transi-
tion temperature on hydrostatic pressure was found to be very low.160

On the other hand, while local density approximation (LDA) calculations correctly
predict the M1 phase to be an insulator from the band structure view of DFT,171,172 it
was pointed out that the M2 insulating phase is not properly explained by this.173 In
M2, only half of the V chains dimerize while the other half twists, so M1 can be viewed
as a superposition of two M2-like distortions. This is corroborated by the fact that M2

continuously transitions into M1 during cooling by going through the intermediate T
phase—leading to the conclusion that the Mott-Hubbard model applicable to M2 should
be suitable for the monoclinic and triclinic phases in general.149,173,174 Further evidence
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Table 6.2. Lattice constants of various materials with a rutile structure and theoretical strain
which would be expected for pseudomorphic VO2 growth on top.

Compound 𝑐R 𝑎R
𝑐

𝑎
ratio Reference

VO2 2.8557Å 4.5540Å 0.627 139
TiO2 2.9592Å (3.62%) 4.5933Å (0.86%) 0.644 182
MnO2 2.8738Å (0.63%) 4.398Å (−3.43%) 0.653 183
CrO2 2.916Å (2.11%) 4.421Å (−2.92%) 0.660 184
MgF2 3.078Å (7.78%) 4.660Å (2.33%) 0.661 185
SnO2 3.188Å (11.64%) 4.738Å (4.04%) 0.673 183
PbO2 3.383Å (18.46%) 4.955Å (8.81%) 0.683 183
RuO2 3.1064Å (8.78%) 4.4931Å (−1.34%) 0.692 114
IrO2 3.1544Å (10.46%) 4.4983Å (−1.23%) 0.701 183
OsO2 3.1820Å (11.43%) 4.4968Å (−1.26%) 0.708 183

is provided by comparing to other insulating VO2 phases83,175 and experimental results
in near-field optical spectroscopy176 and resonant photoemission spectroscopy.177

Attempts to find a theoretical model that describes the behavior of all of the relevant
VO2 phases increased in the early 2000s, but single-site dynamical mean-field theory
(DMFT) and DFT-LDA+U (incorporating the Hubbard-𝑈) failed to give a satisfying an-
swer.178 A promising theoretical approach combining DFT-LDA with cluster extension
of dynamical mean-field theory (C-DMFT) was undertaken by Biermann et al. 7 in 2005.
They find that the strong electron correlations lead to the formation of dynamical V–V
singlet pairs (used as the cluster) that then open a Peierls band gap, i.e., a cooperative
effect of both models is needed for a full description.179 Their results are further cor-
roborated by XAS and PES experiments.159,180,181 More recent works by Weber et al. 8
using linear scaling DFT and nonlocal DMFT paint a slightly different picture, where the
Peierls distortion fills the 𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2 and 𝑑𝑥𝑧 orbitals (see Fig. 6.3) and in this way generates
a Mott instability, coining the term Peierls assisted orbital selective Mott transition.

6.3. Strain Engineering
MIT Tunability

The sensitivity of VO2’s MIT to both structural and electronic influences enables differ-
ent methods that tune the critical temperature 𝑇c of the transition. In order to fabricate
devices for real-world applications, tuning the temperature in either direction is desir-
able.

As a consequence of the dependence of the Mott mechanism on carrier concentra-
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tion, doping as well as oxygen vacancies can have a large effect. Substituting the V4+

ions with donors like W6+,14,186–190 Mo6+15,16,191 or Nb5+13,16,192 lowers the tempera-
ture, depending on the dopant concentration, while acceptors like Al3+, Cr3+, Fe3+ and
Ga3+ typically increase it.3 The underlying mechanism for these changes is not clearly
resolved yet, but the above mentioned charge injection as well as a manipulation of
the Peierls transition by lattice distortion due to different ionic radii both likely play a
role.14,191,193 As an example of the latter mechanism, Ru4+ doping leads to an increase
in unit cell size and thus decreases 𝑇c at a rate of 10.5

∘C
at.%

.194

In the context of this thesis, another intriguing tuning mechanism is addressed:
Strain engineering, particularly by growing thin VO2 films on substrates with a differ-
ent lattice spacing with MBE. First experiments by Ladd and Paul 160 in 1969 showed
that while hydrostatic pressure has a small effect on 𝑇c, uniaxial stress along 𝑐R signif-
icantly alters the transition temperature by −12

∘C
GPa

. External stress application later
was used to stabilize the M2 and T phases149,195 and found to have an impact on the
resistivity196.

It was not until 2002 that substrate-induced strain was systematically studied, when
Muraoka and Hiroi 18 utilized TiO2 substrates and found to be able to decrease and in-
crease 𝑇c with compressive and tensile strain on 𝑐R, respectively (see Fig. 6.5a). Com-
pressive strain, in this case, was achieved by biaxial tensile strain in the perpendicular
(001) plane and the resulting unit cell deformation. Particularly on (110)-, (001)- and
also (100)-oriented TiO2 substrates, there has been a considerable amount of research
since.19,20,197–201 In the VO2/TiO2(001) system (−0.67% change in 𝑐R), the transition
resistivity curve starts to deteriorate at a film thickness of as high as 15 nm for full
strain202. Another study on the same system21 shows gradual strain relaxation accom-
panied by a gradual return of 𝑇c to the bulk value when increasing the film thickness
up to 74 nm.

In a more elaborate approach, Aetukuri et al. 20 utilized a RuO2(001) buffer layer
between a VO2 film and the TiO2 substrate in order to fine-tune the lattice mismatch.
In Fig. 6.5b, an overview on the 𝑇c achieved in literature by strain engineering is given
as a plot vs 𝑐R. Based on photoemission spectroscopy, it was proposed that high tensile
strain lessens the role of the Peierls distortion in the transition mechanism.203 Later
studies attributed the change in transition temperature mainly to a change in orbital
occupancy as a function of 𝑐R

𝑎R
: Decreasing this ratio decreases V 3𝑑–O 2𝑝 overlap in the

apical directions and electrons in the 𝑑∥ states shift over to the corresponding 𝜋∗ band,
stabilizing the R phase.20 It also increases overlap of 𝑑∥ orbitals with each other along
𝑐R, enlarging the band splitting in the monoclinic phase and thus further decreasing 𝑑∥
occupancy.21 In the meantime, a variety of non-rutile substrates have also been found
to exert strain suitable to change the transition temperature.204,205

By applying uniaxial stress to VO2 nanobeams, Park et al. 17 and Cao et al. 206 suc-
ceeded in surveying a pressure vs temperature phase diagram of the M1, M2, T and R
phases (see Fig. 6.6) and found a triple point at zero strain and (65.0 ± 0.1) ∘C; the
phase diagram was corroborated by thermodynamic models.207,208 When comparing
the phase diagram to epitaxially strained VO2 films, one has to take into account the
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a) b)

Figure 6.5. a) Resistivity measurements of tensilely and compressively strained VO2/TiO2.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. 18. Copyright 2002 AIP Publishing.
b) Compilation of reported transition temperatures 𝑇c vs their corresponding
strained 𝑐R lattice parameters.18–20

Figure 6.6. Solid state VO2 polymorph phase diagram in the pressure vs temperature space.
Pressure is also converted into uniaxial strain on the right axis. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. 17. Copyright 2013 Springer Nature.

fact that those, in contrast to the nanobeams, always experience biaxial stress. Recent
XAS studies on VO2/TiO2(100) indicate that a much higher tensile strain on the 𝑐R axis
than expected is needed in order to stabilize M2.209 This is attributed to an increasingly
large role of electron correlations for higher strain in this system.210,211
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Growth

While there are several promising methods for producing crystalline VO2, this thesis
focuses on MBE for thin film production. Here, as with other methods, one obstacle
in achieving good-quality VO2 is getting the correct stoichiometry. There exist quite
a number of different stable vanadium oxides with V2+, V3+, V4+ and V5+ valency
as part of the Magnéli212 (VnO2n–1) and Wadsley213 (VnO2n+1) phases.214 A lot of the
intermediate phases exhibit some kind of metal-insulator transition.215 Especially V2O3
has been the subject of intensive research and is often used as a textbook example for
Mott-Hubbard transitions.216 On the fully oxidized end of the spectrum, V2O5 has a
high band gap and a rich history of industrial applications.217

In 1975, Griffiths and Eastwood 218 reported a tendency of vanadium dioxide to form
oxygen vacancies in reducing conditions and measured a decrease in 𝑇c as well as a
decrease in resistivity change across the transition for nonstoichiometric VO2– x. The
decrease can even be used as a tuning mechanism and in that respect is similar to
electron doping.219,220 XAS data suggests that the additionally available electrons in-
crease 𝜋∗ occupancy which shifts down the band and leads to stronger screening of the
correlations, i.e., a stabilization of the metallic phase.221–223 For VO2+x, the converse
mechanism, analogous to doping with electron acceptors, is assumed.224

For thin film growth, there has been some debate on whether using rMBE, i.e. the
simultaneous provision of V and O on the surface, or a post-oxidation or even a cyclic
method is preferable.225,226 Though early UHV growth studies on TiO2 substrates used
molecular O2

225,227,228, a reliablemeasurement of theMITwas onlymade possible using
oxidation by ozone O3.226 The influence of intermixing of VO2 and TiO2 at the interface
was investigated and found to be able to lessen the MIT quality or suppress a transition
entirely.226,229,230 It was also found that a sample temperature of below 250 ∘C during
growth was sufficient in order to keep the intermixing low enough to get a measurable
MIT in only 1 nm to 1.5 nm thick films, both on TiO2(100) and TiO2(001).231–233 A
subsequent flash-annealing step to 350 ∘C was found to improve film smoothness as
well as MIT quality.

The VO2 Surfaces

For thinner and ultrathin films, the surface is increasingly important for understanding
a material. However, in contrast to the MIT, there has been a comparatively low amount
of research into the surfaces of VO2. The most stable surfaces are the (110)-, (100)-,
(101)-, (001)- and (111) orientations, in this order, with the surface energies 0.29 J

m2
,

0.42 J
m2

, 0.75 J
m2

, 0.96 J
m2

and 1.25 J
m2

.234 Slightly different values, preserving the order,
are found in the more recent Refs. 235 and 236. There have been calculations predict-
ing either the rutile235 or the monoclinic236 phase to exhibit the more stable surface
along the corresponding crystallographic directions.

Early LEED studies find a (1×2)-reconstructed VO2(100) surface and strong faceting
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Figure 6.7. Low-index VO2 surfaces of the rutile R and monoclinic M1 phase. Columns be-
long to equivalent crystallographic orientations, however the notation changes
due to the different base in the rutile and monoclinic systems. Reprinted from
Ref. 236. Published under the Creative Commons CC BY license.

in the VO2(001) surface.237* An in-depth analysis of the VO2(001) surface by Krisponeit
et al. 238† indeed reveals complex faceting as well as a proneness to developing
cracks202, similar to bulk VO2. On VO2(100), a (1 × 1) reconstruction with supposed
(110)-faceting similar to the case of TiO2(100) is observed.235 This surface is revisited
in this thesis in Section 7.5, where a different faceting model is proposed.

On VO2(110), a (2×2) was found and published in Ref. 136 by the author of this the-
sis and coworkers. As explored in Section 7.4.3, no change in surface symmetry across
the transition is observed and thus the different VO2(110) reconstructions might relate
to different terminations caused by oxidation/reduction of the surface rather than any
transition-related distortions. Later, Wahila et al. 235 attributed the change in symmetry
to excess oxygen forming vanadyl bonds to the onefold coordinatively undersaturated
vanadium atoms; the (1 × 1) reconstruction can be restored by reduction, e.g. with
electron stimulated desorption (ESD) or by heating under UHV conditions. Earlier
LEEM studies by Laverock et al. 239 found striations appearing on the VO2(110) dur-
ing the transition, which were later attributed240 to V–V pairs alternatively twisting
and dimerizing. They had also found additional diffraction spots compatible with the
(2 × 2) reconstruction. While they were interpreted as an indicator of the MIT, the
results presented in this thesis indicate that this reconstruction is associated solely to
changes in the surface termination.

Comparing photoelectron spectra from different emission depths with hard x-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPES) and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
(UPS) in Ref. 235 reveals that the surface of VO2(100) indeed does not fully partici-
pate in the MIT. This is attributed to an ultra-thin over-oxidized surface layer, where
the V atoms have a different oxygen coordination compared to the VO6 octahedra in the

*There supposedly also are LEED images for VO2(110) and VO2(101) in Ref. 237; however, these are
questionable.

†Ref. 238 was co-authored by the thesis author.
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bulk.231 Very recently, Wagner et al. 241 proposed a model that involves the formation
of VO4 tetrahedra at the VO2(110) surface.
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7. Growth and Strain Analysis of VO2
on RuO2

As laid out in section 6.3, growing VO2 thin films under UHV conditions in MBE is not
trivial due to the many oxidation states and thus stable oxides of vanadium. Also, not
hitting the correct stoichiometry of VO2 has a detrimental effect on the MIT. The main
parameters are temperature, the amount of vanadium supplied, the oxidizing agent as
well as the oxygen pressure that is used during growth. Also, the substrate of course
has an influence because it favors VO2, which it can form an epitaxial relationship with,
reducing the interface energy in the process.

In the author’s master’s thesis (Ref. 242) VO2 growth on TiO2 substrates was ex-
plored. One key insight gained is that activated oxygen sources are needed for getting
the correct stoichiometry, but using too high oxygen chemical potential can even lead
to V2O5 growth.

The thermal cracker for atomic oxygen promises a much better control over
the amount of atomic oxygen than, e.g., a plasma source. Lower oxy-
gen pressures are needed in operation: While plasma sources usually oper-
ate with 5 × 10−6 mbar to 1 × 10−3 mbar oxygen pressure near the source, the
thermal cracker can successfully operate with an oxygen flow amounting to
5 × 10−8 mbar to 5 × 10−6 mbar of oxygen pressure in the growth chamber. As de-
scribed in Section 3.2, depending on this pressure, the rate of O1 to O2 changes. The
O1 partial pressures as well as the resulting atomic oxygen doses in this chapter are
derived from Eq. (3.2). This neglects the small influence of the remaining O2.

The experiments presented in this chapter usually start from a RuO2/Ru surface as
prepared in Chapter 5. These then were subjected to vanadium and oxygen. For most
samples, this was done at 200 ∘C and with the evaporator operated at 28W (see Sec-
tion 3.2). The low growth temperature was chosen mainly in order to avoid V-Ru
interdiffusion. After depositing in this way, the sample was annealed shortly at higher
temperatures in order to improve crystalline order. This recipe loosely follows the one
laid out in Refs. 226,231,232.

7.1. VOx/RuO2 Growth Recipe and Morphology
First, the influence of vanadium oxide growth on the surface morphology is examined.
This is done exemplarily for a number of distinct RuO2/Ru morphologies. As the oxi-
dation state is not considered for now, the grown material is denoted VOx.
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a) b) c)

Figure 7.1. Euclidean-metric phase classification of a RuO2/Ru sample (𝑛PCA = 12, 𝑛C = 12,
see Section 2.4.3). a) 12 × 12µm2 LEEM image at 25.0 eV. b) Cluster map with
5 aggregated clusters. c) Corresponding average I-V curves. The legend applies
to b) and c).

VOx on Samples With Large RuO2(100) Islands

Figure 7.1 shows an I-V stack of such a sample. The RuO2/Ru template that was used
is presented in Fig. 5.11. It was subjected to three deposition cycles, each consisting of
30min of vanadium evaporation at 200 ∘C followed by 10min of annealing at 450 ∘C,
both with 2 × 10−7 Torr of O1 present. (This amounts to approximately 2 nm to 5nm
of VO2 in total, see Section 3.2.) The morphologic similarity to the template is imme-
diately apparent. Because the same basic RuO2 shapes are still seen, they are used in
order to describe the surface: Still, the microcrystalline phase is dominant, with small
grains of (110)- and larger, flat (100)-oriented islands in between. The flat former
substrate still has the largest amount of surface area.

The I-V curves of most of the surface phases (Fig. 7.1c) are very similar to one another
with only a few subtle differences. The main feature is a strong peak at (9.9 ± 0.1) eV
for VOx on the substrate and on the mc-RuO2 phase, which is shifted to (9.4 ± 0.1) eV
for both VOx/RuO2(100) phases. All of the aforementioned phases also have an addi-
tional small peak at (19.5 ± 0.2) eV. At higher energies, they all have a broad peak at
(29.5 ± 0.5) eV. The VOx/RuO2(110) phase, however, is quite different. It has peaks at
(8.5 ± 0.1) eV, (13.7 ± 0.1) eV, (21.7 ± 0.1) eV, (28.2 ± 0.1) eV and (43.7 ± 0.5) eV.

One apparent difference in morphology is seen in Fig. 7.1a as small, brighter spots
appearing inside the RuO2(100) phase. In the cluster analysis shown in Fig. 7.1b, this
phase is denoted as VOx/RuO2(100)-core. Because the core phase exhibits the same
I-V curve as the other curves (not including the (110) orientation) except for a higher
intensity, it is reasonable to assume the same crystal structure but a higher degree of or-
dering. The core likely represents the point where many different RuO2(100) domains
converge, i.e., the original nucleation center. Thus, the observed higher ordering could
be induced by nucleating at the same defects as the original RuO2(100) island did.
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a) b) c)

d) e) f)

Figure 7.2. a-c) Pendry-metric phase classification of the sample shown in Fig. 5.9 after VOx
deposition (𝑛PCA = 12, 𝑛C = 8, see Section 2.4.3). d-e) Pendry-metric phase
classification of the sample shown in Fig. B.1 after VOx deposition (𝑛PCA = 10,
𝑛C = 8) a, d) 12 × 12µm2 / 18 × 18µm2 LEEM image at 25.0 eV / 13 eV. b,
e) Cluster map with 4 / 5 aggregated clusters. c, f) Corresponding average I-V
curves. The legends also apply to a) / d).

Discussed later in Section 7.4.4, the VO2(110) phase I-V curve shares some fea-
tures with the one of pure RuO2(110). In this case, however, the similarity is more
pronounced than in the following examples with the two main peaks positioned at
(8.5 ± 0.1) eV and (13.7 ± 0.1) eV just like for RuO2(110). Yet, the shoulder around
(17.8 ± 0.2) eV that would be typical for RuO2(110) is missing. This accordance hints
at a low film thickness, with a portion of the lowest energy electrons < 15 eV being able
to penetrate the VO2 and, at the highest reflection maxima, making an impact on the
spectrum. Unfortunately, due to the very small RuO2(110) grain size in this sample,
a µLEED image could not be acquired. This low grain size could also cause the vana-
dium oxide to be able to quickly diffuse onto the polycrystalline RuO2 in the vicinity
and therefore not form a thicker film.
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VOx/RuO2(110) Coverage

In Figs. 7.2a to 7.2c, another VOx/RuO2/Ru(0001) I-V dataset is shown. This sam-
ple was prepared and characterized as shown in Fig. 5.9; then, V was deposited for
90min at 28W in atomic oxygen with 𝑝O1 = 2 × 10−7 Torr. Afterwards, the sample
was annealed for 20min at up to 550 ∘C in molecular oxygen with 𝑝O2 = 1 × 10−6 Torr.
The expected amount of VO2 thus is the same as for the sample described above. The
oxygen background pressure is kept during I-V spectrum acquisition.

Again, the overall morphology of the sample is kept with VOx/RuO2(100) being the
dominant phase. The I-V curves of most phases are almost identical to the sample dis-
cussed previously and the structural composition thus is the same. For this sample,
however, the VOx/RuO2(110) phase is divided in two: Some parts, denoted as border
(light gray), exhibit essentially the same I-V curve as the polycrystalline phase. Con-
versely, the inner parts of the bigger islands (black) now have a more distinct spectrum.
The two main peaks of the typical (110) I-V curve are closer together ((8.8 ± 0.1) eV
and (12.9 ± 0.1) eV) and peaks above 20 eV are less pronounced.

A similar general pattern is observable for the sample shown in Fig. 7.2d-e. This
sample was prepared in the same way as the previous one (from the RuO2/Ru template
shown in Fig. B.1), except for a longer evaporation time of 105min. This corresponds to
2.5 nm to 6 nm nominal thickness. While the template again has a completely different
morphology, this morphology is kept during VOx growth. The VOx/mc-RuO2 phase is
seen primarily on the round islands which consist of (110)-oriented RuO2 which has
a 15°-rotated registry to the substrate and therefore does not show elongated growth
(for a thorough discussion, see Ref. 108). This sample also exhibits light patches on
the substrate phase, which however have the same I-V curve.

Figure 7.2f shows that the better ordered, black-colored VOx/RuO2(110) phase has
its two main peaks even closer together ((8.4 ± 0.2) eV and (11.2 ± 0.1) eV). The
RuO2-character thus is less present and a thicker VOx film is assumed.

As will be shown in this chapter, the VOx/RuO2(100) phase is identified with relaxed,
faceted VO2(100). Therefore, the VOx on mc-RuO2 and on the substrate can likely be
assigned to the same phase. The differences in absolute intensities then could be caused
by different degrees of faceting. On mc and on the 15°-rotated (110) islands, a mix of
additional orientations and facets just like for mc-RuO2 itself leads to a slightly different
I-V curve.

7.2. Vanadium Oxidation State

In this section, the growth of VO2 on the RuO2/Ru templates is analyzed regarding the
vanadium’s oxidation state and therefore the VOx stoichiometry. For this purpose, the
growth process first is monitored in a step-wise evaporation-and-oxidation procedure;
then, a reactive MBE (rMBE) growth method with concurrent supply of vanadium and
oxygen, which was used in the previous section, Section 7.1 is examined.
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Figure 7.3. XA images and spectra of a RuO2/Ru surface after V evaporation (a, solid lines)
and after additional oxidation (c, broken lines). The image stacks are acquired
with partial electron yield at 1 eV and 2 eV, explaining the contrast difference.

Vanadium Deposition and Subsequent Oxidation

In order to evaluate the early stages of VO2 growth, i.e., the adsorption of vanadium,
V is deposited onto a RuO2/Ru-templated sample at room temperature for 20min at
28W evaporator power, amounting to around 1nm*. The surface then is analyzed in
XAS-PEEM as shown in Fig. 7.3, where spectra of the V L3 absorption edge are extracted
for two ROIs and then plotted in the middle with solid lines. On the right, an image
after additional oxidation by 470 L of atomic oxygen at 200 ∘C is shown. Two spectra
extracted at the same location on the sample as before are plotted in broken lines in
7.3.

The position of the main peak at the absorption edge clearly differs between the ROIs;
before the oxidation step, it is at (514.3 ± 0.1) eV for the VOx/Ru(0001) phase and at
(515.0 ± 0.1) eV for the VOx/RuO2 phase. For differently oriented RuO2 islands, the
same spectrumwas found; thus, they are not analyzed separately here. After oxidation,
both peaks are shifted to higher energies, (515.5 ± 0.1) eV and (515.8 ± 0.1) eV, while
the peak separation decreases. In Refs. 243,244, an upward shift of 1.0 eV to 1.1 eV
from V2O3 to VO2 is reported for the same peak. This is slightly larger than the shift that
the VOx/RuO2 carried out—indicating an oxidation from oxygen-rich V2O3+x to VO2
or from V2O3 to oxygen-deficient VO2– y. The oxidized curve shows a small shoulder
on the rising edge at (513.2 ± 0.1) eV, a characteristic feature of VO2. This feature
is only weakly discernible here, suggesting that the oxidation state still is below 4+.
The difference between the main peak at the V L3 edge and the first O K-edge peak is
(11.9 ± 0.2) eV, more than the 11.5 eV expected for VO2 but a lot less than the V2O3-
value, 12.8 eV245.

This measurement thus shows that vanadium adsorbing directly on the Ru(0001) is
only very weakly oxidized, most likely bonding to oxygen from the (1 × 1)-O adlayer
found here. The vanadium on top of RuO2 on the other hand finds a larger oxygen reser-

*Estimated based on the 0.5 Å
min

deposition rate for V deposition on pure Ru in Section 3.2
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Figure 7.4. XA spectra at the V L2,3 and O K edges of the VO2/RuO2/Ru sample shown in
Figs. 7.2a to 7.2c. In the image on the right (pey at 2.9 eV), the ROIs where
the spectra were extracted are marked in the respective colors. Some energies
discussed in this section are marked by vertical lines.

voir in these oxide islands and forms more V–O bonds, leading to a higher oxidation
state near V2O3. Subsequent exposure to O1 obviously further increases the oxidation
state for both phases, though still not fully achieving the 4+ state in the whole VOx ma-
terial. The oxidized V/Ru(0001) phase (yellow) still has many V3+ species aside from
the V4+, which is reflected in its broader peak. In any case, this growth method does
not lead to stoichiometric VO2 even when using atomic oxygen. Better results might
be achieved with shorter evaporation steps to ensure only a single V monolayer on the
surface that could easier be oxidized. Here, however, a different growth procedure is
now analyzed and established.

rMBE Growth With Concurrent Deposition and Oxidation

While the initial V oxidation process on the surface has been described and shown
to reach close to VO2 stoichiometry when post-annealing in oxygen, the samples pre-
sented now are prepared by providing V and O1 simultaneously, i.e., by rMBE. The same
spectra presented in this section are reproduced on different RuO2/Ru template mor-
phologies without change. For this reason, only one exemplary template morphology
and its spectra are discussed.

A XAS-PEEM image stack is acquired from a sample that was prepared as discussed
in Section 7.1 in order to determine the exact stoichiometry and elemental distribution
in the VOx compound. In Fig. 7.4, an image from the sample is shown on the right.
From the colored ROIs, spectra are extracted and plotted on the left.

Due to the convenient proximity of the vanadium and oxygen absorption edges, they
are plotted together here. Concerning other relevant absorption edges, the ruthenium
edge RuM2,3 is accessible energy-wise. But unfortunately, acquiringmeaningful spectra
there is not possible due to the close proximity to the C K edge: At the mirrors used
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in synchrotron beamlines, particularly at the KB mirror, carbon accumulates over time
and absorbs part of the synchrotron radiation before it reaches the sample. This renders
recorded intensities in the spectral region around 286 eV essentially useless.

It is obvious that all spectra exhibit the same peaks: The main peaks of the V L3 and
V L2 absorption edges are located at (516.6 ± 0.1) eV and (523.2 ± 0.1) eV, respec-
tively. The two peaks of the O K edge, similar to the case of RuO2 (see Section 5.3),
are at (528.4 ± 0.1) eV and (531.2 ± 0.1) eV. Some spectral weight is located in the
range from 537.4 eV to 549.0 eV. The similarity of the overall I-V curves means that a
classification using the method described in Section 2.4.3 with the “Pendry metric” can
not find a sensible distribution of clusters because the metric neglects absolute intensi-
ties. With the simple Euclidean metric though, the photon beam profile dominates the
image and a classification is also not possible.

In order to determine the oxidation state of the vanadium, the position and shape of
the peaks at the V L2,3 absorption edge are compared to literature. The publications in
Refs. 20,243–248 place the maximum at V L3 in the range of 516.6 eV to 519.2 eV. The
spread is most likely due to differing calibrations of the synchrotron beam energy; the
spectra acquired for this thesis also vary by about±2 eV between different experimental
setups†). The difference between the first peak at the O K edge and the main peak at
the V L3 edge amounts to (11.8 ± 0.2) eV, which is in good agreement with values for
VO2 found in literature (e.g., Zimmermann et al. 245 report 11.6 eV).

The V L2,3 edge distribution of spectral weight compares very well with the spectra
shown in the publications mentioned. Especially, in distinction from V2O3 and V2O5 as
shown by Abbate et al. 243, there is no pre-edge feature at 3.8 eV below the main V L2,3
edge peak and there is only a single shoulder at the rising edge. Also, the V L2 edge does
not have the flattened peak shape that would be characteristic for V2O3. In summary,
the measured V L2,3 spectra strongly support the notion that the grown VOx oxide really
is VO2 on all of the examined phases. The VO2 on mc-RuO2 has less intensity, hinting
at a lower film thickness.

The two peaks at the O K edge are associated with 𝜋∗ states at 529.7 eV and 𝜎∗ states
at 532.7 eV for VO2

159 (see also Section 6.2). Due to the directional character of the
𝜋∗ orbitals perpendicular to the rutile [001] axis, the associated peak shows a different
height for the three rotational domains of VO2/RuO2/Ru. As laid out in Section 5.4, the
rutile [001] axis coincides with the elongated axis of these islands. Thus, differently
rotated VO2/RuO2 regions exhibit variation in the 𝜋∗ peak. As shown in Section 5.3 for
pure RuO2(110), the peak ratio follows a cos2(90° − 𝜗) dependency.

In Fig. 7.5c, the dichroism at the oxygen edge is shown, where an image at the
𝜎∗ peak is divided by one at the 𝜋∗ peak. The observed intensity variation within a
single phase in this image is an indicator for the angle variation of rotational domains
that have their rutile [001] axis in-plane; besides the (110)-oriented phase, this is also
seen for small (100)-oriented islands and parts of the microcrystalline islands, where

†“beamtimes” at the synchrotrons; this also explains the discrepancy in the energy axis between dif-
ferent data presented here. Therefore, quantitative analysis in this work is always based on relative
energy positions.
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a) b) c)

Figure 7.5. Elemental concentration maps of the VO2/RuO2/Ru surface presented in
Figs. 7.2d to 7.2f. The FoV is 30 µm. a) Vanadium concentration, acquired by
dividing the XAS-PEEM images acquired at 517.4 eV (V L3 edge) and 510.0 eV
(pre-edge) by one another. b) Oxygen concentration, images at 543.0 eV (O K
post-edge) and 510.0 eV (pre-edge). c) Dichroism in the (110)-oriented phase,
division of the images at 532.6 eV (𝜎∗ states) by 529.8 eV (𝜋∗ states).

single grains are highlighted. On the substrate phase, however, this is not observed,
suggesting poor crystallinity in the VO2 patches observed here.

In order to visualize the distribution of vanadium on the surface, the XAS-PEEM
image acquired on the peak at the V L2,3 edge is divided by an image acquired in
the pre-edge region and shown in Fig. 7.5a. The VO2/RuO2(110) phase shows up
with higher intensity than the other VO2/RuO2 phases but with lower intensity than a
spotty VO2/Ru(0001) phase. Both the latter phase and the VO2/mc-RuO2 phase have
a spatially much less homogeneous V concentration than the (110)-oriented phase.
This distribution as well as the height of the peaks suggest that on the (110) phase, a
homogeneous VO2 film of considerable thickness is grown. The (100) orientation (not
shown here) also has smoother VO2 growth.

As mentioned, the substrate and the mc-RuO2 phases are spotted with regions of
high V concentration and also high O concentration. The conclusion is that these spots
of higher concentration contain VO2 while the surrounding lower-concentration region
still consists of the Ru(0001) surface. Due to the small size of these VO2 clusters,
it is not possible to acquire sufficiently resolved spectra of either individual region;
their diameter is estimated to be in the range of 10 nm to 30nm, close to the spatial
resolution of the PEEM (20nm).

Another method to analyze the vanadium oxidation state available in a synchrotron-
based SPELEEM instrument is XPEEM, i.e., spatially resolved XPS. Due to the very low
intensities obtained in these experiments, the spatial resolution is only achievable over
long integration times and at very low thermal drift of the sample. Thus, here, just
the overall intensity across the field of view is integrated. Figure 7.6 shows integrated
spectra of a VO2/RuO2/Ru sample. In these spectra, a slight exponential background
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a) b)

Figure 7.6. XP spectra of VO2/RuO2/Ru recorded with 650 eV photon energy in the XPEEM.
a) Survey spectrum with peaks assigned according to Ref. 249. b) Fitted, de-
tailed spectrum. The binding energy is calibrated to the O 1𝑠 peak at 529.95 eV.
The fit components are shown as broken lines above the background.

was subtracted in order to account for the strong background at higher binding energies
due to secondary electrons. The survey spectrum in Fig. 7.6a nicely shows the presence
of vanadium, oxygen and ruthenium on the sample. The spectrum does look quite
“crowded” due to many Auger peaks, but no additional elements were observed on the
sample.

Themore detailed spectrum in Fig. 7.6b is fitted using an iterative Shirley background
and four Pseudovoigt peak models. Despite the originally strong background signal due
to secondary electrons, both the obtained background and the fit appear reasonable.
The V 2𝑝3/2 peak is located at 515.6 eV while the O 1𝑠 is at 529.95 eV, yielding a peak
separation of 14.35 eV, which is in good agreement with publications on VO2.245,250–253
The fit was constrained by requiring the area of the V 2𝑝1/2 to be half that of V 2𝑝3/2 and
by requiring a separation of 7.5 eV253 between these two. An additional satellite peak
near the O 1𝑠 level was found in accordance with Ref. 245. The RSF-corrected254 ratio
of the areas of the O 1𝑠 and V 2𝑝3/2 peaks yields an atomic ratio of O

V
= 1.48, which

is obviously too low. This is because the RSF values for these elements are usually
given with ℎ𝜈 ≫ 𝐸B. The cross section here at very low kinetic energies of 𝐸kin =

120 eV to 135 eV likely is very different. Nevertheless, the peak ratio reveals that most
of the oxygen is actually bound to vanadium atoms. This can also be seen from the
asymmetric shape of the Ru 3𝑑 peak in Fig. 7.6a, which indicates metallic Ru, probably
from the substrate. The conclusion is that there is very little RuO2 contributing to the
XP signal anymore; therefore, the VO2 film thickness amounts to at least several IMFPs
(≈ 0.65nm), which makes 1.5 nm a good lower boundary estimate for the thickness.
Analogous XPS measurements on four different samples prepared in the presented way
all yield (14.3 ± 0.2) eV peak separation.

In conclusion, spatially resolved XAS and XPS both confirm the VO2 stoichiometry
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a) b)

Figure 7.7. a) Local XP spectrum of VO2/RuO2/Ru with Si contamination; recorded with
190 eV photon energy in the XPEEM. b) µLEED image of a Si-containing island
as shown in Fig. 7.8. Additionally, VO2(110)-related diffraction spots are seen.
Tentative unit meshes are drawn in as a broken lines.

on all present surface phases of the RuO2 template. On the bare Ru(0001) substrate
phase, the VO2 preferably grows in small clusters close to the PEEM’s spatial resolution
limit. The fact that, at the same time, a strong change in most of the I-V curves is
observed further confirms that these I-V curves do belong to the VO2. So even though
the VO2(110)-oriented phase exhibits a in some aspects similar I-V curve to RuO2(110),
it clearly belongs to the former.

The linear dichroism of the VO2 x-ray absorption spectra is discussed in further detail
in Chapter 8.

7.3. Sample Quality
Silicon Contamination

During the beamtime at the Nanospectroscopy beamline at the Elettra synchrotron,
XPEEM revealed onemore element on the sample surface than just Ru, V and O: silicon.
The XP survey spectrum in Fig. 7.7a shows the presence of the Si 2𝑝 core level peak at
102.3 eV. The other peaks can all be assigned to V, Ru and O, except for one additional,
very small peak at 61.1 eV, which possibly belongs to the Ir 4𝑓5/2 core level.

Iridium could stem from the thermal cracker, which utilizes a hot Ir surface for dis-
sociating the oxygen. The Ir 4𝑓7/2 peak has a very high RSF, but still is very small
compared to the low-RSF peak of V 3𝑠. This results in an atomic ratio of Ir

V
= 0.3% and

will therefore only be regarded as a very minor contamination.
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a) b) c)

Figure 7.8. Euclidean-metric phase classification of a Si-contaminated VO2/RuO2/Ru sam-
ple (𝑛PCA = 6, 𝑛C = 8, see Section 2.4.3). a) 18 × 18µm2 LEEM image at
7.0 eV. b) Cluster map with 4 aggregated clusters. c) Corresponding average
I-V curves. The legend applies to b) and c).

Doing the same RSF-based approximation for the Si 2𝑝 yields Si
V
= 16.6%. Consid-

ering that the RSF values found in literature are usually calculated for much higher
photon energies than the 190 eV used here, this might be an overestimate. However,
this Si contamination can not be neglected. The peak shape is symmetric; this and the
position of the peak suggest that the Si is oxidized.

Figure 7.8 contains the surface phases as found by the algorithmic surface phase
classification. The VO2/RuO2 phases exhibit somewhat similar I-V curves as shown in
Section 7.1 with the main peak still located at around 10 eV. This surface actually does
not allow for a well enough classification to cleanly separate the (110)-oriented and
the mc phase, which is why their curves are mixed. Significantly, though, a previously
not seen phase is now observed on the surface. The islands that belong to it only occur
on samples that have a Si 2𝑝 peak present and therefore clearly contain the silicon.
They also exhibit a completely different LEED pattern, which is shown in Fig. 7.7b‡.
Tentatively, a square unit cell is assigned, which corresponds to a lattice spacing of
3.65Å and likely belongs to an oxide species SixOy.

Whilemanufacturers usually sell rods with a purity of 98%upwards255,256, the Good-
fellow website mentions that the main contaminant, at 300 ppm, is silicon. Since the
contamination only occurred after operating the V evaporator at a higher than usual
power of >35W, it is probable that the Si accumulated at the rod surface because of
the higher temperature. Results obtained on the contaminated samples are not used
for the interpretations in this thesis. As an exception, in Fig. 7.14a and Fig. 7.10, LEED
images from the same beamtime are shown because of their good data quality. How-
ever, the respective samples did not exhibit Si-contaminated islands and the data has

‡Several different, Si-containing LEED patterns, which are not shown here, were observed—usually
with square symmetry.
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Figure 7.9. LEEM image of a sample region irradiated by electrons with 50 eV. The circular
irradiated region on the right hand side is brighter than the surrounding region.

been reproduced qualitatively on non-contaminated samples. For other samples shown
in this thesis, Si contamination was not present as far as the utilized methods are able
to tell.

Electron Stimulated Desorption

When exposing a VO2 surface to the electron beam at higher energies, roughly >30 eV,
a change in contrast is seen in LEEM. Such a surface is shown in Fig. 7.9. After recording
an I-V-LEEM image stack at up to 50 eV, the area that the circular electron beam has ir-
radiated is brighter at most energies used for imaging. This process is fully reversible by
annealing the sample at at least 200 ∘C in at least 1 × 10−7 Torr of O1 or 2 × 10−6 Torr
of O2. It is therefore likely that the sample was reduced, for example by electron stim-
ulated desorption (ESD). Keeping the oxygen pressure above the given values, such
a reduction is not observed anymore. The experiments on VO2 surfaces in this thesis
have therefore been performed with oxygen backfilling present in the UHV chamber
and, wherever possible, at elevated temperature. The effects of the synchrotron beam
on VO2 films are discussed separately in Section 8.1.1.

7.4. Strain and Surface Properties of VO2/RuO2(110)

7.4.1. LEED-Supervised Growth
In order to analyze the growth of VO2 from a structural viewpoint, µLEED is employed.
As laid out in the previous sections, the (110)-oriented surface is especially interesting
for this due to the VO2 film growing smoothly on top here. Also, due to its larger islands,
it is possible to do single-domain µLEED by utilizing the medium illumination aperture
with in this case 1 µm diameter. During VO2 growth and particularly during changing
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Figure 7.10. µLEED line profiles acquired during VO2 growth over 15min. The red and
blue profiles have been extracted in the red and blue shaded regions in the
middle image. Peak positions are indicated by broken lines to show that they
remain constant.

the sample temperature, keeping the sample aligned in a way that the illumination
aperture beam footprint always hits the same VO2/RuO2(110) island is not trivial due
to thermal drift. This was corrected for by slowly changing the objective lens X and Y
alignment currents; because during slow temperature changes, the thermal drift stays
constant, the correct instrument alignment can be maintained with some skill.

In Fig. 7.10, such a LEED time series recorded at 50 eV with 190 ∘C growth tempera-
ture and 28W of vanadium evaporator power is shown. In the exemplary LEED image
in the middle, two regions are shaded to illustrate the two directions where line pro-
files are extracted. These then are plotted over time. For the initial pristine RuO2(110)
(topmost lines), the spots shown in the blue profile are all well discernible, while in the
red profile mainly the (11) and (11) diffraction spots are visible and the (10), (12) and
(12) spots are quite weak. The ratio of the mean spot distances in the ⟨01⟩ and ⟨10⟩
directions is 𝑑01

𝑑10
=

(54.3± 0.5) px
(112.5± 0.5) px

= 0.483 ± 0.007, which is in very good agreement with

the value expected from literature114 RuO2 lattice parameters, 𝑐RuO2
√2𝑎RuO2

= 0.489.

As plotted in Fig. 7.11, during VO2 deposition, the (00) and (01) diffraction spots
go down in intensity. The (10) and (02) spots increase, reach a maximum around
500 s and then slightly decrease again. The remaining spots, especially to (11), in-
crease in intensity. After roughly 600 s, most spots stay relatively constant in intensity.
While the decrease in intensity of the brightest spots clearly indicates a loss of ordering,
i.e., increased surface roughness, the behavior of the other spots is more complex. As
will be shown in Section 7.4.4, the I-V curve of VO2(110) has a higher intensity than
RuO2(110) in the spots that increase here, and vice versa for the other spots. This shift
in intensities towards the VO2-characteristic spots can thus be interpreted in terms of
crystalline VO2 growth, with the intensity peak possibly indicating a fully grown mono-
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Figure 7.11. Intensities of the main diffraction spots during VO2 growth on RuO2. This
data belongs to the same measurement as shown in Fig. 7.10, where the spot
locations are shown.

layer. Upon further growth, however, all of the intensities further decrease and the
diffraction spots become diffuse as a result of increasing disorder because of the very
low growth temperature of 200 ∘C. The discussedmeasurement therefore is interrupted
in order to anneal the VO2 and increase ordering, as established in Section 7.1, before
continuing evaporation.

One important feature to notice here is that the peak positions do not change at all
during deposition. This means that the periodicities on the surface stay the same and
the grown material exhibits the same surface mesh dimensions as the RuO2(110). This
will be elaborated on in Section 7.4.2.

The annealing process and the resulting spot intensity development is plotted in
Fig. 7.12 as false color maps. From top to bottom, the integral reflections are seen
as columns. In between these, starting at roughly 300 ∘C, additional columns start
to appear, belonging to half-order diffraction spots, i.e., a (1 × 2) reconstruction
forms. During the annealing process, the main reflections slightly change their ab-
solute positions due to small changes in alignment because of thermal drift. The
relative positioning and therefore the calculated lattice constant ratio is unchanged:
𝑑01

𝑑10
=

(55± 1) px
(110± 1) px

= 0.50 ± 0.01.
Further growth cycles lead to similar results to before: The half-order spots decrease

first in intensity and the integral spots follow. The annealing process after the second
growth cycle is shown in Fig. 7.13. This time, already at temperatures slightly above
200 ∘C, the (1×2) reconstruction appears. Simultaneously, there also appear additional
half-order spots in the ⟨10⟩ direction (gray profile): In total, a (2 × 2) reconstruction
forms and will be discussed in Section 7.4.3. Some intensity variation in the time plots
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Figure 7.12. From top to bottom: Development of diffraction spot intensity at 29 eV during
45min of annealing the VO2/RuO2(110) sample in 1 × 10−7 Torr of O1. The
VO2 was previously grown as shown in Fig. 7.10. For better visibility, the
profiles are plotted as false color maps. On the left, the temperature curve
and an exemplary LEED image are plotted.

Figure 7.13. From top to bottom: Development of diffraction spot intensity at 29 eV during
25min of annealing the VO2/RuO2(110) sample in 1 × 10−7 Torr of O1 (after
the second growth cycle). The false color maps belong to the corresponding
line profiles as indicated on the left.

in Fig. 7.13 again is due to alignment changes; most notably, at one point all spots
almost vanish because the island drifted out from under the illumination aperture.

Under the assumption that each growth cycle amounts to 1ML of VO2, these growth
cycles are repeated until reaching a VO2 thickness of 3ML to 10ML, equaling roughly
1 nm to 3 nm.

7.4.2. Strain Energy and Crystallographic Distortion of VO2(110)

During VO2 growth on RuO2(110), the LEED reflection spot positions are found to stay
constant with a precision of <0.5% during VO2 growth and annealing. This indicates
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full pseudomorphic strain for these films. Also, the ratio 𝑐R

𝑎R

§ stays at 0.69 ± 0.01, near
the RuO2 literature value114 of 0.682 and quite far from the VO2 value140 of 0.627. In
addition, no faceting is observed and only the (2 × 2)-reconstructed VO2(110) surface
is seen in µLEED on the islands. Pseudomorphic growth means that the strain along
the rutile 𝑐 axis equates to

𝜀001 =
𝑑
RuO2
001 − 𝑑

VO2
001

𝑑
RuO2
001

= 8.78%. (7.1)

This is an extraordinarily high value. One explanation of the very high strainability
of VO2 on RuO2 lies in the surface energy. According to Kim et al. 115, RuO2(110) has
a surface energy of 𝛾RuO2 = 1.14 J

m2
, a value much higher than that of VO2: Different

calculations for the rutile phase byMellan and Grau-Crespo 234 andWahila et al. 235 give
values in the range of 𝛾VO2 = 0.29 J

m2
to 0.36 J

m2
for VO2(110). The interface energy can

be neglected in this case because both materials have the same geometry and the VO2
film saturates the free bonds of the RuO2 surface. On the base of the surface energy
considerations, a kinetic argument can be made:

First, a smooth monolayer of VO2(110) forms on RuO2(110) in order to minimize
surface energy. The critical film thickness ℎ𝑐 above which mismatch dislocations will
form at thermodynamic equilibrium can be found using the self contained expression
derived by Matthews and Blakeslee 257 258:

ℎ𝑐 =
𝑏

4𝜋𝑓

1 − 𝜈 cos2 𝜃
(1 + 𝜈) sin 𝜃 cos𝜙 (ln

𝛼ℎ𝑐
𝑏

+ 1)

= 𝐴(ln
𝛼ℎ𝑐
𝑏

+ 1) .

(7.2)

For the examined films, the direction with the highest mismatch is decisive: 𝑓 = 𝑓001.
𝜈 is Poisson’s ratio, which is usually around 0.3; here, 𝜈 = 0.249 as found by Aetukuri
et al. 20 for (001)-oriented VO2 growth is used. 𝑏 is the magnitude of the Burgers vector,
which for this system is 3.1064Å (one RuO2 unit cell). The angles 𝜃 and 𝜙 between
the Burgers vector and the dislocation line and the surface plane, respectively, are 90°
and 0°. The dislocation core parameter 𝛼 takes the non-elastic energy in the core into
account and is usually obtained experimentally. Here, 𝛼 = 2.72 is used according to
Shao et al. 259 One now obtains 𝐴 = 1.52Å, which can be used to numerically solve
Eq. (7.2) for ℎ𝑐 by plotting ℎ𝑐 = 𝐴(ln 𝛼ℎ

𝑏
+ 1) against ℎ𝑐 = ℎ. This yields ℎ𝑐 = 3.5Å.

This shows that, even in thermodynamic equilibrium, about one monolayer of
VO2(110) (1ML = 3.2Å) is stable on the RuO2(110) surface. In practice, experimen-
tally derived critical thicknesses are often far greater than Eq. (7.2) predicts.258,260
Also, misfit dislocations of course cannot form within a single monolayer. Dodson and
Tsao 261 proposed a model for the involved kinetics. Its main parameters are the mul-

§Not to be confused with 𝑑01

𝑑10
=

𝑐

√2𝑎
.
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tiplication rate of the dislocation density, 𝜌𝑚 with 𝑑𝜌𝑚

𝑑𝑡
∝ 𝜌𝑚𝜎eff, and the glide velocity

of dislocations, 𝑣 ∝ 𝜎eff𝑒
−𝐸D/𝑘B𝑇. Both are proportional to the effective stress 𝜎eff and,

significantly, 𝑣 shows Arrhenius behavior with an activation energy 𝐸D. At the low VO2
growth temperature of around 200 ∘C and short annealing at 400 ∘C, the system is not
able to form misfit dislocations easily. The Dodson-Tsao model further predicts an ini-
tially very slow relaxation behavior after exceeding the critical thickness.

A further source of strain relaxation could be the switch to three-dimensional growth
(Stranski-Krastanov growth mode). To further assess the plausibility of massively
strained VO2, the energy cost of the strain is compared to the expected cost in sur-
face energy due to faceting. Assuming elastic strain of the VO2 film, the strain energy
𝑈 can be calculated according to Eq. (2.5) by

𝑈 =
𝑉

2
(𝜎𝑥𝜀𝑥 + 𝜎𝑦𝜀𝑦 + 𝜎𝑧𝜀𝑧 + 𝜏𝑥𝑦𝛾𝑥𝑦 + 𝜏𝑦𝑧𝛾𝑦𝑧 + 𝜏𝑥𝑧𝛾𝑥𝑧), (7.3)

where 𝑉 is the considered volume, 𝜎𝑖 are the stresses and 𝜀𝑖 the strains in the respective
perpendicular directions 𝑖; 𝜏𝑖𝑗 and 𝛾𝑖𝑗 are the shear strains and stresses. Usually, in the
case of biaxial strain as discussed here, the shear terms and the stress in the surface
normal direction are considered to be zero.262 The 𝑥𝑦𝑧 base is chosen as (110), (001)
and (110). Thus,

𝑈 =
𝑉

2
(𝜎110𝜀110 + 𝜎001𝜀001) (7.4)

with, according to Eq. (2.6),

𝜀110 =
1

𝐸
(𝜎110 − 𝜈𝜎001) and 𝜀001 =

1

𝐸
(𝜎001 − 𝜈𝜎110), (7.5)

where 𝐸 is Young’s modulus and 𝜈 is Poisson’s ratio. In the pseudomorphic case, the
strains are known and the stresses are unknown. A fairly isotropic 𝐸 = 140GPa was
measured by neutron diffraction experiments263 and already used in VO2 strain phase
diagram calculations207. For the same phase diagrams, a Poisson ratio of 0.3 was esti-
mated; here, again 𝜈 = 0.249 is used as above20.

From Eq. (7.5) follows 𝜎001 =
𝐸

1−𝜈2
(𝜀001 + 𝜈𝜀110) and 𝜎110 is calculated analogously.

Rearranging Eq. (7.4) then yields

𝑈 =
𝑉𝐸

2 − 2𝜈2
(𝜀2001 + 𝜀2

110
+ 2𝜈𝜀110𝜀001)

and 𝑈

𝑉
=
𝑈/𝐴

𝑑
= 0.055 J

m2 Å
,

(7.6)

where 𝑑 is the film thickness and 𝑈/𝐴 is the elastic energy per area. The net stresses
are 𝜎110 = 2.0GPa and 𝜎001 = 12.9GPa. A relaxation by 1%, which is within the error
margin of the lattice constant ratio measured by LEED, would decrease 𝑈 by 24%.

The elastic energy can be compared to the surface energy increase Δ𝐸SK = 𝛾3D −

𝛾
(110)
VO2

=
𝛾(𝜃)

cos𝜃
− 𝛾

(110)
VO2

that is required for the formation of 3D pyramidal islands with a
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facet angle 𝜃 to the surface (Stranski-Krastanov growth).264 For (100) facets, 0.30 J
m2

are needed, corresponding to a critical thickness of ℎ𝑐,SK = 5.4Å. For (101) facets,
𝛾3D = 0.80 J

m2
and ℎ𝑐,SK = 14.5Å. Such facets, however, are not observed.

The energy considerations made in this section do not incorporate any reductions
in surface energy caused by the (2 × 2) reconstruction described in the next section.
Due to this reconstruction, the VO2(110) surface likely even increases its energetic
advantage compared to faceting. Additionally, because the RuO2(110) surface does
not also reconstruct under the same oxidizing conditions, it can be considered even
more energetically unfavorable.

Under the same assumptions, it is also possible to calculate the out-of-plane lattice
spacing 𝑑110 (see also the Supplement of Ref. 20) by

𝜀110 = −
𝜈

𝐸
(𝜎001 + 𝜎110) = −3.19%

and 𝑑110 = (1 + 𝜀110)𝑑
VO2
110 = 6.24Å.

(7.7)

As expected, the spacing is decreased and the total unit cell volume increases by 3.9%
from 59.2Å3 to 61.5Å3. The out-of-plane 𝑑110 is about −1.7% smaller than the spacing
𝑑110 = 6.35Å enforced by the substrate, breaking the tetragonal symmetry.

Further experimental evidence for the high strainability of VO2 compared to other
rutiles is given by Aetukuri et al. 20: While their 30 nm VO2(001) thin films strain coher-
ently on a RuO2(001) buffer layer, the RuO2(001)/TiO2(001) buffer layer itself already
strains incoherently, i.e., relaxes, at 10 nm thickness.

Although the calculations presented here only assume linear elasticity in VO2 thin
films, they give an idea as to why an extraordinarily high strain 𝜀110 near to compensat-
ing the lattice mismatch is possible and even maintainable across several monolayers
of material.

7.4.3. The (2 × 2)-Reconstructed VO2(110) Surface
The (2×2) reconstruction that was found in the scope of this study was first published in
Ref. 136 by the author and coworkers. As shown there and in Section 7.4.1, the (1×2)
reconstruction appears first and then transforms into a (2× 2) upon further treatment.
While the initial ordering and the (1 × 2) was consistently observed to only require
250 ∘C annealing temperature in at least 1 × 10−8 Torr of O1 across several measure-
ments, the (2 × 2) first forms at 400 ∘C. Upon further deposition at low temperature,
the reconstruction is lost again. However, when the VO2 film had already exhibited the
corresponding reconstruction once, it easily forms again already slightly above 200 ∘C,
as seen, for example, in Fig. 7.13). This indicates that in the beginning of the first
annealing process, some ordering in the film takes place first.

Cooling down, the reconstruction remains relatively stable under oxidizing con-
ditions (𝑝O1 > 5 × 10−7 Torr), although prolonged exposure to the electron beam
(𝐸 > 30 eV), which usually is quite intense in µLEED, leads to the half-order spots
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a) b)

Figure 7.14. (2 × 2)-reconstructed VO2 surface with the unit mesh marked and some
diffraction spots labeled. a) VO2(110)/RuO2(110)/Ru at 29.0 eV, b)
VO2(110)/TiO2(110) at 53.0 eV.

weakening. Further heating the surface in only little oxygen, 5 × 10−9 Torr of O1, re-
verts the (2×2) back to the (1×2) reconstruction at 550 ∘C and then back to the (1×1)
pattern at 700 ∘C.

In Fig. 7.14a, an exemplary LEED image of a well pronounced VO2(110) LEED pat-
tern is shown. Aside from some instrument alignment-related “S”-like distortions, the
rectangular unit mesh and its half spots are well visible. In line with the earlier for-
mation of a (1 × 2) reconstruction prior to (2 × 2), the (1

2

𝑥

2
) and (1

2

𝑥

2
) diffraction spots

are significantly weaker. Possibly, the (1 × 2) is still present in parts of the illuminated
region (diameter 1 µm) and the (2×2) only partially covers the VO2(110) surface. This
would mean that both areas contribute to the (𝑥

2
𝑦) spots and only the full (2 × 2) re-

construction contributes to (𝑥
2

1

2
) spots. Because no internal contrast was seen in the

VO2/RuO2(110) islands and they show up homogeneously in dark field imaging, the
(1 × 2) and (2 × 2) domain size then is expected to be below the LEEM’s resolution of
≈10nm.

In order to further investigate this reconstruction of strained VO2, a several nm thick
VO2 film was grown on a different substrate, TiO2(110), in LEEM in a similar way as
described for the RuO2 system: Cyclically, the sample was subjected to vanadium in
4 × 10−8 Torr of O1 and then heated to increase ordering. The intermediate annealing
temperature was kept at 350 ∘C, lower than for VO2/RuO2. At this stage, the (1 × 2)
reconstruction formed. Afterwards, higher-temperature annealing of the VO2(110) film
in 4 × 10−8 Torr of O1 again leads to the formation of the (2×2) as shown in Fig. 7.14b,
albeit only above 570 ∘C. This higher temperature requirement may be due because
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a) b)

Figure 7.15. Schematic diagrams of the relevant VO2 surfaces with their bulk-terminated
unit meshes drawn in in white. As discussed in the text, this bulk-termination
in fact does not account for the (2 × 2) reconstruction. Instead, the occupa-
tion of the 1f-cus and bridge sites indicated in a) by oxygen atoms is crucial.
a) rutile (110) surface (primitive rectangular unit cell), b) monoclinic (011)
surface (equivalent to (110)R (centered rectangular unit cell). Images created
with VESTA.137

first, the ordering in the VO2 needs to be increased since the intermediate annealing
steps were performed at lower temperature and a larger amount of vanadiumwas used.
On these VO2/TiO2(110) samples a √2𝑑01

𝑑10
= 0.63 ± 0.01 ratio was measured in LEED.

This matches the ratio acquired from literature values for TiO2
18, 𝑐TiO2

𝑎TiO2
= 0.64. Hence,

these films are also fully or nearly fully strained. This also means the VO2(110)-(2×2)
could be reproduced on a different substrate.

To the author’s best knowledge, there is no (2 × 2) reconstruction reported for
RuO2(110) or TiO2(110), which further corroborates that the observed surface in the
case of both substrates really is VO2(110). A similar diffraction pattern to the one
observed here has been published by Laverock et al. 239, who make out a (2 × 1) re-
construction in their µLEED images of VO2(110)/TiO2(110) and attribute this to the
doubling of the (001)R spacing due to the vanadium dimerization across the MIT. Look-
ing closely at their figures even reveals indications for the existence of (𝑥

2

𝑦

2
) spots, i.e.,

a (2×2). In principle, the bulk-terminated M1 surface would in fact have a doubled pe-
riodicity in both the [110] and the [001] direction and exhibit a c(2×2) reconstruction
(see Fig. 7.15).

However, some of the observations made above contradict this image:

i) The (2 × 2) reconstruction is observable in a wide range from at least down to
150 ∘C up to well above any assumed transition temperature at 700 ∘C.

ii) The reconstruction stability depends on the availability of oxygen.
iii) The surface is very sensitive to electron beam irradiation andwill revert to a (1×1)

during prolonged exposure. Laverock et al. 239 even mention this and attribute
it to a reduction of the surface, due to, possibly, electron stimulated desorption
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(ESD).

Amongst other results, these findings were published in Ref. 136, where the recon-
struction was attributed to the oxygen termination due to the usage of a thermal oxy-
gen cracker. This was based on the DFT calculations for the VO2(110) surface made
by Mellan and Grau-Crespo 234. Depending on oxygen chemical potential, they find
that different densities of surface oxygen species are stable. The two types of surface
oxygen, bridging O and vanadyl-O (O atoms adsorbing on the 1f-cus V atoms, see
Fig. 7.15a), lead to different unit mesh dimensions depending on if they occupy every
site or every second site each. In their paper, only a “coarse-grained” investigation of a
1 × 2 unit mesh-sized surface slab with 0 to 4 occupied oxygen sites (in their notation,
Γ = −2 to 2) was done. The (1 × 2) reconstruction could belong to the Γ = 1-surface,
where every bridging site and every second vanadyl site is occupied. A (2 × 2) could
be expected, e. g., for the intermediate Γ = 1.5 (or Γ = 0.5), where every bridging site
and three (or one) out of four vanadyl sites is occupied. Considering its occurrence un-
der highly oxidizing conditions and its lower thermal stability compared to the (1×2),
Γ = 1.5 is more likely.

Later, Wahila et al. 235 published a DFT-backed model of the (2×2) that also attributes
the reconstruction to the formation of vanadyl bonds under strongly oxidizing condi-
tions. The necessary oxygen chemical potential Δ𝜇O is equal to the one necessary for
V2O5 formation. Alternatively, Wagner et al. 241 very recently proposed a somewhat
more complex model, where the topmost vanadium atoms are coordinated tetrahe-
drally instead of octahedrally.

7.4.4. I-V -VLEED Spectrum Compilation of VO2(110) and
RuO2(110)

In this section, the very low energy electron diffraction (VLEED) I-V curves for both
the VO2/RuO2(110)/Ru and the VO2/TiO2(110) surface in its (2 × 2)-reconstructed
state are compiled, as well as curves from a pure RuO2(110)/Ru stack. The curves are
shown in Fig. 7.16. Comparing these spectra, it has to be kept in mind that the I-V
curve intensity drops at high energies even more strongly than usual for VO2 due to
the aforementioned ESD. This is seen especially for the VO2/RuO2(110) data set. The
data on the VO2/TiO2(110) surface are affected by flickering of the LEEM’s electron
gun during acquisition, so the spectra are normalized by the background intensity of
the LEED image stack. This in turn emphasizes the high energy region and is important
when trying to directly compare these curves to different measurements. The positions
of peaks and minima, however, are unchanged. To the author’s best knowledge, these
cures constitute the first published I-V data for VO2(110) surfaces.

Immediately, the characteristic features of VO2(110) can be found by comparing the
top two data sets: The (00) diffraction beam, for example, exhibits a double peak
structure at 5 eV to 15 eV and symmetric peaks at 25 eV and 47 eV, just as seen in Sec-
tion 7.1. These spectra can in some aspects directly be compared to the RuO2 curves,
where there is instead a triple peak structure and less symmetric peaks at shifted posi-
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Figure 7.16. Overview of some integral (blue, red) and half-order (black) diffraction
spot I-V curves for VO2(110)/TiO2(110), VO2(110)/RuO2(110) and pure
RuO2(110). The curves are normalized by the background intensity in order
to compensate for some electron gun flickering in the VO2(110)/RuO2(110)
data set. The inset schematically shows the reflection positions.
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tions. The intensity ratio at 50 eV between the (10) and (11) diffraction spots discussed
in Fig. 7.11 also shows nicely here: For VO2, the (10) spot is much more pronounced
than (11), while it is vice versa for RuO2.

The I-V curves of the half-order spots are not easily compared because, unfortunately,
they are affected most by ESD. Especially at higher energies, where the electron beam
leads to the strongest reduction, this means that the intensity maxima are barely re-
solvable in the LEED image. The (01

2
) spot, however, has comparable peaks and dips in

both VO2 data sets as indicated by the vertical lines.

7.5. VO2/RuO2(100) Strain Analysis
The µLEED pattern observed after VO2 growth on a RuO2(100) island is shown in
Fig. 7.17. In comparison to the diffraction patterns presented for pure RuO2(100) in
Section 5.4.2, they exhibit two radially separated (10) diffraction spots, where the inner
spot belongs to the RuO2 (its distance ratio to the (01) diffraction spots, 0.68 ± 0.01,
matches RuO2’s

𝑐

𝑎
= 0.69 ratio). The ratio of the lattice spacings of the two components

of the double spot is 0.945 ± 0.003, which matches the ratio of 𝑐VO2

𝑐RuO2
= 0.919 reason-

ably well, as indicated in Fig. 7.17. The slight deviation outside of the error margin
could be related to the µLEED-characteristic “S”-like image distortion that is hardly de-
tectable in this diffraction spot arrangement. It thus follows that the diffraction image
is a superposition of a RuO2(100) pattern and a VO2 pattern where the 𝑐R axis is in the
surface plane.

The VO2-induced spots, however, are more complex than could be assumed from
this simple comparison. Careful analysis of an energy-dependent µLEED image stack
reveals a faceting of these 𝑐VO2-related outer (10) diffraction spots and also of the in-
tensity distribution near the RuO2-(01) diffraction spot. The faceting is indicated in
Fig. 7.17 by arrows and shown in reciprocal space maps (RSMs) in Fig. 7.18. The
RSMs are calculated from a data set where the Ru substrate diffraction spots are also
present because part of the substrate next to the island contributes to the diffraction
pattern; this reference allows for a more precise measurement of lattice spacings. In
this data set, the RuO2(100) diffraction spots, on the other hand, are not visible at all.
This is due to a higher VO2 coverage.

The facets have an inclination of 27°±2° with respect to the surface normal. At each
point where they cross, increased intensity is observed in the RSM. The facet spacing
is determined to be 𝑑facet = (10.9 ± 0.5)Å. Based on the knowledge that the VO2 has
its 𝑐R axis in the surface plane, the inclination happens in the (001) plane, i.e., the
square base of the tetragonal unit cell. There is exactly one surface that matches this
requirement and agrees reasonably well with the inclination angle: The {120} facet
orientation, as shown in Fig. 7.19. Not only the angle is matched as 26.6°, but also
the surface mesh spacing of 10.18Å agrees well. This facet is visualized in Fig. 7.19
together with a VO2(100) surface for comparison. This visualization is a simple cut
through the bulk, where all oxygen octahedra are fully included. On the real surface,
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a) b)

Figure 7.17. µLEED images of a VO2-overgrown RuO2(100) island (cf. Fig. 5.16). In a), unit
cells for RuO2 and VO2 are drawn in and the directions corresponding to the
rutile 𝑐 lattice constant are compared. b) shows the faceting directions for one
of the three rotational domains. The profiles taken for the RSMs in Fig. 7.18
are indicated. The upper right profile only covers the outer component of
the doubled (10) diffraction spot and therefore does not include any RuO2-
induced signal.

it is likely that V atoms are coordinatively unsaturated, especially when considering
that some of the apical oxygen atoms strongly protrude in the visualization.

Considering the {120} facet assignment, a model for the VO2/RuO2(100) system can
be formulated: Stoichiometric VO2 does grow on RuO2(100) islands as confirmed in
the XAS experiments in Section 7.2. However, it does not exhibit the energy-expensive
VO2(100) surface; previous DFT works234,235 have shown that this orientation does
barely or not even at all occur in the Wulff construction. Instead, {120}-oriented facets
are formed. At the interface, the VO2 lattice almost coincides with the RuO2(100) in
one direction, [010] (the lateral component of the inclination). The low mismatch
might also result in some strain (𝜀110 = −1.34%). In the other lateral direction, [001],
however, VO2 is decoupled from RuO2 and the spacing corresponds to the bulk value
of 𝑐VO2

R .
This finding contradicts the assumptions made by Wahila et al. 235 In their paper,

they propose that {110} facets are formed, instead. These facets have the same lateral
alignment along [001], but a different inclination angle, 45°. The two facets in question
are tilted by 18° from one another, but it is possible that their Cross-sectional scanning
transmission electron microscopy annular dark field (STEM-ADF) images in fact show
the same {120} facets observed here. Considering the higher precisionwhenmeasuring
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Figure 7.18. Reciprocal space maps (RSMs) of the regions indicated in Fig. 7.17b, where
the larger profile is shown on the left. Facets are indicated by dashed lines
on the left hand side. Additionally, the spacing of the Ru substrate that has
been used as reference is indicated by black arrows. The circular streaks in the
lower half of the RSMs are an artifact from the measurement software which
only affects the relative intensity.

angles in RSMs compared to real-space TEM images, as well as the agreement of the
lattice spacing, the results presented here can be considered more reliable.

7.6. VO2/RuO2(101)

As VO2 growth on RuO2(101) has not been in the main focus of this thesis and these
islands have rarely been observed after Ru oxidation, only a cursory analysis of this
species has been done. In Fig. 7.20, The µLEED image of such an island is shown
before and after VO2 growth with the RuO2(101) unit cell marked in black.

Mostly, the same reconstruction as before is seen with the same reflections missing
due to the glide plane symmetry (see Section 5.4.3). Since the reflections are compara-
tively diffuse, the lattice spacing ratio has a larger error: 𝑑01

𝑑10
= 0.81 ± 0.04. This could

match either RuO2(101) (0.823 expected) or VO2(101) (0.847 expected). Addition-
ally, there are faint intensity maxima between the integral diffraction spots in the (10)
direction, which constitutes a (2×1) reconstruction. The very little studied RuO2(101)
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Figure 7.19. Visualization of a (100)-oriented VO2 surface with a (120) facet. The (100)
surface is also shown for comparison. Made using VESTA137.

surface has already been observed to exhibit this reconstruction.26¶

Therefore, it is possible that the LEED pattern originates entirely from the substrate,
either because the VO2 is disordered or because it does not wet the RuO2(101). On
the other hand, the I-V curve observed on this phase is changed from the original
RuO2(101) fingerprint—the surface thus likely contains VO2 to some degree. This
could mean that a (2 × 1)-reconstructed VO2(101) surface was observed—on which
practically no literature exists so far.

7.7. GIXRD

Further structural data on the nature of VO2 on RuO2 islands is provided by ex situ
GIXRD experiments. The sample used for this was previously prepared at the ALBA
synchrotron (see Figs. 7.2a to 7.2c) and kept in a desiccator until the experiment at the
DESY NanoLab. A six-circle diffractometer was used with a Cu 𝐾𝛼 source (8.0478 keV,
wavelength 𝜆 = 1.5406Å).

The resulting reciprocal space maps are shown in Fig. 7.21. Using the bulk unit
cell parameters and the known registry of the rutile islands to the ruthenium substrate
(see Section 5.4), the expected reflection positions are drawn into the maps. In the
following, the reflections are marked with a superscript that marks the corresponding
orientation: substrate•, (110)-orientation▴ and (100)-orientation◼.

¶In Ref. 26, it is called a (1×2) reconstruction due to a different convention in the order of base vectors.
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a) b)

Figure 7.20. µLEED images from the a) pure RuO2(101) and b) VO2-overgrown RuO2(101)
island shown in Fig. 5.12. Extinguished diffraction spots are marked with
black circles while additional diffraction spots and the corresponding unit
mesh are shown in green. a) is the same image as Fig. 5.18a.

(100)-Oriented Islands

The 𝐿 = 0 plot in Fig. 7.21 maps a region of the reciprocal space that is analogous to
the plane probed by LEED, but is much less surface sensitive. The Ru substrate spots
therefore are by far the most intense reflections. Around the (1120)• and (1010)•
spots seen here, azimuthally broadened {011}◼, {020}◼ and {002}◼ reflections from
the (100)-oriented islands are seen. The broadening is a result of a rotated registry as
shown in Section 5.4.2 (see also Appendix B.3). Some reflections are forbidden due
to the XRD selection rule for body-centered unit cells, 𝐻 + 𝐾 + 𝐿

!
= 2𝑛, 𝑛 ∈ ℤ. These,

like for example the {021}◼ reflections, are not observed and have been grayed out
in the RSMs. For VO2(100), the same spots as for RuO2(100) are observed separately,
although at lower intensity (mainly {002} and {011}). This confirms the finding from
LEED that VO2(100) grows fully relaxed. As in LEED, the VO2(100) does not show
azimuthal broadening. The faceting of course does not contribute to the GIXRD pattern
because the signal does not stem from the surface.

In Fig. 7.22, the 𝐾 = 0 plane shows a vertical cut through the reciprocal space. The
Ru diffraction spots are connected by a line, forming a crystal truncation rod (CTR)
due to the surface breaking the crystal’s symmetry. The intensity maximum marked
by the white square to the left of the Ru (1122)• diffraction spot originates from the
(100)-oriented RuO2 and VO2 {211}◼ reflections. These lie just out of the visualized
plane but bleed in because of the azimuthal broadening. The arc shape of this reflection
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Figure 7.21. RSMs of a VO2/RuO2/Ru sample as recorded by GIXRD. The 𝐿 = 0 plane,
which is parallel to the surface, is shown. The axes scales 𝐻, 𝐾, 𝐿 correspond
to the ruthenium miller indices. Reflection positions calculated from the bulk
values of Ru(0001) as well as (100)- and (110)-oriented RuO2 and VO2 are
drawn in as black, red and blue symbols, respectively. Forbidden reflections
are grayed out. The other RSMs’s lateral directions in Fig. 7.22 are shown by
arrows on the lower right.

shows that the registry of the (100) islands also has a slight variation in the elevation
angle. On the other hand, the in-plane reflections (full square marks) that belong to
the (100)-oriented phases nicely show the square base of the unit cell. In this RSM,
a difference between RuO2- and VO2-related diffraction spots is not discernible due to
their proximity to each other. For the 𝐻 = 𝐾 plane in Fig. 7.22, on the other hand,
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Figure 7.22. RSMs of a VO2/RuO2/Ru sample as recorded by GIXRD. Left: The 𝐾 = 0 plane,
a cut along the Ru [1210] main direction corresponding to the (10) direction
in a LEED image. Right: The 𝐻 = 𝐾 plane, a cut along the Ru [1100] direc-
tion corresponding to (11) in LEED. The same legend as in Fig. 7.21 applies.
White squares denote reflections from the (100) component that bleed into
the depicted plane due to azimuthal broadening.

this is possible. Aside from the RuO2-associated reflections that are marked by red
symbols, the Ru (1012)• diffraction spot has a tail towards lower 𝐻,𝐾 values which
could be associated with the VO2(100) {202}◼ reflection in the vicinity.

(110)-Oriented Islands

The (110)-oriented islands also contribute to the 𝐿 = 0map. Here, the most prominent
diffraction spot is the {110}▴, which has a point-like high-intensity center but also some
very weak‖ offshoots in the azimuthal direction. This suggests a more flexible registry
of the (110)-oriented islands to the substrate than previously assumed. However, there
already have been observations of 15°-rotated RuO2(110) islands108. Possibly, these
measurements show that there are also some only only partly rotated grains on the
surface.

In the 𝐻 = 𝐾 RSM, the {112}▴ reflection is only seen for RuO2(110) and not
VO2(110). However, the spot of RuO2 is vertically elongated. The same is true for
‖The pseudocolor RSMs intensity scale is logarithmic; also, part of the dynamic range has been clipped.
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the {200}▴ reflection in the 𝐾 = 0 map. This elongation can only be measured with a
large error bar due to the low resolution of these images: It amounts to (4 ± 3)% of
𝑑
RuO2
110 . As shown in Section 7.4.2, the out-of-plane lattice spacing of fully strained VO2

is 6.24Å, which amounts to a deviation of 1.8% from the RuO2 spacing. Hence, the
measurement agrees with fully strained VO2(110) on the surface. Nevertheless, it is
also possible that the elongation is a CTR of RuO2(110) (which was not observed for
RuO2(100))

The GIXRD measurements thus provide further proof on the small-angle variation in
RuO2(100)’s registry as well as for the relaxed growth of VO2(100). Also, the absence
of any distinct VO2(110) diffraction spots that show a separation from RuO2(110), as
well as the vertical elongation of its reflections, reinforces the pseudomorphic growth
model for VO2(110).

7.8. Summarizing Discussion

This chapter investigated the growth of VO2 thin films on RuO2/Ru(0001) templates
as described in Chapter 5.

Using a thermal oxygen cracker, closed VO2 films were grown successfully on
RuO2(110) and RuO2(100). On the bare Ru(0001) substrate and mc-RuO2, the pres-
ence of V- and O-containing grains was observed instead. As shown by XAS-PEEM and
local XP spectra from XPEEM, all of the vanadium that is present on the surface has
the V4+ oxidation state. This was only achieved by simultaneous supply of vanadium
and oxygen, while oxidizing vanadium that was already present led to lower oxidation
states. Since both XA and XP spectra confirm the stoichiometry, it is concluded that V4+

is found throughout the whole film, as both methods have different emission depths.
In some cases, the surface was contaminated by silicon from the V rod that was

used in the evaporator. However, these samples were excluded from quantitative anal-
ysis. Also, as shown, surface reduction through electron irradiation could be prevented
by conducting most experiments with oxygen background filling in the experimental
chambers and at elevated temperature.

Reliably determining the film thickness on both orientations poses a challenge due
to the somewhat hard to calibrate vanadium evaporator (see Section 3.2). Growth
rate numbers from experiments on other substrates than RuO2 suggest a range of
2 nm to 5 nm. The signal intensity in XP spectra allows for coarsely estimating a lower
boundary of 1.5 nm. Similarly, not being able to observe separate reflections from RuO2
in most (100)-oriented islands means that these are well above the associated IMFP,
which leads to a similar lower boundary. Tracing the evolution of reflection spot inten-
sities in µLEED during VO2 growth gives reason to assume roughly 1ML growth during
one 15min-growth cycle, totaling to 1 nm to 3nm thick films. Complementary x-ray
reflectivity (XRR) measurements give further hints that this is accurate (see Fig. B.4).
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(110)-Oriented Growth

First, the (110)-oriented VO2/RuO2 islands were investigated. As shown in time-
dependent µLEED measurements, the diffracted electron intensities on these islands
change from RuO2(110)-characteristic values to VO2(110)-characteristic values, indi-
cating a somewhat ordered surface even at the low utilized growth temperature of
200 ∘C.

Annealing these samples in oxygen in the next step then led to the formation of a
(2 × 2) reconstruction. This reconstruction was confirmed to belong to the VO2(110)
surface by reproducing it on another material system, VO2(110)/TiO2(110). From the
conditions under which this reconstruction is found, it is followed that it does not relate
to theMIT but represents a change in surface termination which is related to the oxygen
availability. In the meantime, this reconstruction was confirmed by multiple indepen-
dent studies235,241 and is very likely caused by a different V atom coordination than in
the (1 × 1). The most recent model by Wagner et al. 241 proposes a complex STM- and
DFT-based model with tetrahedrally coordinated vanadium that lead to a V4O13 sur-
face stoichiometry. The intermediate (1 × 2) reconstruction that was observed in this
thesis is not included in that model and might be a slightly reduced variant. As a naive
interpretation starting point, the so-called Γ = 1-surface that was analyzed by Mellan
and Grau-Crespo 234 through DFT does match the (1×2) periodicity by saturating every
second 1f-cus V atom with an O atom on top.

The surface periodicity exhibited by RuO2(110) does stay stable throughout the de-
position of VO2(110) on top within a margin of 1.4%. This means that the VO2 is near
to pseudomorphic strain (𝜀001 = 8.78%), which is massive. GIXRD measurements give
further hints at the existence of strained VO2 with an altered out-of-plane lattice con-
stant but no change in the surface plane. In order to assess the plausibility of such a high
strain, some energetic considerations are presented in Section 7.4.2. These take the lin-
ear elastic energy, the energy barrier needed for misfit dislocation formation and the
energy cost associated with three-dimensional growth into account. In thermodynamic
equilibrium, about a monolayer of VO2 is found to be stable, but kinetic arguments also
justify a much higher film thickness. On MgF2 substrates, a related rutile material, a
similarly high tensile strain of 7.78% along the 𝑐R axis is expected in the pseudomor-
phic case. While there have been attempts at growing fully strained VO2/MgF2(110)
films, these are found to grow relatively relaxed, exhibiting a MIT temperature near
to the bulk value.205 For other MgF2 orientations, there has been successful strain-
engineering tuning.205,259 Interestingly though, recent works by Fatima et al. 265 on
RuO2(100) growth on 𝛼-Al2O3 and YSZ substrates reported a very large strain of up
to 6.5%. Below 30nm film thickness, they observe film growth. Above this, circular
grains of several 100 nm diameter form. Although in this thesis, RuO2 is used as the
substrate and not as adsorbate, this again demonstrates the unexpectedly high strain-
ability of rutile oxides. Similar to the mentioned grains, the small RuO2 island size
could also help in accommodating this strain because they heighten the energy barrier
for misfit dislocation formation when the expected dislocation density would be below
one per island.
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(100)-Oriented Growth

On (100)-oriented RuO2 islands, the µLEED pattern immediately suggests relaxed
growth because separate reflections are seen that can be assigned to the 𝑐RuO2

and 𝑐VO2

spacings, respectively. The reflections belonging to VO2 also exhibit faceting perpendic-
ular to the [001] axis, similar to observations by Wahila et al. 235 However, in contrast
to their interpretation from STEM images that {110} facets form, this work finds a dif-
ferent inclination angle and a surface mesh spacings which both suggest {120} facets.
Due to the similarity of both facet types (The (120) surface can be viewed as a “stepped”
(110) surface, see Fig. 7.19), it could be argued that both of them somewhat match
the STEM results shown in Ref. 235. The evidence presented by the RSMs in Fig. 7.18
can be regarded as quite strong because of the good reference that the Ru diffraction
spots provide for calibrating the reciprocal space dimensions.
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8. Electronic Analysis of Massively
Strained VO2/RuO2

As Chapter 7 has shown, massively strained epitaxial VO2(110) films as well as relaxed,
faceted VO2(100) films have been produced next to each other on the same substrate.
As discussed in Section 6.2, the metal-insulator transition (MIT) of VO2 is strongly
affected by strain, which has been exploited on more weakly strained films already.
This chapter aims at an electronic characterization and a search for the MIT in the
prepared VO2 films.

Measuring the MIT on the micron-sized VO2/RuO2/Ru islands in is not easy. Because
the VO2 films are distributed over distinct RuO2 islands and not closed in between, their
resistivity curves can not be measured across the sample but would have to be collected
from a single island. Even then, the current wouldmost likely only pass through the film
twice at the contacts but between that would go through the RuO2 or Ru. Considering
the fairly low film thickness below 3nm, any gathered current-voltage curves would
then only include a small contribution from the VO2.

The alternative approach that is used here is spectroscopic analysis. Several pub-
lications show transition fingerprints using different methods, most notably XAS and
valence band PES. These will be discussed in the following respective sections. The
orbitals are denoted in the nomenclature established in Section 6.2. Throughout this
chapter, red and blue are used to denote hot and cold sample temperature, especially
with respect to the (assumed) transition temperature.

8.1. VO2(110)/RuO2(110)

8.1.1. The VO2 MIT Signature in X-Ray Absorption
In order to investigate the grown VO2/RuO2 islands’ MIT, XAS is a good tool. Here, the
orientation of the linear synchrotron light polarization with regards to the VO2’s 𝑐R axis
determines which orbitals contribute to the spectrum. Accordingly, the polarization
directions are conventionally labeled ⃗𝐸 ∥ 𝑐R and ⃗𝐸 ⟂ 𝑐R. Because of Fermi’s golden
rule, the intensity for orbitals that are aligned with the ⃗𝐸 vector then scales with the
unoccupied density of states in those orbitals.266

The measurement series used in this section consists of twelve XAS-PEEM image
stacks that were recorded at different temperatures on a VO2/RuO2 sample with
roughly 1 × 5µm2 large VO2(110)/RuO2(110) islands. These islands were selected in
ROIs and the corresponding XA spectra were extracted (Fig. 8.1b). All of these curves
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a) b)

Figure 8.1. XAS-PEEM images of the surface. a) The exit slit is set very narrow so that the
edge of the beam footprint indicates the horizontal direction in PEEM images,
which coincides with the synchrotron beam’s electric field ⃗𝐸 throughout this
section. b) Positioning of the ROIs used for extracting VO2(110) spectra on
individual islands (solid, dotted, dashed).

were taken at 2.7 eV electron energy. Throughout the temperature series, always the
same individual islands were used for spectrum extraction. The other islands visible
in Fig. 8.1b exhibit the same spectra, but are not present in all image stacks and have
therefore not been selected.

The total duration of the temperature series experiments was slightly less than
two days. Thus, since the thermal oxygen cracker cannot withstand operating at
the required temperature for extended periods of time, the sample was kept in ca.
1 × 10−6 Torr of molecular instead of atomic oxygen throughout.

While it is possible to vary the polarization angle of the incoming synchrotron ra-
diation between horizontal and vertical, this was not done for every temperature due
to the limited amount of time available at the beamline. Instead, the polarization was
chosen to be horizontal, i.e., the electric field ⃗𝐸 lies in the plane of the surface. The
exact orientation of ⃗𝐸 in the microscope image can be seen in Fig. 8.1a and amounts
to 73° with respect to the image’s horizontal axis.

A third of the (110)-oriented islands have their elongated axis almost coincide with
⃗𝐸 such that ∠(𝑐R,1, ⃗𝐸) = 𝜗solid = 7° (solid rectangle in Fig. 8.1b). The other islands

therefore have 𝜗dotted = −67° and 𝜗dashed = 53°. The cross section of an orbital that
is aligned along 𝑐R scales with 𝑓 = cos2 𝜗, such that 𝑓solid = 0.99, 𝑓dotted = 0.15 and
𝑓dashed = 0.36. This is sufficiently close to the 𝑓 values 1 and 0 for parallel and perpen-
dicular alignment. The island marked by solid lines will therefore be used instead of
⃗𝐸 ∥ 𝑐R and the dotted island instead of ⃗𝐸 ⟂ 𝑐R.
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a) b)

Figure 8.2. a) Temperature-dependent and polarization-dependent XAS measurements at
the O K edge. The curves taken at 2.7 eV electron energy and are normalized
with respect to the peak at 529.3 eV. b) Re-plotted O K-edge measurements
from Koethe et al. 159 above and below the transition measured in VO2 single
crystals. The broken black lines are guides to the eye to mark prominent posi-
tions in the spectra in both images for comparison.

The O K edge

At the O K absorption edge, VO2 exhibits mainly two peaks, which belong to electrons
that are being excited into the 𝜋∗ and 𝜎∗ states near the valence band.

In Fig. 8.2a, the O K edge XAS spectra of the solid and dotted island ROIs are shown
for a range of different sample temperatures. In each spectrum, a pronounced dichro-
ism is seen, resulting from the different orbital alignments of the 𝜋∗ and 𝜎∗ states with
respect to the polarization direction. The 𝜋∗-related peak is much more pronounced
for 𝜗dotted = 67° due to the associated 𝑑𝑥𝑧 and especially the 𝑑𝑦𝑧 orbitals’ lobes, which
are aligned perpendicular to the 𝑐R axis. For the 𝜎∗-related peak, the lobes are parallel
to the 𝑐R axis and there is more intensity for the case 𝜗solid = 7°.

Figure 8.2b shows data collected by Koethe et al. 159 on single crystalline VO2 above
and below the MIT. Their explanation of the spectra, which has been corroborated by
many studies since,199,231,247,248 focuses on the shift of spectral weight from 530.6 eV to
the 𝜋∗-peak when going from the insulating to the metallic state. The shifting spectral
weight between the two main peaks is associated with the upper part of the split 𝑑∥
band in the insulating state, which goes to the Fermi level across the transition (see
Section 6.2). This band is highly directional along 𝑐R. Hence, the shift is much more
pronounced for the corresponding polarization. As seen in Refs. 199,221,248, the shift
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of spectral weight does not always lead to a separate peak for 𝑑∥ states but may also
just be visible as a shoulder of the main 𝜋∗ peak.

In the results shown here, such a transfer of spectral weight was not observed at all.
Instead, the O K spectrum is almost identical for any of the shown temperatures up until
309 ∘C and in very good agreement with the spectra observed for metallic VO2. It has
to be considered that part of the oxygen signal comes from the underlying RuO2 and
this is most likely also the reason for the slight overpronounciation of the 𝜎∗-associated
peak in these spectra. The dichroic signal expected for the transition would also be
slightly reduced due to the deviation of 𝑓dotted from 0 for the broken lines-spectra in
Fig. 8.2a. Still, the very low observed change across most temperatures suggests that
no transition occurs.

At 361 ∘C and above, the peaks at the O K edge decrease in overall intensity, due to
the normalization in Fig. 8.2a mainly seen through the decreasing peak-to-background
ratio. The linear dichroism itself does not change significantly. So, this rather suggests
an overall decrease in oxygen content. While the spectra up to 230 ∘Cwere reproducibly
stable upon cooling and heating, the reduction of intensity measured above 361 ∘C was
irreversible in the observed islands. In neighboring regions that were not irradiated
by the synchrotron beam at higher temperature, the original XA spectrum was still
obtainable after cooling down. The intensity reduction thus is attributed to vanadium
reduction caused by the combination of synchrotron beam irradiation with elevated
temperature >309 ∘C and the use of molecular oxygen instead of O1.

The V L edge

The two absorption edges associated with the V L3 and V L2 shells are located just below
the O K region with two peaks at 517.5 eV and 524 eV for VO2. Similarly to the oxygen
edge, several publications showed that the linear dichroism observed here is a marker
for the MIT.20,181,199,210,247 While the metallic state shows very little dichroism, there
is a spectral feature at ca. 515.5 eV for the insulating state, which has an increased
intensity for ⃗𝐸 ⟂ 𝑐R. This can be visualized as a local minimum for the x-ray linear
dichroism (XLD), 𝐼( ⃗𝐸 ∥ 𝑐R) − 𝐼( ⃗𝐸 ⟂ 𝑐R).

The temperature-dependent XA spectra shown in Fig. 8.3a exhibit only very little
dichroism at low temperatures. With increasing temperature, the main peak at the
V L3 edge shifts towards lower energies while the two most prominent peak shoulders
above and below stay at the same position. Starting at 361 ∘C, the peaks at the two
polarization directions are increasingly shifted from each other, up to 0.4 eV. At the
V L2 edge, a shoulder forms on the low energy side of the main peak.

The XLD calculated from these spectra is plotted in Fig. 8.3b together with two curves
measured by Aetukuri et al. 20 above and below the MIT in their samples. The very first
dichroism curve measured at 41 ∘C matches the dichroism observed in metallic VO2
nicely. Until 309 ∘C, a small amount of additional dichroism builds up around 518.2 eV
and 525 eV. This buildup is associated with a change in the falling edges after the main
peaks at both the V L2 and V L2 edge.
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a) b)

Figure 8.3. a) Temperature-dependent and polarization-dependent XAS measurements at
the V L2,3 edge. The curves were taken at 2.7 eV electron energy and are nor-
malized with respect to the peak at 517.5 eV and calibrated using the O K edge
shown in Fig. 8.2a. b) Dichroism spectra that result from the subtraction of
each two differently polarized spectra shown in a). Additionally, two spectra
recorded by Aetukuri et al. 20 on VO2/RuO2(001)/TiO2(001) substrates are re-
produced for comparison; they show the dichroism in the insulating and the
metallic state. The broken black lines are guides to the eye to mark the promi-
nent rising edge of V L3 in the spectra.

These results again suggest that the VO2(110) films are metallic even at low temper-
atures. While at 41 ∘C, the metallic spectra are well reproduced, the slow incremental
changes upon heating indicate a slight reduction of the material. At high tempera-
tures above 309 ∘C, some spectral features of the V3+ oxidation state (compare, e.g.,
Ref. 245) are observed: A low-energy shoulder at the V L2 edge and a shift of the
V L3 edge to lower energies. This interpretation also fits the O K spectra discussed
previously. In Fig. 8.4, XAS-PEEM images from the image stacks used for spectrum
extraction are shown for some of the temperatures. Evidently, up until 309 ∘C, the
elongated VO2(110)/RuO2(110) islands are still intact. After that, they show signs of
decomposition: From their center outwards, the islands exhibit the same contrast as
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Figure 8.4. XAS-PEEM images at 518 eV of the same region of VO2/RuO2/Ru surface at
different temperatures. The FoV is 30 µm and the collected electron energy is
2.7 eV. The regions used for spectrum extraction are shown as white boxes.

the substrate throughout the spectrum, i.e., appear hollow. It should be emphasized
that without using a synchrotron beam, the VO2 films can be annealed at 500 ∘C and
above without taking damage (see also Section 7.4.3).

8.1.2. Valence Band XPS

Another tool available in a synchrotron-based SPELEEM for checking the sample’s elec-
tronic state is XPEEM and the local XPS spectra that can be extracted from its images.
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a) b)

Figure 8.5. a) Local XP spectra that were acquired on VO2(110)/RuO2(110) islands and
next to it at low and high temperature. b) Exemplary XPEEM image from the
data set with the ROIs positions indicated by arrows.

In order to get enough intensity for a sufficient image resolution near the Fermi level,
a low photon energy of 100 eV is chosen.

Figure 8.5b shows an image from an XPEEM stack recorded in this way. Multiple elon-
gated islands have been localized in LEEM mode before and are discernible in XPEEM.
A large (110)-oriented island in the middle is chosen for spectrum extraction and plot-
ted in Fig. 8.5a. For comparison, also a spectrum from a region without an island
(VO2/Ru) is extracted. It is clearly seen that both spectra line up at the Fermi edge with
a characteristic peak that belongs to V 3𝑑 states. Comparing to published valence band
photoemission spectra from, e.g., Ref. 159, this spectral shape matches metallic VO2
well. The sample is thus considered to be metallic and the interpretation of the XLD is
corroborated. The peak directly near the Fermi level which is associated more with V 3𝑑
electronic states would be much more symmetric and centered around roughly 1 eV in
the case of insulating monoclinic VO2. From 3 eV to 8 eV, O 2𝑝-associated states are
observed, which is also consistent with literature.159

Taking into account that the spectrum at 224 ∘C was recorded after the XAS temper-
ature series discussed in Section 8.1.1, the observed decrease in intensity at the O 2𝑝

states is most likely explained by the thermal reduction discussed in Section 8.1.1.

8.2. VO2(100)/RuO2(100)
There is also VO2/RuO2(100) present on the sample used for the temperature series.
This orientation should be expected to exhibit the MIT at the bulk value of VO2, 68 ∘C,
because it is unstrained (see Fig. 7.17). However, the (100) islands from the data set
used in the previous section are too small for extracting meaningful spectra without
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a) b)

Figure 8.6. XA spectra of the VO2/RuO2(100) surface at high and low temperatures. a)
The V L2,3 edge, compared to spectra from Aetukuri et al. 20 at two different
polarizations. b) The O K edge.

any influence from the neighboring phases, since the drift correction on these image
stacks is not good enough. On another sample with a higher coverage of (100)-oriented
islands, the spectra shown in Fig. 8.6 have been acquired. Due to the small domain size
of these islands, it is not possible to differentiate between different alignments of the
𝑐R axis to the electric field ⃗𝐸 of the synchrotron radiation.

At the V L2,3 absorption edge, there is a feature appearing at higher temperature
(marked with Δ in Fig. 8.6a). This feature is in some ways similar to the observations in
Ref. 20 and others: A higher intensity in the marked region is observed for metallic VO2
for both polarizations. Also, the pre-edge peak at ca. 515 eV does significantly weaken
for the high-temperature curve. It is, however, not entirely possible to identify this XLD
signal with the transition because the reduction of vanadium leads to a similar change of
the XA spectra. Especially, the shift of the peak at the V L3 edge towards lower energies
hints in this direction. On the other hand, the low-temperature spectra are reproduced
after cooling down—which either supports the hypothesis that the reversible MIT is
observed or which is caused by re-oxidation during not using the synchrotron beam.

At the O K edge, the spectra are even more ambiguous. A slight increase in the 𝜋∗
peak compared to 𝜎∗ would be in agreement with an observed transition (compare,
e.g., Ref. 159). However, this increase is quite small and normalizing these spectra is
complicated due to the background signal that originates from thermal drift.

8.3. Summarizing Discussion

In this chapter, the (100)- and (110)-oriented VO2 films were investigated with regards
to their presumed MIT.
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VO2(100)

The VO2(100)/RuO2(100) thin films exhibit some reversible change in their XA spec-
tra which could be associated with the signature of the MIT. This result is, however,
not definitive because the observed change at the O K edge is near the instrument’s
resolving power. Additionally, the undefined angle 𝜗 between the synchrotron beam’s
⃗𝐸 vector and the VO2’s 𝑐R axis due to the small domain size complicates the interpreta-

tion. If the observed signal does not relate to the MIT, this could be explained by two
mechanisms: i) The VO2(100) film reduces due to being exposed to the synchrotron
beam at elevated temperatures. ii) The VO2(100) film is too thin to exhibit the MIT.
Given that the MIT has already been observed in 1 nm thin VO2(100)/TiO2 samples,
this is unlikely. However, the observed strong faceting of this surface (see Section 7.5)
would lead to a periodically very thin film that could certainly be below 1nm. In this
case, one could tentatively assign the thicker parts of the facets with the very low MIT
signature observed here.

VO2(110)

From a naive interpretation of the VO2 phase diagram as shown in, e.g., Ref. 17, the
high tensile strain on the 𝑐R axis in the VO2/RuO2(110) system should stabilize the
M2 phase (even more so due to breaking the tetragonal symmetry) and lead to a high
metal-insulator transition temperature. However, the VO2(110) films were found to
be metallic throughout a large range of temperatures from 41 ∘C to 309 ∘C. At even
higher temperature, they are observed to degrade due to irradiation by the synchrotron
beam. It has to be taken into account that a very low film thickness could impede the
transition properties. However, the films described here are well above the 1 nm limit
established in previous studies.231–233 Aside from this, there are several factors which
can have an influence on the metal-insulator transition of these films and which need
to be considered:

i) It is possible that at the VO2/RuO2 interface, some intermixing takes place. As
shown by Gu et al. 194, the incorporation of Ru into VO2 leads to a decrease of
the MIT temperature 𝑇c at a rate of 10.5

∘C
at.%

. Because it can safely be assumed
that the ruthenium exhibits the Ru4+ oxidation state, charge doping can largely
be excluded for explaining the change in MIT. Instead, it is argued that the Ru
ions locally enforce a tetragonal symmetry (i.e., equivalent metal–oxygen bond
lengths in all directions in the octahedra). This leads to a degeneracy of the 𝑡2𝑔
orbitals (see Section 6.2) and thus lifts the 𝑑∥ splitting.

ii) A similar argument can be made based on the very high strain exerted on the
VO2(110) films: Due to the increased V–V spacing, the VO6 octahedron’s sym-
metry increases and the orthorhombic component of the crystal field splitting
decreases—leading to isotropical filling of the 𝑑∥ and 𝜋∗ orbitals (together mak-
ing up the 𝑡2𝑔 states). This in turn means that the material behaves metallic and
the MIT is suppressed.
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iii) The partial reduction observed in the XA spectra can lead to a decrease in 𝑇c sim-
ilar to the effect of electron donor doping. The additionally available electrons
increase the 𝜋∗ band filling, shifting it to lower energies and screening the elec-
tron correlations such that the material becomes metallic at lower temperatures.
This is certainly true for the observations made above 309 ∘C, where the (110)-
oriented islands show signs of decomposition; a similar, x-ray-induced transition
to the metallic state is described in Refs. 267,268.

Ultimately, these lines of argument all assume a suppression of the insulating phase
either by structural or by electronic measures. Especially in case ii), a large influence
of the Peierls component of the MIT would be present, demonstrating that without the
structural Peierls transition to couple to, a Mott transition would not occur. In gen-
eral, an argument could be made that rutile materials are more likely to be metallic
when their 𝑐

𝑎
ratio is higher (compare Table 6.2), conversely to the Mott picture where

a higher metal–metal bond length should decrease the bandwidth and lead to insu-
lating behavior. This of course neglects the influence of carrier availability in these
systems, but provides a general rule of thumb for assessing the importance of structure
vs electron correlations.
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9. Conclusions and Outlook
This thesis has provided an in-depth analysis of applying unprecedentedly large epitax-
ial strain to VO2 thin films by growing them on differently oriented, micron-sized RuO2
islands. RuO2 was used because it shares the rutile crystal structure with VO2 but has
a much larger 𝑐 lattice constant, a parameter which is known to be a key parameter
for the physics of the metal-insulator transition (MIT) of VO2. While on (100)-oriented
islands, the VO2 was found to grow relaxed, pseudomorphic growth was observed on
(110) islands. Additionally, also the preceding RuO2 island growth itself was investi-
gated by oxidizing a Ru(0001) crystal with atomic oxygen.

To these ends, several complementary diffraction- and photoemission-based sur-
face science techniques were employed, most prominently low energy electron mi-
croscopy (LEEM), low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and synchrotron radiation-
based SPELEEM. In order to analyze RuO2 and VO2 growth, LEEM-I-V image stacks
have been recorded and analyzed by using an unsupervised machine learning data
pipeline that comprises principal component analysis (PCA) and 𝑘-means clustering
for surface phase classification. For this, a metric based on the Pendry R factor was
introduced. Further, in order to gain insight into the structure of the surfaces studied,
micro-LEED images as well as reciprocal space maps generated from grazing incidence
x-ray diffraction (GIXRD) data were used. The vanadium oxidation state was deter-
mined by means of x-ray photoemission electron microscopy (XPEEM) and x-ray ab-
sorption spectroscopy PEEM (XAS-PEEM). Beyond that, the latter enables an electronic
characterization of strained VO2(110) films by analyzing their dichroism.

RuO2 Growth Using Atomic Oxygen

(110)-, (100)- and (101)-oriented RuO2 islands as well as a microcrystalline RuO2
(mc-RuO2) phase were grown by subjecting a Ru(0001) surface to atomic oxygen from
a thermal cracker. The oxidation process was found to successfully produce oxide is-
lands already at low pressures of 𝑝O1 = 7 × 10−8 Torr (corresponding to a total pressure
𝑝O2 = 5 × 10−7 Torr). In contrast to the use of molecular oxygen and even faster than
for NO2, island formation already occurs after 100 L of O1.

Similarly to using NO2 as an oxidation source, achieving a significant RuO2(100)
coverage is possible. It was found that the substrate morphology has a strong influence
on the RuO2 phase distribution, with a high number of defects or a high step density
favoring (100)-oriented growth. In general, (110)-oriented growth is favored at lower
growth temperatures and primarily found at 410 ∘C, while at “medium” temperatures of
460 ∘C, the (110) and (100) orientations both are comparably stable and the influence
of the nucleation site density is the strongest. At even higher temperatures, above
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500 ∘C, the mc-RuO2 phase has the highest coverage, followed by the largest RuO2(100)
domains that were observed. RuO2(101) growth was only observed sporadically at
lower temperatures (≈400 ∘C).

The algorithmic surface phase classification showed that the mc-RuO2 phase was al-
ways found next to RuO2(110) islands and the oxidation time series confirm that these
(110)-oriented islands grow from outwards from the mc-RuO2. This indicates that the
mc-RuO2 phase provides the nucleation centers for (110) island growth. The mc-RuO2
I-V curve always strongly resembles the RuO2(110) and RuO2(101) curves but with
a much lower intensity. Hence, it is concluded that below the LEEM’s resolution, the
microcrystallites themselves consist of these orientations among others, which are not
aligned with the substrate surface and therefore do not contribute to the diffraction
contrast. This microcrystalline arrangement in turn is identified with strongly faceted
regions previously observed in literature.29 A model is proposed where the microcrys-
talline oxide regions serve as incubators for (110) and (101)-oriented island growth.

The morphology of the individual islands is in accordance with previous literature,
with the RuO2(110) phase forming single-domain elongated structures that are typi-
cally about 1 µm wide and several µm long. The RuO2(100) phase exhibits roundish,
small islands that consist of several rotational domains per island. Depending on the
ratio of nucleation point densities of the different phases, the faster growing RuO2(110)
and RuO2(101) islands may be inhibited in their lateral growth, so that they only fill
the surface area left by a more densely nucleating phase.

While all three ordered island types exhibit three immediately discernible rotational
domains, the RuO2(100) phase additionally shows an azimuthal broadening in its LEED
reflections, indicating a more flexible registry to the substrate. A model was proposed
where the observed angular range arises from aligning the island’s [101] base vector
onto the substrate’s [1120] base vector within an angular variation of ±4.66°, essen-
tially leading to six rotational domains.

Strained and Relaxed VO2/RuO2 Growth

VO2 was grown on top of the templated RuO2/Ru samples discussed above. For this,
again the thermal oxygen cracker was used in conjunction with a vanadium e-beam
evaporator. Building on previously established growth methods for VO2/TiO2, the sam-
ple surface was subjected to both at the same time (constituting reactiveMBE) at 200 ∘C.
The sample surface then was annealed up to 500 ∘C to increase structural order.

Through XAS-PEEM, spatially resolved XA spectra were used to analyze the local
oxidation state of the vanadium in the different surface phases. While it was found
that non-reactive MBE (i.e., the oxidation of previously deposited vanadium) does not
quite lead to the desired V4+ oxidation state, for rMBE the VO2 stoichiometry was found
on all observed surface phases. Locally obtained XP spectra confirm this result.

Supervising the growth and annealing processes in µLEED on RuO2(110) islands
showed that reflections that are characteristically high in intensity for VO2 first became
more prominent, indicating VO2(110) growth, and then subsided due to decreasing
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crystalline order. This was interpreted in terms of monolayer-by-monolayer growth
leading to an eventual film thickness of 3ML to 10ML, or 1 nm to 3nm.

During the annealing process, the emergence of a novel (2 × 2) and an intermedi-
ate (1 × 2) surface reconstruction was observed. This reconstruction is not known for
other rutiles, e.g., RuO2 and TiO2. It was, however, reproduced in VO2(110)/TiO2(110)
growth, also using atomic oxygen in the process. The reconstruction is interpreted as
an oxygen-rich surface termination, which, in the meantime, has been investigated also
in other publications.235,241

Along with the formation of the half order spots of the (2 × 2) reconstruction, no
change in the original integer reflection positions was found and the ratio of the lattice
constants, 𝑐

𝑎
, was found to still be equivalent to that of RuO2 and thus a massive tensile

strain of 𝜀001 = 8.78% is applied along the rutile 𝑐 axis. A discussion of the involved sur-
face energies and the elastic energy leads to the conclusion that this strain is plausible
due to kinetics governing the growth process at the low utilized growth temperature.
The tensile strain along the 𝑐R axis of VO2 leads to a compression of the out-of-plane
lattice constant and thus breaks the tetragonal symmetry of the unit cell.

On the (100)-oriented RuO2 islands, the VO2 was found to grow relaxed with its
bulk 𝑐 lattice constant identified through an additional LEED reflection appearing. At
the same time, the VO2(100)/RuO2(100) surface exhibits strong faceting. These facets
have been assigned to the {120} plane of VO2 through reciprocal space maps. This
result therefore poses a reliable measurement of a different VO2(100) faceting than as-
sumed in previous literature235 while still being in general agreement with their data.
The strain results were confirmed in GIXRD experiments for both of the examined ori-
entations.

Extensive XAS-PEEM measurements tracked the temperature-dependent evolution
of dichroism on VO2(110)/RuO2(110) islands. These curves showed that the VO2 is
in its metallic state in the whole range from 40 ∘C to 400 ∘C where above 300 ∘C, a
disintegration of the (110)-oriented islands was observed. Valence band XPEEM also
showed the presence of electronic states directly at the Fermi level. This observation
can be rationalized by a combination of the high observed strain suppressing the V–V
dimerization across VO2’s MIT and a x-ray irradiation-induced permanent transition to
the metallic state.

Outlook

Further research could, for example, employ conductive atomic force microscopy (C-
AFM) for locally measuring the electronic properties of strained VO2/RuO2 at a high
resolution. Furthermore, a different substrate orientation like Ru(1010) would allow
for large (100)-oriented RuO2 island growth22. In turn, this enables a better under-
standing of VO2(100) growth due to a better defined azimuthal orientation which fa-
cilitates future XLDmeasurements on this surface. For the (110) orientation, the role of
the intermediate (1×2) reconstruction, which is not included in the most recent surface
models241, could be clarified by systematic oxygen-dependent LEEM and LEED studies
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in the more easily accessible VO2(110)/TiO2 system. Insights into the highly strained
VO2 films, on the other hand, could be gained from thickness-dependent GIXRD studies
as well as from transmission electron microscopy (TEM), which could investigate the
role of misfit dislocations.

This thesis lays the groundwork for epitaxial VO2 thin films on RuO2 substrates with
an in-plane 𝑐 axis, which show unprecedentedly high amounts of strain. With most
studies of epitaxial VO2 since the late 1990s being focused on TiO2 substrates, a natural
continuation of this approach could lie in the study of VO2 thin film growth on other
rutile materials. As shown here, the observed response of the material under these
extreme conditions deviates in part from the expected behavior of the MIT. Hence, it
promises further understanding of the transition, a topic that in its complex interplay of
electron correlation and structural components has still not been fully and satisfactorily
been resolved in the now 62 years of research effort.

Up until recently, also the role of the surface in VO2 has been neglected in literature.
Following the extensive insights gained from this thesis in the apparent VO2(110) and
VO2(100) surface stability and their reconstructions, a full atomistic model is still miss-
ing and would be of high relevance to future applications. For the design of devices that
utilize the metal-insulator transition, usually a thin film approach is necessary. Here,
the surface as well as the interface to the substrate constitute a large portion of the
material and thus play a key role in its properties.

While the RuO2/Ru surface has already been a big research topic since the early
2000s, the approach chosen in this thesis revealed that the registry of the (100)-
oriented islands and, to a small degree, the (110)-oriented islands is more flexible
than previously assumed. This together with the role of the microcrystalline RuO2 in-
cubator phase illustrates the delicate thermodynamic equilibrium in this system which,
in a small temperature window of only 100 ∘C, can lead to a rich set of different mor-
phologies. As Ru and RuO2 already play an important role in today’s industrial catalysis
applications, understanding the interplay of the different exposed surfaces poses an in-
teresting and relevant contribution even across the pressure gap imposed by the choice
of surface science techniques.
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A. Acronyms

1f-cus onefold coordinatively undersaturated
C-DMFT cluster extension of dynamical mean-field theory
CTR crystal truncation rod
DFT density functional theory
DMFT dynamical mean-field theory
ECC enhanced correlation coefficient maximization
ESCA electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis
ESD electron stimulated desorption
GIXRD grazing incidence x-ray diffraction
HAXPES hard x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
IFP Institute of Solid State Physics
IMFP inelastic mean free path
I-V intensity-voltage
LDA local density approximation
LEED low energy electron diffraction
LEEM low energy electron microscopy
MBE molecular beam epitaxy
MCP multichannel plate detector
MEM mirror electron microscopy
MIT metal-insulator transition
PCA principal component analysis
PEEM photoemission electron microscopy
PES photoelectron spectroscopy
pey partial electron yield
rMBE reactive MBE
ROI region of interest
RSF relative sensitivity factor
RSM reciprocal space map
SEM scanning electron microscopy
SIFT scale-invariant feature transform
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SPELEEM spectroscopic photoemission and low energy electron mi-
croscopy

STM scanning tunneling microscopy
TEM transmission electron microscopy
tey total electron yield
TMO transition metal oxide
mc microcrystalline
mc-RuO2 microcrystalline RuO2

UHV ultra-high vacuum
µLEED micro-LEED
UPS ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
VLEED very low energy electron diffraction
XA x-ray absorption
XAS x-ray absorption spectroscopy
XAS-PEEM x-ray absorption spectroscopy PEEM
XLD x-ray linear dichroism
XMCD x-ray magnetic circular dichroism
XP x-ray photoelectron
XPEEM x-ray photoemission electron microscopy
XPS x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
XRD x-ray diffraction
XRR x-ray reflectivity
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B. Supplemental Data

B.1. Cluster Analysis of Additional Sample
In Fig. B.1, the cluster analysis of a RuO2/Ru sample is shown. This sample has been
used for some further measurements, but the RuO2 preparation was not included in the
main thesis because of its similarity to other cases. One small distinction is the appear-
ance of round RuO2(110) islands which have a 15°-rotated registry to the Ru(0001)
substrate (see Ref. 108).

In VO2/RuO2 growth on this sample, the (2 × 2) reconstruction is also observed on
the islands that are rotated by 15° degrees.

a) b) c)

Figure B.1. Euclidean-metric phase classification of a RuO2/Ru sample (𝑛PCA = 9, 𝑛C = 10,
see Section 2.4.3). a) 18 × 18µm2 LEEM image at 7.0 eV. b) Cluster map with
4 aggregated clusters. c) Corresponding average I-V curves. The legend applies
to b) and c).
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B.2. Micro-LEED of VO2/mc-RuO2

Figure B.2 shows the µLEED pattern obtained on a VO2/mc-RuO2 structure. The diffrac-
tion pattern can not be distinguished from the pure mc-RuO2 phase. This most likely
means that additional VO2 microcrystallites form and lead to a similar diffraction pat-
tern.

Figure B.2. µLEED pattern acquired on a VO2/mc-RuO2 island. Heavy faceting is observed.
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B.3. GIXRD Measurement with 4.66°-Rotated
RuO2(100) Visualization

The RSM shown in Fig. B.3 is the same as already discussed in Section 7.5. Here,
however, additional reflection positions for RuO2(100) grains that are rotated by 4.66°
are drawn in (refer to Section 5.4.2). The positioning of the small squares at the ends
of the azimuthally broadened {002}, {011} and {020} reflections clearly corroborates
the assignment of this particular angle.

Figure B.3. Same data as presented in Fig. 7.21, but with the reflection positions of 4.66°-
rotated RuO2(100) drawn in as smaller squares.
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B.4. X-Ray Reflectivity Data

On the sample that was used for GIXRD, x-ray reflectivity (XRR) was also performed:
The intensity of a reflected x-ray beam is measured at small angles, with the angle of
the incident beam, 𝜗𝑖, and of the reflected beam, 𝜗𝑟, being equal (= 𝜗).

Figure B.4 shows the acquired data on the left. It was fitted with a layered model
using the software Fewlay*. The plot was created using a Python script†. The model
is based on a layered structure with each of the layers having a thickness 𝑑, a surface
roughness which is characterized by the mean standard deviation of height ℎ at the
interface, 𝜎 = √⟨ℎ2⟩, and the real component 𝛿 of the complex refractive index 𝑛 =

1 − 𝛿 + 𝑖𝛽 as parameters.
The model that achieved the best fit includes four layers:

• Ru: The bulk substrate with a very smooth interface (𝜎 = 1.5Å).

*Andreas Stierle and Vedran Vonk, personal communication, May 2018.
†Konstantin Krausert, personal communication, May 2018.

Figure B.4. Left: XRR measurement (blue dots) with a fit, both plotted over 2𝜃. Right:
Electron density profile used in the fit, consisting of four layers (see text).
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• RuO2: A thin RuO2 layer (𝑑 = 15.1Å), possibly relating to the RuO2(110) islands.
Their interface is a lot rougher, possibly due to different heights in distinct islands.
This corresponds to the 1.6 nmmaximum thickness reported for low-temperature
RuO2(110) growth.24

• RuO2_b: A second RuO2 layer, which is thicker and has an even higher roughness
due to even more island height variation. Both RuO2 components have a different
refractive index.

• VO2: The VO2 layer with a very high surface roughness due to growing on top of
different islands and most likely also due to the strong faceting of VO2(100). It
is 3.65 nm thin.

This interpretation is not definitive; however, it gives a rough estimate of the material
thicknesses at the surface in general. The VO2 film thickness value agrees with the
results in Chapter 7 and complements them.
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D. Revisions After Thesis Defense
The following corrections have been made after submitting the thesis and are only
included in the published version. They are mostly cosmetic do not substantially alter
the meaning of this document.

• p. 66: “contrast aperture“ was changed to “illumination aperture“
• p. 68: An 𝜖 was changed to the correct 𝜀 symbol.
• Figure 6.4: Swapped “metallic” and “insulating”.
• Equation 6.1: 𝐻 was changed to �̂� to better reflect that it is an operator.
• Figure 7.2f: A non-labeled graph line that was included in the previous version

by accident was removed.
• Figure 7.6b: The labels for the V 2𝑝1/2 and V 2𝑝3/2 peaks have been swapped.
• Equation 7.1: The two symbols in the numerator were swapped.
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